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First Session, Lots 1 – 406

Wednesday 24th April at 10.30 am

Great Britain

Collections and Mixed Lots

        1            A mainly fine used collection with 1855-57 4d. carmine (2, one on white paper with R.P.S. certificate, 1910), 1856
4d. thin paper, 1857 4d. rose-carmine and rose, 6d. deep lilac and pale lilac (2, one on thick paper), 1s. green and
pale green (top marginal with part imprint), 1862-62 4d. plates 3 and 4, 6d. with large part oval “PD”, 1865-67 set
(6d. used in Malta), 1867-80 3d. strip of three, 6d. lilac watermark inverted (R.P.S. certificate, 1999), 6d. mauve,
9d. wing and lower marginal imprint (R.P.S. certificate, 1984), 10d., 1s. (top marginal with imprint), 2s. blue, 2s.
brown, 1872-73 6d. (6 shades incl. a pair), 1867-83 watermark Maltese Cross 5s. vertical pair, 10s., £1 watermark
anchor white paper £5, 1873-80 2½d. plates 2, 11, 15, 17 (watermark inverted), 3d., 6d., 1s. green and orange-
brown (watermark inverted), 1876 4d. (3 listed shades, one used in St Thomas), 8d., 1880-83 2½d. plates 21, 22,
23, 3d., 3d. on 3d., 4d., 6d., 6d. on 6d. and 1s., 1880-84 set, 1881 1d. lilac (both), 1883-84 ‘lilac and green’ set with
6d. and 1s. on 1887 fragment. Photo.                                                                                                        £4,000-£5,000

        2            Collection of plated 1854-62 1d. stars in a folder, incl. 1854 (Feb.-Mar.) SC16 (50) with plates 155 to R6 (less plate
168), 1855 (Jan.) SC 14 (16 plate 194 to R6 less plate 195, 199), 1855 (Feb.) SC14 (20) plates 1 to 21 (less plate 17),
1855 (Feb.) SC16 (14) plates 1 to 14, 1855 (May) LC16 (13) plates 1 to 14), 1855 (June) LC14 (20) plates 1 to 21
(less plate 3), 1856 (Jan.) LC14 plates 22 to 47, 1856 (Nov.) LC14 plates 27, 30, 31, 33, 3440, 45, 1856 (Mar.) LC14
(19) plates 27 to 55 extra 52. (less plate 39, 41, 53), 1857-63 plates 27 to R17 (less plate 33), 1857 (Dec.) LC16 plates
27 to 60 (less plate 38), 1861 plates 50 and 51, 1862 plates 15 and 16, varied condition. S.G. Spec. C1-C13, cat.
£32,500.                                                                                                                                                         £2,500-£3,000

        3            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly used collection in an album, incl. 1840 1d. black (2), 2d. blue (2), 1864-79 1d. plates to
225, 1870 ½d. plates 1 to 20, 1867-78 watermark Maltese Cross 5s. plate 1 BH used in Valparaiso, plate 2 CA used
in Malta, 1873-80 2½d. rosy mauve plates 3 to 17, 4d. sage-green plates 15 and 16, 1883-84 watermark anchor 10s.
ultramarine and 10s. pale ultramarine, 1884 watermark crowns £1 brown-lilac HC, 1887-92 to £1 green MC, 1902-
13 to £1, Seahorses with 1913 Waterlow £1 green, 1929 P.U.C. £1, Q.E.II commemoratives with better phosphors,
officials, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                                                                       £2,500-£3,000

        4            A Q.V. to K.G.VI accumulation in two stockbooks, incl. 1847-54 embossed 1s. (2), 10d., 1s. (2) used, 1850 Prince
Consort essay in red-brown (poor), 1855-58 4d. (6), 6d. (4), 1s. (2), used, 1862-64 3d. (2), 4d. (7), 6d. (4), 9d. unused
and used (2), used, 1867-80 10d. unused, 8d. orange unused, 1867-78 watermark Maltese Cross 5s. plate 1 CE,
plate 2 GE used, 1873-80 4d. sage-green plates 15, plate 16 (2) used, 1882-83 watermark anchor 5s. plate 4 AC
used, 1883-84 watermark anchor on white paper 2s.6d., 5s. and 10s. mint, 1884 watermark crowns £1 brown-lilac
OA used (fault), 1888 watermark orbs £1 brown-lilac AA used (poor), officials, Revenues, etc., mixed condition.
(100s)                                                                                                                                                             £2,000-£2,500

        5            A mostly used group in a stockbook incl. 1d. black plates 1 (3), 2, (2), 3 (2), 4 (4), 5 (2), 6 (2), 7 (2), 8 (R.P.S.
certificate, 1992), 9 and 10, several with four margins, imperforate 1d. red plates selection to plate 184, 1d. 
perforated selection, 1870 ½d. all plates except plate 9, 1840 2d. blue (no margins), 1841 2d. blue imperforate plates
3 and 4 (15 incl. a strip of four), 2d. blue perforated plates 2-15 selection, surface-printed used to 5s. incl. 1855
4d. small garter watermark mint (corner fault and small thin at top only visible from reverse) and 1865 4d. plate
14 unused, 1883-84 ‘lilac and green’ set, 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ mint to 1s. and used to 10d., 1900 ½d. and 1s. mint, also
a few covers. (few 100s)                                                                                                                              £2,000-£2,500
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Collections and Mixed Lots continued

        6            A mostly used collection in binder incl. 1d black (2), 1840 2d. (2), later line-engraved, embossed issues cut-to-
shape, surface printed with 1855, 1862-64, 1865-67 and 1867-80 issues incl. 1880 2s. brown (corner fault), 1867
5s. (2, one with perfin), 1873-80, 1880-81 and 1883-84 ‘lilac and green’ issues. 1883-84 high values, 1884 £1, 1887-
92 ‘Jubilee’ to 1s., 1891 £1, 1902-10 set, Seahorses to £1, 1929 P.U.C. set (£1 with central c.d.s.), K.G.VI and Q.E.II
issues largely complete, Wilding regionals, poor to fine. (few 100s)                                                     £2,000-£2,200

        7            A mostly used collection in a Lighthouse album with slipcase incl. 1840 1d. black and 2d. blue, 1847 -54 embossed
group used, 1864-79 1d. red plate numbers 71-225 used and near complete, 1855-57 surface printed to 1s., 1862-
64 to 9d. 1865-67 to 1s., 1867-80 used to 2s. blue, 1870 ½d. plates used except 1, 3 and 9, 1883-84 white paper
2s.6d. (2, both shades), 5s. (2, both shades) and 10s. ultramarine, 1887-1900 ‘Jubilee’ to £1 mint, 1902-10 5s. and
£1 used, 1911 2s.6d. mint, 1913 2s.6d., 5s. and 10s. mint, 1915 2s.6d. mint, 1918-19 2s.6d., 5s. and 10s. mint and
10s. used, 1929 P.U.C. set mint, 1934-36 Seahorses mint, 1939-48 K.G.VI high values mint, regionals, officials etc.,
mostly fine. (few 100s)                                                                                                                               £1,800-£2,000

        8            A Q.V. collection in an album, incl. 1d. plates to 225, mint inscriptional blocks, 2d. blue reconstruction, 1847-54
embossed range, surface printed with 1867-83 watermark anchor 5s., etc. (100s)                             £1,500-£2,000

        9            A range of surface printed, incl. 1865-67 3d. plate 4 (6), 4d. plate 7 singles (2) and pair, plate 8 (6), plate 9 (6), plate
10 (6), plate 11 singles (7) and pair, plate 12 singles (8) and pair, plate 13 (4), plate 14 (5), 6d. plate 5 singles (7,
one with watermark inverted) and pair, plate 6 (6), 9d., 1s. singles (8), pairs (3) and strip of four, 1867-78 watermark
Maltese Cross 5s. pale rose plate 1 (4) and plate 2 (2), 1872-73 6d. chestnut plate 11 singles (10) and pair, example
on cover, plate 12 (2), 6d. grey unused (2) and used (4), 1882-83 watermark anchor on white paper 5s. rose plate
4 (5) and 10s., etc., mixed condition. (approx. 140)                                                                                £1,500-£2,000

     10            A used surface printed collection on leaves, incl. 1855-57 4d. (10), 6d. (2), 1s. (3), 1862-64 3d. (3), 4d. (5), 6d. (3),
9d. (2), 1s. (4), 1865-67 3d., 4d. (12), 6d. (4), 9d., 1s., 1867-80 3d. (8), 6d. (8), 8d. (2), 10d. (4), 1s. (5), 2s. blue (3),
1872-73 6d. chestnut (6), 6d. grey (2), 1867-83 Maltese Cross 5s. plates 1 and 2, 1873-80 2½d. rosy mauve (19),
2½d. blue (4), 3d. (9), 6d. (5), 1s. (6), 4d. sage-green (2), 4d. vermilion, 4d. grey-brown, 8d., 1880-83 3d. on 3d., 6d.
on 6d., 1s. (2), 1880-81 Provisional set, 1883-84 2s.6d. (2), 5s. (3), 10s. (2), 1883-84 ‘lilac and green’ set, etc., also
a range of officials and revenues, mixed condition. (approx. 170)                                                        £1,500-£2,000

     11            A Q.V. to Q.E.II accumulation in three albums and two stockbooks, incl. 1840 1d. black (4), 1855-57 4d. (5), 6d.
(7) used, 1897-92 ‘Jubilee’ to 1s. (both) mint, 1913 Waterlow £1 green used, duplication, etc. (1,000s)                   
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,200-£1,500

     12            A range of used surface printed, incl. 1855-57 large garter 4d. singles (2) and pair, 6d. singles (7) and pair, 1s. on
cover, 1862-64 3d., 4d. (2), 6d. (3), 9d., 1865-67 4d. (2), 6d. (2, one with watermark inverted), 1867-80 3d. (7 singles
with plates 4 to 10, and plate 6 pair), 6d. (8), 9d., 10d. (4), 1s. (6), 2s. blue, 1872-73 6d. chestnut (4), 6d. grey, 1867-
83 watermark Maltese Cross 5s., 1880-83 3d. (2), 4d. grey-brown (2), 3d. on 3d., 6d. on 6d., 1s. (2), 1883-84 ‘lilac
and green’ 2d., 3d., 4d., 6d. and 1s., etc., some with c.d.s’s, slightly varied condition. (73)                £1,200-£1,500

     13            A used collection of 2d. stars in an album, incl. SC16 plate 4 (17), SC14 pair, strip of three and two singles, SC16
plate 5 strip of three and five singles, LC16 plate 6 three pairs, strip of three and three singles, etc., varied condition.
(158)                                                                                                                                                               £1,000-£1,200

     14            A surface printed collection on leaves, incl. 1855-57 3d. (6), 6d. (3), 1s. (2), 1862-64 3d. (2, also one unused), 4d.
(4), 6d. (3), 1s. (3), 1865-67 3d., 4d. (12), 6d. (4), 9d., 1s., 1867-80 3d. (11), 6d. (6), 9d. (2), 10d., 1s. green (6), 2s.
blue (5), 1867-83 watermark Maltese Cross 5s. plate 1 (2) and 2 (2), watermark anchor 5s., 1873-80 2½d. rosy
mauve (19), 2½d. blue (4), 3d. (10), 6d. (6), 1s. green (10), 1s. orange-brown, 4d. sage-green (2), 8d., 1880-83 range
to 1s. orange-brown, 1880-81 range to 5d., 1883-84 ‘lilac and green’ set, etc., very mixed condition. (180)             
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,000-£1,200

     15            A Q.V. to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1840 1d. (2, one with four margins), 1841 2d. strip of four, 1841
1d. with numbers “3”, “6”, “8”, “10” and “11” in Maltese Cross, 1854-57 range, range of 1d. plates, plate 204 mint
block of six, 1870-74 ½d. (14) and 1½d. (2) used, range of surface printed to 2s. blue with 1883-84 ‘lilac and green’
set (less 9d.), also 1867-83 watermark Maltese Cross plate 2 5s. and 1883-84 2s.6d. (2), 5s. and 10s. used, 1887-92
‘Jubilee’ to both 1s. used with both 5d., K.E.VII to 5s. used and 1s. mint, Downey heads with no crosses on crown,
Seahorses to 10s. used, Wildings, Castles, Machins, postage dues, range of officials, etc. (100s)     £1,000-£1,200
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     16            A used line-engraved collection incl. 1d. red from ‘black’ plates 1b, 2, 5, 8, 9 (R.P.S. certificate, 2004), 10 and 11,
range of numbers in Maltese Cross incl. ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘7’, ‘8’, ‘9’ and ‘12’ (on 1841 2d. with pre-printing paper flaw), 1841-
44 plates 17, 20, 26, 27, 37, 38 (2), 39 (3), 95 and 161, 1841 2d. plate 4 (7, incl. a block of six with numeral ‘930’
(York) cancellations), 1841-51 Alphabet 1 plates 22. 23, 24, 38, 60, 65, 72, 78 and 126, Alphabet 2 plates 151, 157,
166, also perforated issues group incl. 1d Alphabet 3 perf. 14 Die II plate 43 (Williams certificate, 2017) with a
London numeral cancellation, plate 218 used on an 1879 hand-illustrated (Ancient Greece scene) envelope used
within London, plate 225 with an Irish cancellation and 1870 ½d. plate 9 used and 1½d. plate 1 used, chiefly fine.
(70 + 1 cover)                                                                                                                                               £1,000-£1,200

     17            A used surface printed collection on leaves, incl. 1855-57 4d. (5), 6d. (3), 1s. (3), 1862-64 3d. (3), 4d. (4), 6d. (4),
9d. (2), 1s. (3), 1865-67 3d. (2), 4d. (10), 6d. (4), 9d., 1s. (2), 1867-80 3d. (8), 6d. (7), 9d. (2), 10d. (2), 1s. (5), 2s. blue
(4), 1872-73 6d. grey, 1867-83 watermark Maltese Cross 5s. (3), 1873-80 2½d. rosy mauve (20), 2½d. blue (4), 6d.
(6), 3d. (10), 1s. green (6), 1s. orange-brown, 4d. sage-green (3), 8d., 1880-83 3d. on 3d., 6d. on 6d. (2), 1s. (2),
1880-81 to 5d., 1883-84 ‘lilac and green’ set, etc., mixed condition. (approx. 180)                             £1,000-£1,200

     18            Selection of Q.V. high values used comprising 1883-84 watermark anchor 2s.6d. (2, one on blued paper with crease
only visible from reverse), 5s., 10s., 1884 watermark crowns £1 (R.P.S. certificate, 1991), chiefly fine. (5) Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £750-£800

     19            A used surface printed collection on leaves, incl. 1865-67 3d., 4d. plates 7 to 13, plate 14 pair, 6d. plates 5 and 6,
1s., 1867-80 3d. plates 4 to 10, 6d. plates 6, 8, 9, 10d., 1s. plates 4 to 7, 1872-73 6d. grey, 1873-80 watermark anchor
2½d. plates 1, 2 and 3, watermark orb 2½d. rose-mauve plates 3 to 17, 2½d. blue plates 17 to 20, watermark spray
3d. plates 11, 12, 14 to 20, 6d. plates 13, 14, 15, 17, 1s. green plates 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 1s. orange-brown, watermark
large garter 4d. vermilion, 4d. sage-green plates 15 and 16, 4d. grey-brown, 8d., 1880-83 2½d. plates 21, 22, 23, 3d.
plates 20, 21, 3d. on 3d., 4d. plates 17 and 18, 6d. plates 17 and 18, 6d. on 6d., 1s. plates 13 and 14, 1880-81 to 5d.,
1883-84 ‘lilac and green’ set, 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ to 10d. (2), 1s. green (2) and 1s. green and carmine, etc., mixed 
condition. (approx. 140)                                                                                                                                    £700-£800

     20            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in two albums and two stockbooks, incl. 1840 1d. black used, 1864-79 1d. plates to 225
used, sets mint (2), 1929 P.U.C. £1 mint, 1939-48 set mint, Q.E.II commemoratives with better phosphors mint,
etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                                                                                             £700-£800

     21            Selection comprising 1867-80 3d. plate 6, 1873-80 watermark orb 2½d. rosy mauve plates 15 and 16, 2½d. blue
plates 19 and 22, watermark spray 3d. plates 11 and 14, 6d. plate 14, 1s. plates 8 and 13, 1880-83 4d. plate 18, 1s.
orange-brown plate 13, and 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ ½d. blue-green, each with part or large part original gum, fair to fine.
(15) Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £700-£800

     22            A Q.V. to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1840 1d. black and 2d. blue, later line engraved with 1d. plates,
1947-54 1s. embossed used, range of surface printed to 5s. (2) used, 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ to both 1s. used, K.E.VII to
5s. (3) used, Seahorses to 10s. used, 1929 P.U.C. £1 used, officials, etc., varied condition. To be sold on behalf of
Garden House Hospice Charity, Letchworth. (100s)                                                                                           £700-£800

     23            A line engraved collection in a stockbook, incl. 1855 (May) 1d. LC16 used (2), 1855 (Aug.) 1d. SC14 used, 1856
(Nov.) LC14 unused, 1857-63 1d. LC14 plate 57 mint block of four, etc., mixed condition. (100s)       £600-£700

     24            Various on leaves and loose, incl. 1857 cover to Bahamas, franked by 1855-57 6d., The Plating of the Penny Black
(1922) text only, Q.E.II commemoratives with better phosphors mint, 1966 Birds 4d. (phos. and ord.) se-tenant
blocks of four with brown omitted, 4d. (ord.) se-tenant block of four with green omitted, 1966 Hastings 4d. (phos.)
se-tenant strip with magenta omitted mint, also some other countries, etc. (few 100s)                          £600-£700
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     25            A Q.V. to Q.E.II accumulation in varied condition in five albums and stockbooks, on stockcards and loose incl.
1883 5d. and 9d. mint, 1912-24 Royal cypher ½d. to 1s. incl. both 9d. unmounted mint, 1937-69 virtually complete
used collection on Windsor leaves, 1939-48 set of six unmounted mint, 1955 Waterlow, 1958 and 1959 D.L.R.
Castle sets unmounted mint, a range of both sterling and decimal commemorative sets duplicated with some
phosphors, postage dues, officials, etc. (100s)                                                                                                 £500-£600

     26            An accumulation in two stockbook and loose, incl. 1847-54 embossed 6d. and 10d., 1902-10 De La Rue 2s.6d. lilac
overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 16, 1911 ½d. bright green (fine impression) mint (R.P.S. certificate, 1987), 1912-24
2½d. pale milky (chalky) violet-blue mint (Hendon certificate, 2018), 1d. imperforate block of four overprinted
“CANCELLED” type 24 with gum, also block cypher 1d. and 1½d. overprinted “CANCELLED” type 28, 1924 and
1925 Wembley postal stationery, K.G.VI airletters, Newspaper Tax Stamps 1854-65 printed Prices Current from
“Powell & Sings” (2) and “Price Current of Leather” (3), Channel Islands with Occupation issues on cover and
booklets, Sark, mixed condition, etc. (100s)                                                                                                    £500-£600

     27            A Q.V. collection unusually written up in an album, incl. 1840 1d. black used (18, extremely mixed), 1841 1d. (296)
with range of cancellations and blued papers, and numbers 1 to 12 in Maltese Cross, later with 1d. stars complete
reconstructed sheets (2, one less two stamps), 1870 ½d. range, 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ range to 1s. green (2), and 1s.
green and carmine (21) used, officials, postal stationery cut outs, etc., very mixed condition. (100s)    £500-£600

     28            A line engraved collection on leaves, incl. 1840 Mulready 1d. envelope unused, 1d. lettersheet used with red Maltese
Cross and oval “PD” to Bradford, 1840 1d. black (3, one on 1841 cover) and 2d. blue used, 1854-57 range, plates
71 to 224 (less 77) used, 1870 ½d. plate 9 used, also 1847-54 embossed 6d., 10d. and 1s. used, etc., mixed condition.
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £400-£500

     29            A line engraved 2d. blue selection in a stockbook and on leaves, incl. 1840 2d. plate 1 plate 2 JJ and OC, EG, 1854-
57 2d. LC14 plate 5 RG-RL strip, SD-TE block, 2d. SC16 plate 4 KH used on 1854 (Nov.) entire from London to
Manchester, 2d. LC14 plate 6 AH used on 1858 entire in combination with 1d. red, on 1858 entire from London
to Taunton, etc. (59)                                                                                                                                          £400-£500

     30            A line engraved collection on stock pages, incl. 1840 1d. pair and singles (4), 1841 1d. red-brown unused, example
on cover with blue barred numeral, 1841 2d. strip of three, 1d. red plates with multiples, etc., varied condition.
(125)                                                                                                                                                                     £400-£500

    †31            A mainly surface printed selection, incl. 1847-54 embossed 6d. used, 1862-64 1s. green plate 1 TE used, 1867-80
1s. green plate 4 LI unused, 1873-80 2½d. rose-mauve plate 17 NK used, 4d. grey-brown plate 17 AI, CH, DL and
SK-SL pair, used, 1883 or 84 6d., 9d. and 1s. used, etc., mixed condition. (13)                                         £400-£500

     32            A mainly Q.V. accumulation in three albums and on leaves, incl. 1840 1d. black (10, one on cover), 1d. reds, surface
printed to 5s. used, mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                   £400-£500

     33            A line engraved selection of mainly covers, incl. 1840 1d. black forgery on piece, 1841 1d. red-brown plates 14 and
16 (3 of each on separate covers), 1870 cover from London to Bath, franked by 1864-79 1d. perfin “G.W.R.”, etc.
(15 items, two stamps)                                                                                                                                       £400-£500

     34            A mainly used line engraved selection, incl. 1840 1d. black, 1841 2d. blue with numbers “2”, “9” and “12” in Cross,
1856 1d. pink envelope uprated by 1854-57 1d., 1858-76 2d. plate 13 mint, etc., very mixed condition. (113)        
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500

     35            A mainly line engraved selection, incl. 1840 1d. black plate 1b CG, 1841 1d. red-brown plate 12 CA used on 1841
(Aug.) entire, 1841 1d. red-brown LB-LE used strip on piece, etc., varied condition. (16)                      £350-£400

     36            A mainly Q.V. collection in six albums, incl. duplication with much cancellation interest, line engraved with 1841
1d. red-brown (22), 1d. stars, extensive range of 1d. plates with 71 to 225 (less 77) complete, 1870 ½d. extensive
range with plate 9 used, surface printed to 2s. blue, 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ range, a few covers, etc. (100s)   £350-£400

     37            A selection, incl. 1840 1d. black plate 9 CB used on piece, 1924-26 watermark Royal cypher 6d. watermark inverted
and reversed, 9d. agate inverted watermark mint, 1929 P.U.C. watermark sideways set mint, 1934-36 photogravure
set mint, 1954-55 and 1955-57 postage due sets unmounted, etc. (few 100s)                                           £350-£400

     38            An accumulation, Q.V. to Q.E.II, in seventy albums and loose, incl. 1840 1d. black, surface printed to 5s. used,
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1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ range to both 1s. used, K.E.VII to 1s. used, commemoratives, prestige packs, Britannia to £10,
Castles to £5, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                    £300-£350

     39            A Q.V. to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1840 1d. and 2d. used, later line engraved with 1d., plates 71
to 224 complete used, surface printed to 5s. used, 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ to both 1s. used, K.E.VII to 5s. used, Wildings,
Castles, later minor varieties, etc. (100s)                                                                                                         £300-£350

     40            A Q.V. to Q.E.II accumulation in seven albums, two stockbooks, two cover albums and loose, incl. 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’
to 1s. (both) used, 1902-13 to 1s. used (2), Q.E.II commemoratives with better phosphors mint, etc. (many 100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350

     41            A Q.E.II collection in seven albums, incl. booklets with prestige, booklet panes, Machins, Castles, postage dues,
commemoratives, Wildings, 1960s phosphor sets, etc. (100s)                                                                     £300-£350

     42            A used K.G.V to K.G.VI collection on leaves, incl. Downey heads, 1912-24 to 1s. (2), range of 1913-19 Seahorses
to 10s. (5), 1929 P.U.C. £1, 1934 re-engraved 2s.6d. (2), 5s. (2), 10s., etc., varied condition. (approx. 200)               
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350

     43            A line engraved collection on leaves, incl. 1841 1d. red-browns with numbers in Maltese Cross, 1841 2d. blue used
with black Maltese Cross (2) 1854-57 range, 1864 1d. plates 71 to 225 complete (less 77), 1870 ½d. plate 9 used,
1847-53 embossed 6d. (3), 10d. and 1s. (2) cut square, etc., varied condition. (100s)                               £300-£350

     44            A collection in an album, from 1841 to 1851, incl. 1d. red-brown plated examples from black plate 2, later plates
8 to 173, Maltese Cross cancellations with blue, 1842 cover plate 18, pairs, strips, blocks of four, marginal copies,
mainly four margins, also some 1d. perfs., etc. (100s)                                                                                   £300-£350

     45            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in 27 albums (four Davos), incl. Seahorses to 10s., f.d.c’s, prestige packs, 
commemoratives, etc., also a range of World, etc. (100s)                                                                             £300-£350

     46            A line engraved collection on leaves, incl. 1841 1d. used (11, one with “7” in Maltese Cross), 1841 2d. used (5),
1854-57 range, 1858-76 2d. plate 12 used, 1870 1½d. (5), 1d. plates 71 to 225 (less 77) complete used, etc., mixed
condition. (approx. 150)                                                                                                                                    £300-£350

     47            A K.G.V to K.G.VI collection on leaves, incl. Downey heads, Seahorses to 10s. used, 1918-19 Bradbury 2s.6d. mint,
1934 re-engraved 2s.6d. and 10s. mint, 1939-48 High Values set mint, 1951 Festival set unmounted mint, etc.
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £300-£350

     48            An accumulation of Q.V. imperf. and perf. 1d reds used on entires, envelopes, fronts and pieces in mixed condition
contained in a carton with range of cachets and cancellations, some strips and pairs, etc. (many 100s)                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350

     49            Mainly Q.E.II collection in three cartons incl. issues from 1840 1d. (2), later with presentation packs, pre-decimal
multiples and sheets incl. Wilding 1d., 1½d., 2½d. and 4d., official envelopes, counter books, publicity posters,
training stamps, f.d.c’s, booklets incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee 3s., etc. (1,000s)                                                 £250-£300

     50            Selection comprising Thackeray’s caricature example from the defaced block, 1911 Harrison perf. 14 1d. deep
rose-carmine (within the shade band) in an unmounted mint control “A 11” pair (Brandon certificate, 1997) and
1977 Silver Jubilee 8½p. variety imperforate unmounted mint horizontal pair, latter two with creasing, otherwise
fine. (3 items)                                                                                                                                                      £250-£300

     51            Selection of perforated 1d. stars with blue cancellations, comprising Irish Spoon on piece, London duplex on piece,
Edinburgh duplex (2 on piece, used on the same day), Leith experimental, also 1841 1d. red-brown (3) with inverted
watermarks, varied condition.                                                                                                                          £250-£300

     52            A Q.V. to early Q.E.II collection in six albums, incl. 1840 1d. black (poor), 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ values to 1s. green
used, K.E.VII to 1s. used, Wildings, Castles, covers, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                    £250-£300

     53            A range of used 1d. stars, incl. 1854-57 SC16 watermark inverted, SC14 pair, cancellation interest with Scots locals,
etc. (approx. 130)                                                                                                                                                £250-£300

     54            A Q.V. to early Q.E.II collection in three albums, incl. K.E.VII to 10s. used, Seahorses to 10s. used, Wildings with
1952-54 and 1955-56 sets unmounted mint, postage dues, etc. (100s)                                                       £250-£300
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     55            A mainly Q.V. selection, incl. 1865-67 3d. plate 4 used on 1866 cover, 1872-73 6d. pale buff plate 12 used, 6d. grey
plate 12 used with Suez “B 02”, 1883-84 watermark anchor 2s.6d. JH and MC used, 1883-84 5d. HA-HB pair used
on piece, etc., very mixed condition. (55)                                                                                                       £250-£300

     56            A used K.G.V to K.G.VI collection on leaves, incl. Downey heads, 1913-19 range of Seahorses to 10s., 1934 
re-engraved set used, 1939-48 set in blocks of four, 1951 Festival set in blocks of four, etc. (100s)       £220-£250

     57            A range in a carton in albums, stockbooks and loose incl. 1877 £1 Telegraph used, 1887-92 ½d. to 1s. mint marginal
singles, 1918 K.G.V 3s. booklet fully intact etc. (few 100s)                                                                           £200-£250

     58            Line engraved selection comprising 1841 1d. red-brown CD (four margins) small part gum, 1854-57 SC16 2d.
unused, and 1864-79 1d. plate 146 LC-NF block of twelve mint, mint or part original gum, poor to fine.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250

     59            An accumulation in two stockbooks and a binder incl. 1902 K.E.VII £1 used light crease, 1922 (May) 3s. booklet
intact, 1968 Andrew Restall 5d. photographic essay with an oil tanker design and very fine and mostly used 20th
century stamps and first-day and other commemorative covers etc. (many 100s)                                   £200-£250

     60            A Q.V. to Q.E.II accumulation in twelve cover albums, stockbook and loose, incl. 1921 two envelopes from the
Triumph Cycle Co. one includes letter, other has invoice for parts and a service with original crested envelopes,
ocean liners with one signed by the Captain of the SS Canberra liner, paquebots, good range of 1966-2005 first
day covers commemoratives and definitives, some rare and unusual, 1989-2012 coin covers (27), twelve have £5
coins, also catalogues and empty leaves, etc. (approx. 750 f.d.c’s)                                                               £200-£250

     61            Small group comprising 1841 1d. red SD with ivory head, four margins, slightly buckled by heavy mount and with
small stain at top left, 1856 6d. deep lilac, heavy mount and a few blunt perforations and 1865 3d. NL centred
lower left, large part gum and a few blunt perforations. (3)                                                                         £200-£250

     62            A used duplicated accumulation, comprising 1936 10d. blue (160), 1948 Silver Wedding (18) and 1993 £10. (30)
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250

     63            A dealer’s stock in five large albums, incl. K.E.VII values to 5s. used, Downey heads, Seahorses to 10s. used, booklets
with 1936 2s. edition 361, Castles, Machins, commemoratives, officials, etc. (1,000s)                             £200-£250

     64            A range of line engraved on stockcards, incl. 1840 1d. black used (5), wide range of imperf. and perf. 1d. reds, 1841
1d. unused, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                        £200-£250

     65            A collection in eight albums and loose, incl. surface printed to 5s. used, 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ duplicated used range
to 1s., Wildings, Castles, Machins, covers, f.d.c’s, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                        £200-£250

     66            A collection in six albums (five boxed), incl. K.E.VII to 1s. used, 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ to 1s. green used, regionals, 
decimal issues, Machins, Channel Islands, etc. (100s)                                                                                   £200-£250

     67            A mint K.G.V to K.G.VI collection on leaves, incl. Downey heads, 1912-24 to 1s. (2), 1934 re-engraved 2s.6d. and
5s., 1939-48 High Values set unmounted, 1951 Festival set unmounted, etc., varied condition. (114)  £200-£250

     68            A line engraved selection in a stockbook, incl. 1840 1d. black (2), 1841 1d. and 2d., cancellations, etc. (few 100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250

     69            A mainly Q.E.II accumulation in twelve albums, incl. 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ values to both 1s. mint, K.E.VII to 1s. with
9d. block of four mint, 1913 Waterlow 2s.6d. mint, 1918-19 Bradbury 2s.6d., 5s. and 10s. mint, 1951 Festival sets
mint (2), Wildings, 1960s phosphors, regionals, f.d.c’s with range of sports themes covers with signed cricket
covers, Channel Islands, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                 £200-£250

     70            A small selection, comprising 1840 2d. blue plate 1 OI full margins used on 1840 (Aug.) piece, 1841 1d. red-brown
(5), 1847-54 embossed 6d. used, 1948 Silver Wedding £1 unmounted mint.                                            £200-£250

     71            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in an album and on leaves, incl. line engraved, controls, revenue, postal stationery cut
outs, Post Office training schools, booklet panes, also range of Ireland overprints, Lundy, etc. (100s) £200-£300

     72            Collection in binders or loose in a carton incl. 1840 2d. (2), 1841 1d. pl. 38, ivory head, mint, surface printed used
abroad, covers incl. 1852 to U.S.A. with 1s. embossed, 1924-26 set mint, booklets incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee 3s. etc.
(few 1,000s)                                                                                                                                                         £200-£250
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     73            A range of perf. 2d. blues, incl. 1854-57 SC16 2d. pair and single, SC14 2d. plate 4 used with Duke Street Scots
local cancellation, plate 5 (2), LC14 pairs, etc. (30)                                                                                        £200-£250

     74            A mainly K.E.VII to early Q.E.II collection in three albums, incl. K.E.VII to 10s. used, 1929 P.U.C. £1 used, Wildings,
etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                             £200-£250

     75            A collection of mint K.E.VII and K.G.V controls, incl. shades, etc. (approx. 250)                                    £150-£200

     76            Mint and used collection in a carton incl. 1840 1d. (3), 1905 Guernsey parcel post label bearing 1d. (5) and 4d.,
1920 parcel tag West Byfleet to Alton with label bearing 4d. (3) and 3d. (2). (many 100s)                      £150-£200

     77            A used Q.V. group, incl. 1862-64 4d., 1865-67 9d., 1883-84 ‘lilac and green’ 9d., 1847-54 embossed 10d. and 1s.
cut square, also 6d. cut to shape, mixed condition.                                                                                       £150-£180

     78            Selection comprising 1840 1d. black plate 5 QB, four good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, 1841 1d. red-
brown, KA-KF strip of six and singles (11) used, and 1841 2d. used (17, two with black Maltese Cross), poor to
fine. (30)                                                                                                                                                               £150-£200

     79            A collection in a boxed album, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. line engraved with 1d. plates used, surface printed to 10s. used
(damaged), 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ to 1s. green used, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                            £150-£200

     80            A Q.V. to Q.E.II selection in a folder, incl. 1840 1d. black used, 1855-57 4d. (5), 1s. (3) used, 1887-92 1s. dull green
used, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200

     81            A mint K.G.V to Q.E.II selection, incl. 1934-36 photogravure with 2d. small format with watermark sideways,
cylinder blocks, watermark varieties, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                     £150-£200

     82            A K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1939-48 10s. dark blue mint, 1951 Festival set unmounted
mint, Wildings, Castles, regionals, postage dues, railways, etc. (100s)                                                        £150-£200

     83            An accumulation, incl. 1731 ‘road map’ from Cheshire and Lancashire from Britannia Depecta, 1898 cover with
North British Railway 2d., 1911 Souvenir programme for the Post Office Savings Bank Jubilee Celebration at the
Guildhall, booklets, f.d.c’s with 1955 Centenary plain, 1946 Peace plain, 1948 Olympic Games plain, 1949 U.P.U.
plain, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200

     84            A K.E.VII to K.G.VI collection in three albums, mainly used, heavily duplicated, incl. some cancellation interest,
K.E.VII to 2s.6d. used, Downey heads, a few officials, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                 £150-£200

     85            A Q.V. to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1840 1d. and 2d. used, surface printed to 2s.6d. used, K.E.VII
to 1s. used (2), Seahorses to 10s. used, Castles to £1 used, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                         £150-£200

     86            A used surface printed selection, incl. 1855-57 4d. watermark medium garter, 6d. pale lilac and 6d. deep lilac, 1s.
green, 1867-80 9d. straw QA, 1873-80 2½d. rosy mauve plate 17 GF, etc., mixed condition. (13)         £150-£200

     87            A line engraved selection, incl. 1841 1d. red-brown one with number “2” in Cross, one with number “5”, 1864-79
1d. selection with plates 113, 114, 131, 135, 136, 139, 1412-144, etc., mixed condition. (209)                £150-£200

     88            A mainly Q.E.II accumulation in twenty two albums, mint and used, much duplication, incl. Machins, 
commemoratives, booklets, presentation packs, Channel Islands, £10 Britannia, etc. (100s)                  £150-£200

     89            An accumulation in nine albums, incl. Jersey collection in four DAVO albums, mint issues, prestige packs, range
of 1d. plates, covers, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                        £150-£200

     90            A mainly used, mostly Q.E.II accumulation in twenty albums, incl. Channel Islands, f.d.c’s, etc. (100s)                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150

     91            A collection in an album and on leaves, incl. 1934 re-engraved set used, Q.E.II with with commemoratives, 1972
Wedgwood £1 booklet, ½d. side band with good perfs., presentation packs, etc. (many 100s)               £120-£150

     92            A selection in small carton incl. 1840 1d. black used with red Maltese Cross, 1870 ½d. plates 4, 5 and 6 mint, 1887-
92 ‘Jubilee’ mint to 1s. (both colours), K.E.VII (to 5s.) to Q.E.II used group in stockbook, 3s.9d. (block of eight)
and 5s. (block of four) uncut booklet covers, K.G.V mint to 1s., K.G.VI mint to £1, a few covers etc. (few 100s)   
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150
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     93            A selection, comprising a mainly 1950s to 1970s selection of first day covers (approx. 70) with some mild 
duplication, and a K.G.VI to Q.E.II selection of booklets (23), incl. 1951 2s.6d. (1951 July and 1951 Sept.), 1965-
66 10s. (1965 Dec.), etc., varied condition.                                                                                                      £100-£120

     94            A Q.V. to Q.E.II accumulation in a stockbook, incl. 1855-57 4d. used (4), 1862-64 6d. used (4), 1937-47 2d. (4),
2½d. (15) with inverted watermarks used, much duplication, etc. (many 100s)                                        £100-£120

     95            Selection incl. 1841 1d. pl. 9 and pl. 61 (basal flaws) and unplated unused, 1874 6d. pl. 13 used block of four, 1902-
13 2s.6d., 5s. (3) used, 1913 1d. Bruckman (Munich) trial printing in blue, 1965 4d. Churchill block with frame
flaw, covers incl. 1916 registered with blank registration label cancelled “GAILES CAMP/IRVINE” c.d.s., 1953 with
10n. and 25n. cinderellas tied by “InterPlanetary/Space Mail/FIRST FLIGHT” cachet etc.                       £100-£120

     96            A range of surface printed on stockcards, incl. values to 10s. (perfin), 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ range, etc., mixed condition.
(approx. 150)                                                                                                                                                       £100-£120

     97            A Q.V. to Q.E.II selection in a folder, incl. 1864-79 1d. plate 205 in a mint block of four, 1887-92 to 1s. (both)
mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                                                                                   £100-£120

     98            A line engraved selection of covers and stamps, incl. 1841 1d. red-brown plate 13 CD used on 1841 cover, 1d. red-
brown plate 35 JC used on 1843 cover tied by number “2” in Cross, etc. (16 items, 15 stamps)             £100-£120

     99            A range of Post Office training schools, incl. Castles £1 complete sheet of forty with training bars, postage due £5
orange block of fifty with training bars, etc. (100s)                                                                                        £100-£120

   100            Later line engraved 1d. selection comprising 1841 1d. red-brown used on 1915 cover, 1864-79 1d. plate 155 on
1915 cover, two other 1d. used 1909 and 1914, unusual.                                                                              £100-£120

   101            A Q.V. selection, incl. 1840 2d. blue plate 2 TJ, small to good margins, with number “4” in Cross, minor corner
crease, otherwise fine. S.G. Spec. DS8wd. Photo on page 11.                                                                       £100-£120

   102            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in an album and on leaves, incl. 1840 1d. black used, 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ to both 1s. used,
K.E.VII to 1s. used, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                          £100-£120

   103            A mint and used early Q.E.II collection in two albums, incl. Castles to £1, Wildings, commemoratives, etc. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120

   104            A K.G.V to K.G.VI large duplicated used accumulation in a stockbook and loose in packets and envelopes contained
in a carton with range of K.G.V values to 10s., etc. (1,000s)                                                                        £100-£120

   105            An accumulation in six cartons, mainly used Q.E.II, with Castles, commemoratives, Machins, Channel Islands,
bundlewear, also a small range of World, etc. (100s)                                                                                       £80-£100

   106            A Q.V. to Q.E.II duplicated accumulation in seven albums, mainly later, mostly used, incl. Wildings, Machins, etc.
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                      £80-£100

   107            Selection comprising 1902-10 3d., 9d., 2s.6d., 1912-24 2½d. marginal, 5d. “K 17” control single, mint or unmounted
mint, mainly fine.                                                                                                                                                  £80-£100

   108            A collection in three albums, incl. 1841 1d. red with “11”, “6” and “9” in Maltese Cross, small range of surface
printed, 1960s issues mint and used with some flaws, unmounted mint decimal issues, etc. (100s)        £80-£100

   109            A K.G.V to early Q.E.II range, incl. 1912-24 duplicated to 1s. with a range of shades, 1939-48 set used (2), etc.
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                      £80-£100

   110            A Q.V. to Q.E.II accumulation in four stockbooks, incl. much K.G.VI and Q.E.II used duplication of 
commemoratives and definitives, also some Commonwealth, etc. (many 100s)                                           £70-£90

   111            A small Q.V. selection, mainly with London cancellations with 1841 1d. with “18” in barred oval of Deptford, 1841
1d. with “37” in barred oval in blue of Brompton, etc. (17)                                                                               £60-£80



First Day Covers

   112 )     1870 (Oct. 1) ½d. postcard to Liverpool with London W.C. datestamp and printed message on reverse from J.M.
Johnson and Sons, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                         £120-£150

   113 )     1939 plain envelopes endorsed as first day of issues to the same addressee in Ireland with (Feb. 27) franked 7d.
and 8d., (May 1) franked 1s., 10d. and 9d. and (Aug. 21) franked 5s. and all tied by “SOWERBY BRIDGE/YORKSHIRE”
c.d.s. (3)                                                                                                                                                                £280-£320

   114 )     1940 (May 1) first day of 2½d. rate, seven covers franked by various stamps to make the new rate, all but one have
margin controls or plate numbers. To be sold on behalf of the B.M.S. Stamp Bureau charity.                        £70-£80

   115 )     1948 (Apr. 26) Silver Wedding set used on illustrated ‘Wallace’ registered first day cover with typed address. S.G.
493-94. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £120-£150

   116 )     1948 (Oct. 1) plain envelope to Bromsgrove franked K.G.VI marginal £1 brown tied by a Birmingham c.d.s. at
lower right corner, fine.                                                                                                                                         £70-£80

   117 )     1948 (Oct. 1) first day cover registered to Jamaica bearing £1 brown with Farnham c.d.s., bit ragged at top, otherwise
fine. S.G. 478c. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £100-£120

   118 )       A collection, incl. some signed, 1949 U.P.U. plain, 1953 4d., 1s.3d., 1s.6d. on Coronation cover, 1954 3d., 6d., 7d.
plain, 1954 9d., 10d., 11d. plain, PHQ cards, Concorde, etc.                                                                        £150-£200
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First Day Covers continued

   119 )     1951 (May 3) high values set (2s.6d. a marginal pair) on individual plain envelopes to the same addressee in Devon
each with Bideford corner c.d.s., very fine. (4)                                                                                               £200-£220

   120 )     1951 (May 3) K.G.VI 6½d. registration envelope used within London franked Festival issue, K.G.VI change of
colour 1d. ½d., 2d. and 2½d. and set of high values (three are marginal and the 5s. with a plate mark) each tied by
Leadenhall St B.O. c.d.s. and with matching registration label affixed. Photo on page 17.                      £180-£200

   121 )     1951 (May 3) official f.d.c. to U.S.A. franked Festival of Britain set with airmail, express and registration labels and
2s.6d. tied to reverse, also set in later unofficial presentation pack.                                                              £90-£100

   122 )     1951 (May 3) aerogramme to New York bearing Festival of Britain set tied by Northampton machine cancellation
and Festival logo envelope to Melbourne with corner marginal 2s.6d. with Thornbury c.d.s and registration label.
(2 items)                                                                                                                                                                   £70-£80

   123 )     1951 (Sept. 4) 6½d. registration envelope and a joint P.T.S./B.P.A. illustrated envelope to the same addressee in
Sheffield franked 2s.6d. Festival each with London registration labels and with one or two strikes each of the
Festival of Britain commemorative datestamp. (2)                                                                                             £70-£80

   124 )     1961 (Aug. 28) Post Office Savings Bank illustrated first day cover with Blythe Rd. B.O., West Kensington W.14
c.d.s., fine. Photo on page 17.                                                                                                                              £80-£100

   125 )     1966 (Aug. 18) England Winners 4d. used on illustrated f.d.c. with Harrow and Wembley handstamp, and 1969
(Apr. 2) Anniversaries 1s.6d. (phosphor) used on f.d.c. with “NATO H.Q.” cancellation, scarce.              £80-£100

   126 )     Extensive and partly duplicated collection in two cartons, apparently complete from 1968 to 2023, mostly fine.
(few 100s)                                                                                                                                                            £100-£120

   127 )     A collection of signed first day covers (64) in two cover albums incl. television personalities, sportspeople, etc.   
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100

Literature

   128   L       The Plating of the Penny Black by C. Nissen.                                                                                                  £250-£300

   129   L       British Line Engraved Stamps: Twopence Blue Studies of Plates 1 to 15 by H. Osborne (1946).                  £60-£80

   130   L       British Line Engraved Stamps: Twopence Blue Studies of Plates 1 to 15 by H. Osborne (1946).                  £60-£80

   131   L       NPM Original photographs of the registration sheets for 1d. plates 170-175 and 2d. plates 3-9 & 12-15. (19)       
                                                                                                                                                                                  £40-£50

   132   L       The Repairs of the One Penny Red Plates 1 to 40 by J.M.W. Stone (1973), unusual leather-bound copy.  £30-£40

   133   L       Line-engraved Stamps Repaired Impressions 1855-1879 Die II, by W.R.D. Wiggins (1982).                        £30-£40

   134   L       Barred Numeral Cancels, England and Wales in five volumes by J.H. Parmenter (2011).                            £25-£30

138
140
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Miscellaneous

   135            Cricket, a collection on leaves and loose, incl. range of postcards, covers, some signed, ephemera, cigarette cards,
etc. (130 items)                                                                                                                                                        £70-£80

   136            Ephemera, an extensive range in carton of mostly British and Channel Islands bus tickets, tramway parcel tickets,
1922 London Bus Routes guide and map, 1932 Eastern National Midland Section Bus Timetable, passenger, bicycle,
military class, child & dog rail tickets, Southern, London and South Western, Midland & Great Northern, London,
Brighton & South Coast Railway luggage labels, fare guides etc. (few 1,000s)                                           £100-£120

   137            - Coronation of King George IV, ornate engraved admission card (260 x 227mm) to the Westminster Hall
Coronation banquet on July 19, 1821 (the last of its kind), designed by Sir William Congreve featuring the King
on throne flanked by allegorical figures, compound plate printed in blue, red and black with blind-embossed border
(later much favoured for Valentine cards) by H. Dobbs, unnumbered and marked “Not Transferable”, signed at
lower right by Charles, 2nd Earl Grey (leader of the Whig Party, later Prime Minister 1830-34 and remembered
also for his preferred blend of tea), minor imperfections. Photo.                                                                £280-£300

   138            Ephemera, 1890 (ca.) The Alice in Wonderland Postage stamp case, invented by Lewis Carroll, including booklet
entitled “EIGHT OR NINE WISE WORDS ABOUT LETTER WRITING BY LEWIS CARROLL”, with 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’
issue values to 1s. green and carmine (2), fine. Ex Harding. Photo.                                                            £200-£250

   139            Postal Orders, 1935 Silver Jubilee 6d., 1s. and 2s.6d., first 2 with counterfoils and 6d. dated 7 May 1935, date of
issue of the stamps.                                                                                                                                            £100-£150

   140            - 1935 Silver Jubilee 20s., no counterfoil, rare. Photo.                                                                                   £500-£600

   141            Post Office Publicity, a group of over 100 Royal Mail press release photos from 1990 to 1995, mostly black and
white, some colour, incl. booklets, etc.                                                                                                              £80-£100

   142            Post Office Training Stamps, a Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. both Wilding and Machin issues, high values
to £10, postage dues and booklets, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                         £150-£200

   143 s     Prints, 1853 (ca.) “GENERAL POST OFFICE, LONDON, AT SIX O’CLOCK, P.M.” handcoloured print (180 x 275mm)
satirising crowd behaviour at the rush for the evening mail.                                                                          £80-£100

   144            Royal Navy, a collection in nine albums, incl. a good range of ephemera with letters, articles, a thematic collection
of World Navy stamps, commemorative covers, 1982 Falklands Conflict, postcards, etc. (100s)           £150-£200

137



Miscellaneous continued

   145            Scouting, 1920, postcard from the first World Jamboree encampment in the grounds of Old Deer Park, Richmond,
Surrey, showing purple cachet “THE SCOUTS/INTERNATIONAL/JAMBOREE CAMP/1920/OLD DEER
PARK/RICHMOND, SURREY”, with two different Richmond cancellations. Ex Ineson. Photo.               £350-£400

   146            - 1929 (May 16) the earliest recorded example of the Scout Headquarters meter slogan, used to advertise the
World Jamboree held at Arrowe Park in Upton, near Birkenhead, Wirral, very rare. Ex Ineson. Photo.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£700

   147            - 1936 to 2010, a collection of covers, cards and pieces on leaves, incl. 1936 Northern Counties Scout Jamboree,
piece with two strikes of the scarce “JAMBOREE CAMP/DARLINGTON” c.d.s’s, 1957 Scouts set on Harrison &
Sons presentation card, range of f.d.c’s, set with fancy perfin “B.P.”(curved row of perfs.), etc. Ex Ineson. (56 items)
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400

   148 )     - 1936 (Aug. 7) cover, from the West Country Jamboree held at Mount Edgcumbe, near Plymouth from Aug. 1-
10, bearing “MOUNT EDGCUMBE CAMP/PLYMOUTH DEVON” datestamp. Ex Ineson. Photo.            £300-£350

   149            Stamp Boxes and Scales, silver plated double-segmented trough on pedestals with hinged leather-lined lid on
the interior with glass framed K.E.VII ½d. and 1d. on exterior, also silver-plated New York arched postbox with
Tiffany & Co makers engraving underneath the base. (2 items) Photo.                                                     £100-£120

   150            Telegrams, 1935 to 1979 range of Greetings Telegrams, unused and used incl. 1935 1st issue used, many with
envelopes, etc. (134 items)                                                                                                                               £200-£250

   151            Telephone Cards, an extensive range of 1990s plastic cards, mostly BT and ‘POST OFFICE’ produced incl. special
edition advertising, long-distance calls, denominations from 50p. to £10. (many 100s)                             £80-£100

Cinderellas

   152            A range of cinderellas, philatelic exhibitions, congresses, sheets of 1937 Coronation labels, motor tax revenues,
strike post, stockbooks of unused registration labels, etc. Ex Springbett. (100s)                                       £200-£250

   153            A range, comprising Colman’s Mustard with vignettes with Lemercier (36), Hart & Leclercq (30), Shakespeare
1864-65 ‘Penny Memorial’ label, seven with slightly different sizes and perfs., and a selection of Bus Parcel stamps.
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £150-£200

   154            A collection in a stockbook and folder, incl. 1971 Strike Mail, with People’s League, multiples, complete sheets,
covers, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                                          £80-£100

   155            1912 Charles Dickens 1d. label in a sheet of twelve, fine.                                                                                  £70-£80
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   156 b       1928 Shepherd’s Dairy “SD” 6d. orange imperf. irregular marginal block of 86 on ungummed wove paper 
watermarked “Oceana/Extra Strong” in double lined script with faint impression of Barclays Bank (Dominion,
Colonial and Overseas) draft beneath, mainly fine and most unusual. Known also in blue, similar cinderellas printed
by Perkins Bacon in Jan. 1928 and denominated alternatively 3d. or 1s. for use by Home and Colonial (H&C) stores
and R J Templeton (R & J T), each part of the Home & Colonial group were also produced, presumably for an intended
savings scheme.                                                                                                                                                      £80-£100

Postcards

   157 )     Court sized cards, a collection from 1898 to 1903 on leaves, incl. range of views, some coloured, etc. (17 items)
                                                                                                                                                                             £280-£300

   158 )     A very extensive range in two cartons in albums and loose mainly pre-W.W.II period with both printed and 
real-photo types mainly country scenes of regional and rural England with much depicting Weybridge (Surrey)
incl. Weybridge Regatta, Portmore Gateway, the Eyot, Shepperton Lock, Oatlands Park, St George’s Hill, The
Bridge, The Grotto, also selected foreign cards from Zanzibar, Somalia, Malaya, Gibraltar, Switzerland, Italy,
France etc. (many 100s)                                                                                                                                     £150-£180

   159 )     A collection of postcards in five albums, incl. flowers, embroidered silks, humour, advertising, small range of
World, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                               £100-£150

   160 )     A collection of mainly Bamforth saucy postcards on leaves and loose, incl. early to modern, range of artists, etc.,
interesting group. (153 items)                                                                                                                             £80-£100

Revenue Stamps

   161            Collection of 19th and 20th century English, Irish and Scottish bank cheques in a small carton the majority used
and with albino and coloured 1d. or 2d. oval embossing to pay duty, with a range of banks incl. Westminster,
Barclays, Lloyd, Midland, Bank of Montreal, William Deacons, Mitsubishi, Standard Bank, William’s & Glyn’s,
Commercial Bank of Scotland London and County, Hampshire & North Wilts etc. (several 100s)      £500-£550

   162            An extensive 19th and 20th century collection in a binder incl. embossed revenues to 12s.6d. used and 2s. and 3d.
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, Admiralty Court used to 5s. Unemployment Insurance Agriculture 4d., 6d. and 7d.
embossed “BILL” types to £2.10s., Q.V. selections with Chancery Court, Common Law Court, Judiacture,
Companies Registration, Customs and Civil Service all used to £1, Q.V. District Audit £1 and £2 used, Excise
Revenue mint or used to 9d., Q.V. Foreign Bill (both types) used to 15s. and Q.E.II to £50, Health and Pensions
to 2s.2d., Life-Policy to 2s., Q.E.II 1s. and 2s. Contract Note group on a range of receipts, Mayor’s Court to 9s.6d.,
Tea Clearing Hearing House to 1s.2d. etc. (905) Photo.                                                                               £750-£800

   163 + S   De La Rue Queen Victoria Key Types, watermark large garter imperf. unassigned proof for 2d. and 3d. in current
no. blocks of four, each overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 6, without gum, mainly fine. Photo.                   £150-£200
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Revenue Stamps continued

   164 + S   De La Rue Queen Victoria Key Types, Watermark VR imperf. unassigned proofs for the 1s., 1s.6d., 2s. and 2s.6d.
in current no. blocks of four, each overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 6, without gum, the 2s.6d. with part selvedge
missing, otherwise mainly fine. Photo.                                                                                                           £250-£300

   165 + S   - Watermark Scales imperf. unassigned proof for £1 and £5 values in current no. blocks of four, each overprinted
“SPECIMEN” type 6, without gum, mainly fine. Photo.                                                                                 £200-£250

   166 + P    King George VI Key Types, 1938 imperf. unassigned proof for 8d. in black on cream card, marginal block of four
from the left of the sheet, fine. Photo.                                                                                                             £100-£120

   167 s     Coffee Tax: 1882 perforated 14 ½d. blue and 1d. carmine, in pairs, imperforate at right, unusually fine condition
for these. Barefoot 1, 2.                                                                                                                                      £120-£150

Private Telegraph Companies Stamps

   168 b       Universal Private Telegraph Company, 1864 1d. complete sheet of 100, with gum, a few minor imperfections.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400

   169 b       - 6d. lilac marginal block of fifty and 6d. brown marginal block of 36, with gum, fine.                            £100-£150

   170            - 6d. brown, a range of unmounted mint multiples, with blocks of up to forty. (100s)                            £200-£300
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Military Telegraph Stamps

   171            Army Telegraphs, 1890 watermark orb 1d. black on purple corner pair, fine unmounted mint (hinged in selvedge).
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                     £80-£100

Post Office Telegraph Stamps & Telegraph Forms

   172            A selection, incl. 1876-81 3d. plate 1 mint, 4d. sage-green used, 1s. green plate 1 mint, 5s. rose plate 1 used, 10s.
grey-green used, etc., mixed condition. (14)                                                                                                   £150-£200

   173 I       1876-81 a range, incl. 6d. mint, 5s. (3), 10s. and £1 (2) used, slightly varied condition. (13) Photo.       £300-£400

   174 m     - £5 orange plate 1 AD, good used example with indistinct c.d.s. and part box cancellation. S.G. T18, cat. £3,200.
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £600-£700

   175            1936 to 1961, a range of unused and used Valentine Telegrams, many with original envelopes, also British Greetings
Telegrams and Telemessage Special Occasion Cards by Ian G. Wilkinson. (22 items)                             £200-£250

Circular Delivery Company Stamps

   176            An unused range, incl. Aberdeen, Birmingham, Glasgow, Liverpool, London, Manchester, mainly reprints, etc.
(approx. 70)                                                                                                                                                           £80-£100

College Stamps

   177            A small unused or mint selection, incl. All Souls 1884 (½d.), Exeter 1882 (½d.), St John’s, Cambridge, Selwyn 1882
(½d.), etc., mixed condition. (18)                                                                                                                          £70-£90

   178 b       Hertford College, Oxford 1879 (½d.) two imperf. remainder sheets of 35 in bluish lilac and reddish lilac shades
respectively, without gum.                                                                                                                                     £70-£80

   179 b    St John’s College, Oxford 1884 (½d.) unmounted mint block of 36 (6  x 5) with some selvedge (parts detached),
slight imperfections. Photo.                                                                                                                                £80-£100

Railway Letter Stamps

   180            An accumulation in an album, leaves and loose, incl. Dublin and South East Railway 1920 4d. on 3d. on 2d. used,
Glasgow, Barrhead & Kilmarnock Joint Railway, Londonderry & Lough Swilly Railway, Midland Railway 1898
cover from St Pancras franked 2d. Railway letter stamp and 1881 1d. lilac, Port Talbot Railway, Southern Railway,
West Clare Railway 1891 2d. sheets of 24 (2), Wigan Junction Railway 1904 2d. block of six, range of modern
issues, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                 £400-£500

   181            An accumulation in a stockbook, leaves and loose, incl. Cambrian Railway, Great Northern Railway Co., Neat &
Brecon Railway, North Wales & Liverpool Railway Committee, Southwold Railway 1891 2d. unused, range of
modern issues with Great Western Railway, North Yorkshire Moors Railway, Vale of Rheidol Railway, 
commemorative covers, etc. (many 100s)                                                                                                       £300-£400

   182            An accumulation in an album, on leaves and loose, incl. Cavan & Leithrim Railway Co. 1920 3d. sheet of 24, Cleator
& Workington Junction Railway, Shropshire & Montgomery shire Railway, Wirral Railway, range of modern issues
with North Yorkshire Moors Railway, Ravenglass & Eskdale Railway, Talyllyn Railway, etc. (100s)      £200-£300
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Railway Letter Stamps continued 

   183 )      Range used on mail incl. 1896 envelope to Brussels franked 1d. lilac (3) tied by London N.W. squared circle  
cancellations and London and North Western Railway 2d. tied by ms. “July 6/Consett” (Durham), 1896-98 
envelopes to Manchester franked 1d. lilac tied by Macclesfield squared circle and Macclesfield/Committee 2d. 
with ms. date cancellation or 1d. lilac and Great Western Railway 2d. both tied by Crewe Station c.d.s. and latter 
also by Market Drayton cancellation, 1897 envelope to London franked 1d. lilac and North British Railway 
Company 2d., latter tied by Leuchars Station (Scotland) oval mark and a few others. (8 covers) Photo.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   184            England &. Wales: Cambrian Railways 1909 (Mar. 7) envelope from Castle Hotel Harlech to Swansea, endorsed 
“via Aberystwith”, bearing K.E.VII 1d. and Cambian 2d. both with pen crosses with Swansea c.d.s. below, and 
Midland & South Western Junction Railway 1d. Newspaper Parcel stamp in a complete mint sheet (6 x 4), a few 
perf. separations, one damaged.                                                                                                                          £80-£100 

   185 b    - Great Western Railway: 1911 2d. grey blue-green in a part sheet (6 x 5) control numbers 163236 to 163255, all 
stamps cancelled by vertical black ink lines (possibly a specimen sheet), without gum, otherwise fine.                   
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   186  H       - North Pembrokeshire and Fishguard Railway: 1898 2d. bluish green, mint, slightly heavily mounted, otherwise 
fine and scarce as only 200 were issued. R. de Lacy-Spencer no. 1. Photo.                                                £100-£120 

Railway Stamps – Ireland 

   187  Jb Letter Stamps: Cavan & Leitrim Railway: 1920 (Jan) 3d. rose-carmine, in an unmounted mint sheet of 24 (4 x 6), 
with “338” sheet number, fine. R. de Lacy-Spencer no. 4. Photo.                                                                £100-£150 

   188            Parcel Stamps: Midland Great Western Railway, a collection with Design II 4d., 6d., 9d. and 1s. mint, 1s. with 
altered design mint (unrecorded), and 6d. used (used examples are rare), design III 6d., 9d., 1s.6d. and 2s. mint 
(Ewen 12-15), Die II 6d. and 9d. mint (Ewen 16, 17), overprinted with diagonal red bars “Tuam Junction Railways” 
6d. (2), 9d. (2) mint (Ewen 23, 24) and “Tuam Railway” 6d., 1s.2d., 1s.6d. and 2s. mint (Ewen 18, 20, 21, 22). (24)
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   189  Hb Transfer Fee: Great Northern Railway 2s.6d. stamp in a half sheet of twenty (4 x 5), mint, an exhibition item, very 
scarce. Photo.                                                                                                                                                      £150-£200 

Railway Parcel Stamps 

   190            An accumulation in an album, tour stockbooks, leaves and loose, incl. Cornwall Railway 1883 ½d. unused, Great 
Western Railway, London Brighton & South Coast Railway, London North Eastern Railway, London & North 
Western Railway, Midland Railway, North Eastern Railway, range of Parcel labels, Way Bills, modern issues, etc. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £300-£400 

   191            An accumulation in two albums, leaves and loose, incl. Caledonian Railway, Great West Railway, Lancashire & 
Yorkshire Railway, London Midland ad Scottish Railway, London and North Western Railway, London and South 
Western Railway, Midland Railway, some modern issues, labels, etc. (100s)                                             £300-£400 

   192            Scotland: Caledonian, Portpatrick & Glasgow & S.W. Railway: “One Newspaper Parcel” 1d., 2d., 3d., 4d. and 6d. 
mint, Ewen 1-6. Photo.                                                                                                                                      £150-£200 

   193            - Great North of Scotland Railway: 1870 Design 3, die I heart shaped corner motifs Newspaper Only 1d. (31lbs), 
6d. mint (28lbs to 56lbs), both unrecorded, rare. Photo.                                                                                 £80-£100 

   194   S        - Highland Railway: 1914-18 General issue, complete 1d. to £5 set of 27 each with manuscript “Specimen”, possibly 
unique. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £200-£250 

   195            - Highland, Sutherland, Duke of Sutherland, and Sutherland and Caithness Railways, 1874 ½d., 3⁄4d., 6d., 9d. (2) 
and 1s. mint (Ewen 1301, 1303-1306), Highland & Sutherland Railways 1874 ½d., 1½d., 2¼d., 4d., 6d. and 8½d. 
mint (Ewen 1101-1106), scarce group. (12)                                                                                                    £300-£400 

   196            - Scottish & North Eastern Railway: 1856-65 selection, comprising 1860 (circa) “One Newspaper Only” mint single 
and severed block of eight, “Newspaper Parcel” 1d. black on yellow and 2d. black on rose mint, very scarce.        
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 
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Postal History and Covers 

   197 )      Selection of covers from 1801 to 1837 incl. 1830 to Grays Inn Coffee House with boxed “Postage Not Paid/To 
London”, undated circles, mileage marks, Penny Posts, etc. (18 items)                                                      £500-£600 

   198 )      A dealer’s stock of pre-stamp and Q.V. postal history, incl. range of pre-stamp markings with town handstamps, 
frees, line engraved and surface printed issues, etc. (approx. 150)                                                              £300-£400 

   199 )      Collection of stampless covers from 1789 to 1854 in a cover album, incl. 1789 cover with circular framed “FREE/C”, 
Paids, Penny Posts, mileage marks, etc. (40 items)                                                                                        £300-£350 

   200 )      Selection from 1840 to 1899 comprising 1840 Mulready 1d. letter sheet A15, unused, 1871 entire to Italy, franked 
by 1867-80 6d. plate 9, 1893 1½d. stationery envelope, registered to Germany, additionally franked by 1887-92 
3d., 1895 2½d. stationery envelope, registered to Holland, additionally franked by 1887-92 2½d. and 4½d., 1899 
2d. registered envelope to Switzerland, additionally franked 1887-92 10d.                                                £220-£250 

   201 )      Various in three cartons with f.d.c’s, PHQ cards, commercial mail incl. 1924 airmail to Abadan, 1929 Marconi 
envelope to Zagreb franked perfin K.G.V 2½d. pair and 1½d., 1935 unsealed to Bucharest, 1935 airmail to Iran, 
1936 “In Memoriam/King George the Beloved” mourning envelope from Windsor, 1939 from Hungary to London 
with “Found open or damaged” printed repair label, W.W.II censored etc. (few 1,000s)                         £200-£250 

   202 )      A dealer’s stock of covers in albums and loose, from K.E.VIII with strength in Q.E.II incl. f.d.c’s with K.G.VI, 
philatelic exhibitions, machine cancellations, postal stationery, forces mail, airmails, postage dues, instructional 
markings, R.A.F. covers, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                  £200-£250 

   203 )      A correspondence to Lady Malet (wife of the diplomat Sir Edward Malet), in Germany or London, 1847 to 1880, 
many from Holland (some with royal seals), also a few later items. (181 items)                                       £200-£250 

   204 )      A Q.V. selection, incl. 1840 Mulready 1d. lettersheet A40 used to Cornwall with “1” in Maltese Cross, 1878 cover 
to Switzerland bearing 2½d. plate 10, 1878 cover to Clapham with ½d. pair, etc. (6) Photo.                  £200-£250 

   205 )      A Q.V. range of covers, incl. 1840 Mulready 1d. lettersheets unused and used (poor), 1840 1d. black (3, two on 
cover, and one on large piece), 2d. blue on cover (no margins), range of 1841 1d. red-browns on cover, 1868 large 
piece from Folkestone to Baden bearing 6d., postal stationery, etc., varied condition. (approx. 50)      £200-£250 

   206 )      Group of entire and reduced letters, accounts or indentures (without postal markings) to and from the Sebrights 
of Beechwood Park (Worcester) from around 1600 to 1790 incl. 1730 entire letter with four coloured textile  
samples attached, also 1730-32 letters to Thomas Sebright in Hertfordshire, one endorsed “St Alban’s Bagg” and 
each with London Bishop mark. (52 items)                                                                                                    £200-£220 

   207 )      A range of surface printed covers, incl. 1859 to Torino bearing 4d. single and pair, 1863 mourning cover to Hanover 
bearing 6d., 1868 to Turkey bearing 4d. strip of three, 1869 cover to Alexandria bearing 6d. pair, 1875 to Madrid 
bearing 3d. and 4d., etc. (11)                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

   208 )      A group of covers, comprising 1855 (Oct.) and 1856 (Feb. 27) to France bearing 4d. plate 1, 1860 (Sept. 7) Leeds 
to Naples with plate 58 1d., plate 8 2d. and 4d. rose-carmine (2), 1862 (Mar. 5) entire to Hanover with 4d. plate 
3 pair, 1865 (Apr. 16) Ardrossan to Paris bearing 4d. plate 7 and 1877 (May 4) London to Cochin bearing 1d. plate 
195 and 3d. rose-carmine plate 19 pairs.                                                                                                         £180-£200 
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   209 )      Selection comprising 1857 cover, registered to Denmark from London, franked by 1856-58 1d., 1855-57 4d. and 
1s., 1863 cover from Liverpool to Hamburg, franked by 1856-58 1d. (2) and 1862-64 4d., 1863 cover from Bradford 
to Leipzig, franked by 1858-76 2d. and 1862-64 4d., 1873 cover from Dundee to Stockholm franked 1864-79 1d. 
with 1865-67 4d.                                                                                                                                                 £180-£200 

   210 )      Selection of five covers with 2d. blue frankings comprising 1860 (Dec.) entire letter endorsed “Registered” to 
Macclesfield franked plate 8 and 6d. with Lombard Street Registered mark, 1855 (Oct.) entire letter to Dundee 
franked plate 5 tied by Hull spoon duplex, 1856 (Jan.) entire letter to Wellington franked plate 5 with London 
numeral (ex Lady Bury), 1856 entire letter to Macclesfield franked plate 5 tied by London numeral and 1858 (July) 
wrapper to Warwick franked plate 6 tied by a London numeral (ex Lady Bury).                                      £150-£180 

   211 )      A collection of 1856-58 1d. reds on cover, incl. many fine duplexes with many Watford, Aylsebury and Leighton 
Buzzard, some mourning covers, also a few other covers with 1880-81 1d. on cover (4), etc. (approx. 100)           
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£180 

   212 )      A group incl. Deraedemaker Mulready caricature, Lord Holland Mulready envelope forgery, 1881 Whitakers 
Almanac Mulready reproduction franked 1d. lilac and used to Manchester, 1901-11 Glasgow International, Japan-
British, Franco-British, Scottish National, Irish National Exhibition postcards, 1909-14 express envelopes to High 
Barnet or Cromarty franked K.E.VII or K.G.V 4d. etc. (38 items)                                                               £150-£180 

   213 )      An accumulation in seven cover albums and loose, incl. range of pre-stamp and stampless covers, line engraved, 
flown covers, Q.E.II commemorative coin covers, etc. (100s)                                                                      £150-£180 

   214 )      A group of covers all addressed to Sierra Leone, comprising 1864 1s. double rate cover, 1868 6d. with manuscript 
“unclaimed”, 869 “Officers/letter” from Derry to H.M.S. Kestrel franked 1d. strip of six, and 1884 to Assistant 
Colonial Secretary of the Gold Coast William Grey-Wilson forwarded through the Colonial Office at 1d rate. (4) 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£180 

   215 )      A group of line engraved covers, incl. 1856 cover to Norwich bearing 1854-57 LC14 1d. and 2d., 1864 cover to 
Paris bearing 1d. and 1862-64 4d., etc. (19)                                                                                                    £150-£180 

   216 )      Selection of stampless covers from 1774 to 1839 on leaves, incl. 1774 entire from Edinburgh to Paris with 
manuscript “pd 6” and “20” rate marks, red circular framed “POST/PAID”, range of Penny Posts, etc. (14 items)  
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£180 

   217 )      A mainly Q.E.II accumulation of covers in seventeen scrapbooks, two folders and cover album, incl. a good range 
of slogan and commemorative cancellations, 1971 Postal Strike covers, also a range of airmails with 1911 (Sept. 
11) London-Windsor brown card with Schweppes advert on reverse, etc. (100s)                                    £100-£120 

   218 )      Selection of stampless covers from 1826 to 1850 in a cover album, incl. London local posts, handstruck “2”, etc. 
(28 items)                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   219 )      Four covers from 1795 to 1800 showing straight line “NEWMARKET”, “AMERSHAM”, “BRACKLEY” and  
“HUNTINGTON” respectively, good to fine strikes.                                                                                       £100-£120 

   220 )      Selection of mileage marks from 1801 to 1834 comprising Ashby de la Zouch, Aylesbury, Bedford (2), Cuckfield, 
Huntingdon, Newport Bagnell, Rochford in red, Uckfield, Wansford, Wantage, Wetherby, mainly good to fine. 
(12)                                                                                                                                                                       £100-£120 

   221 )      A range, incl. mostly 1841 1d. red-browns on cover, also 1840 1d. Mulready envelope used, 1840 1d. black on 
cover (corner torn into), etc. (42)                                                                                                                     £100-£120 

   222 )      A group of Q.V. surface printed covers, comprising 1860 mourning envelope to Ceylon bearing 6d., 1861 mourning 
envelope to Ceylon bearing 6d., 1861 mourning envelope to Lucknow bearing 6d., 1872 envelope to France bearing 
3d., 1878 front to Batavia, Indonesia bearing 6d., and 1894 entire to France bearing Jubilee 2½d.         £100-£120 

   223 )      Collection of mail and correspondence from the Automobile Association (AA) to the same addressee between 
1907 and 1912, the envelopes franked 1d. K.E.VII or K.G.V, the latter with “AA” perfins, also some promotional 
postcards and membership applications, 1911 K.E.VII embossed petrol advertising envelope, 1929 airmail from 
Austria with Berlin motor show poster stamps on reverse etc. (23 items)                                                 £100-£120 



Postal History and Covers continued 

   224 )      1803 (Apr.) entire locally used in Edinburgh, addressed to Major Macpherson, Master General Edinburgh, no 
postal markings, also 1806 (Aug.) entire from “Lt. Col. McLean 27th Regt. London”, addressed to Serjeant J. 
Macpherson, Capt J. Colne’s Compay, 2nd Battn, 92nd Regt Dublin”, manuscript “2/2” rate mark.           £60-£80 

   225 )      1824 entire from London to Portugal with fine floral forwarding agents’ mark on reverse, “Recebida hoje/e  
encaminhada por/camino Lias, Feine 16a/Londres 8 Outa/de 1824”, rated 2/10, Lisbon arrival, fine. Photo.         
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   226            1826 (May 30) pre-printed G.P.O. London entire to Madeira regarding a letter with underpaid postage, under the 
signature of F. Freeling, Postmaster General, with red Free crowned circle. Photo.                                     £70-£80 

   227            1840 (Sept. 5) “The Hertford & Bedford Reformer newspaper with news of the black Maltese Cross, “The re-use of 
stamps is illegal (£20 fine), and black ink will replace red ink, which can be chemically removed”, an interesting 
item.                                                                                                                                                                     £100-£120 

   228 )      185(?) envelope to Boston, U.S.A., bearing cut to shape 1s. green embossed tied barred numeral, with Boston Br. 
Pkt. Paid arrival and 5 cents accountancy marks in red.                                                                                   £70-£80 

   229 )      1858 (Apr. 19) cover to Brighton, franked by 1856-58 1d., tied by fine Rugby ‘shoe’ cancellation with next day 
London transit and arrival on reverse. Photo.                                                                                                £120-£150 

   230 )      1870 (Dec. 3) envelope to London sent from Dunkirk, France bearing ½d. plate 14 QS and 1d. plate 222 KF, LF, 
most unusually cancelled on next day arrival by “2d” due handstamps, with “T” in triangle alongside. Photo.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £550-£600 

   231 )      Postal Fiscals, 1890 (Nov. 11) cover registered from Birkenhead to Austria, franked by Postal Fiscal 6d. with 1881 
1d. lilac, also 1911 (Aug. 1) cover from Reading to Pangbourne franked by 1d. embossed Draft stamp, cancelled 
and tied by different Reading c.d.s’s. (2 covers) Photo.                                                                                 £150-£200 
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– 225 –



   232 )      SINKING OF THE TITANIC 1916 (Apr. 16) postcard sent the day after the sinking of the RMS Titanic, posted 
from Southampton to Bedford giving dramatic and poignant news of the disaster. Message includes “I did 
not hear of Titanic disaster until after posting letter yesterday. Up to now the news is very meagre, the only 
thing certain is that she has gone to the bottom. The White Star office at 12 could only give information which 
has appeared in the “Mall”. It seems so strange that so little comes through by wireless from ships in the  
vicinity. Too much confusion perhaps. People here are almost dumbfounded. It is thought that the fore  
compartment filled, stern rose, ship became unstable and rolled over”. A fascinating contemporary record. 
Photo also on inside back cover.                                                                                                                £800-£1,000 

   233 )      1936 (Jan. 28) printed In Memoriam mourning envelope used on day of burial of King George V franked 3d. with 
Windsor machine cancellation to Preston, Lancs. Photo.                                                                            £180-£200 

   234 )      1943 unfranked envelope to a P.O.W. in Changi Camp with enclosed letter, Edinburgh machine cancellation and 
censor tape at left, Ken Etsu Zumi and Banba censor marks on front, framed “MA-REI GUN YOKU-RYO-JYO”  
censor mark, also 1944 scarce printed “IMPERIAL JAPANESE ARMY” postcard to England from a British airman 
in Fukuoka Camp with Nomoto, Kitajima and Amakubo censor cachets. (2 covers) Photo.                  £100-£150 

   235 )      1971 Postal Strike, a collection of mail in three albums, incl. many scarcer types, etc. (approx. 250)    £80-£100 

   236 )       - Cover franked with “CULVERSTONE/LOCAL POST” dual currency 1s./5p. or 6p./2½d. pre-gummed labels, also 
a mint group of the high value and an original double-ring rubber handstamp “THE GREAT POSTAL STRIKE” used 
as a cachet on many of the covers, 1971 (Mar. 10) P.O. official letter to a Postmaster in Gravesend responsible for 
them rescinding authority to operate his own service, and a few other examples of strike mail from other  
producers. An original find, new to the market. (approx. 100 items)                                                         £150-£200 
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The Joyce archive 

The following 23 lots come from the Joyce family archive, presenting a range of  insights into the  
contemporary workings of  the Post Office at the time. 

Herbert Joyce C.B., served as Third Secretary of  the Post Office and authored The History of  the Post 

Office from Its Establishment Down to 1836, published in 1893, providing a comprehensive overview 
of  the evolution of  services, the establishment of  post offices, development of  routes and introduc-
tion of  new technologies such as the telegraph. Joyce drew on a range of  primary sources, including 
official records, correspondence, and contemporary accounts and his book has long been considered 
the standard work on the subject. 

   237            1635 The London Gazette from Monday June 18 to Thursday June 21. There are two postal references, the first 
refers to the number of posts per week from London to Ireland, the second refers to a stage coach which “Goes 
from the Black Bull in Holborn” as well as a stage coach “From the Mitre in Oxford to Trop Wells”.     £100-£120 

   238            John Palmer’s own extract of the relevant section regarding the Post Office, showing the postage rates, and 
“A TABLE of the stages and Post-Towns in each County of England”, from his personal copy of Britannia; or 
a Geographical Description of the Kingdoms of England, Scotland and Ireland by Richard Blome (1673), 
annotated at top in his own hand. John Palmer (1742 - 1818) of  Bath was both a theatre owner and instigator 
of  the system of  mail coaches that inspired the era of  great British post office reforms founded on an efficient 
delivery service. Palmer served as Mayor of  Bath on two occasions as well as Comptroller General of  the Post 
Office. Photo.                                                                                                                                                £1,500-£2,000 

   239            1696 The London Gazette from Monday December 21 to Thursday 24. The contents refer to two people appointed 
by the Post Master General of England “to receive all such letters and paquetts from Masters of ships and vessels, 
Mariners and passengers”.                                                                                                                                 £100-£120 

   240            1787 John Palmer’s printed draft “Agreement or Contract” as “Surveyor and Comptroller General of the 
Mails, for and on behalf of his Majesty’s Postmaster General”, with manuscript additions and insertions in 
the hand of John Palmer. A most fascinating document regarding the Mail, with “To convey his Majesty’s 
Mails by means of a Coach appropriated by them to that use from day of the date of these presents or as soon 
after as they may be required to commence the same, and likewise all other Bags of Bye and Cross Road 
letters” also “That every Mail Coach shall have, and never travel without, a screw wrench, a hammer, a cord, 
and a set of spare lince pins, and spare straps”. Photo.                                                                     £3,500-£4,000 

John Palmer(detail)
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   241 )      1789 (Aug. 20) letter from Daniel Braithwaite headed “General Post Office”, addressed to Lord Walsingham  
regarding Anthony Todd (1717-1798), Secretary to the Post Office, at Walthamstow and the recent death of Lord 
Lauderdale. Daniel Braithwaite (1731-1817) was appointed first Secretary in the Post Office in 1765, Clerk to the 
Post Master General in 1768 and later Controller of the Foreign Department. Thomas de Grey, 2nd Baron Walsingham 
(1748-1818) served as joint Postmaster General whilst the patronage was divided between the Whigs and Tories. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

   242            1789 (Oct. 5) letter from John Palmer, Comptroller General of the Post Office headed “Isle of Wight”, to 
Lord Walsingham, Postmaster General, regarding an awaited statement of expenses of the purchase of a 
Mr Wilkinson’s house; “it is not yet come, so I have Desir’d Mr Groves to send it in a separate letter from 
himself to your Lordship”. Thomas de Grey, 2nd Baron Walsingham (1748-1818) served as joint Postmaster 
General whilst the patronage was divided between the Whigs and Tories. Photo.                               £800-£1,000 

238 241
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Postal History and Covers: The Joyce archive continued 

   243            1789 (Oct. 5) letter from Daniel Braithwaite headed “General Post Office” addressed to Lord Walsingham 
Postmaster General, “My Lord ! am very much obliged to your Lordship for your of yesterday, and likewise for what 
you say of me to honest Braithwaite”. Photo.                                                                                                  £300-£400 

   244            1790 (Mar. 31) letter written from Tunbridge Wells by dramatist Richard Cumberland (1732-1811), addressed to 
Lord Walsingham Postmaster General. The letter refers to employing a person as Postmaster as “Mr Sprange, our 
Bookseller & Stationer, is our present Postmaster. I have reason to believe his affairs are so circumstanc’d as to 
render it little likely that he can hold the employ”. Photo.                                                                            £150-£200 

   245            1807 extracts from articles in The Times regarding Abuses, the delays, negligence and the extortions, written in 
the hand of Herbert Joyce, an interesting item.                                                                                                £80-£100 

   246            1825 six page letter written by Sir Francis Freeling, Secretary of the Post Office to his father, writing about a 
meeting he had with Mark Peacock, solicitor to the Post Office, concerning a bankrupt called Austin. He tells his 
father “It was a long business, I have bored you with a long statement which after all may be scarcely intelligible”. 
Sir Francis Freeling, 1st Baronet (1764-1836) rose the position of joint Secretary to the Post Office in 1897 and in the 
following year sole Secretary. He initiated many reforms including the introduction of local penny posts, the reorganisation 
of London's postal service and the use of steam trains and ships to speed delivery times. Photo.               £200-£250 

243 – 244 –

Richard Cumberland
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   247 )      1834 (Mar. 21) entire from Francis Philips in Stockport to Charles Johnson the Surveyor and Superintendent of 
Mail Coaches at the G.P.O. on London. Philips was a skilled road builder. Interesting contents regarding 
Recommendation of the Lord’s Committee on Roads to publish in defence of Turnpike securities, etc. Photo.     
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   248            1838 paper with manuscript “1838 Early History of Post Office Gives Specimens of early Postmarks”, in the hand 
of Herbert Joyce with printed extract illustrating some examples from the Hermitage and Bishopsgate offices with 
Time handstamp. Photo.                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

   249            1884 eight page letter written by Ralf Lingen 1st Baron Lingen (Permanent Secretary to the Treasury), to George 
Shaw Lefevre 1st Baron Eversley, interesting contents “I wish you would consider the feasibility of employing  
military pensioners, or even men of the reserve, as letter carriers”, “That which has most weighed with me is to guard 
against strikes. We have more than once been threatened with strikes in the great commercial centres”, also with 
follow up letter concerning postal strikes, including confidential correspondence from the London & North 
Western Railway and three letters from S. Reecy to Ralf Lingen. Interesting group.                                £400-£500 

   250            1885 (Apr. 5) letter from Mr. Bentley to Herbert Joyce, letter regards “You may like the proof copy of Anthony 
Todd which is better than those in the magazine”, 1888 Memorandum from book seller M.L. Bennett to Hardy 
Buxton Forman, also photograph of the Manchester Obelisk erected for the Postmaster of Manchester.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   251            1885 (Dec. 22) letter on embossed “Her Majesty’s Post Master General “ paper written by George Shaw Lefevre, 
1st Baron Goulding, sent to Mr. Langton.                                                                                                         £80-£100 

   252            1888 four letters from J. Parnell, bookseller and Publisher, one sent to the Postmaster General, others to the third 
Secretary of the Post Office all regarding the offer of an engraving of the Postmaster General.             £200-£250 

   253            1889 letter from L. & J. Parnell, bookseller and publisher on headed notepaper, addressed to the Postmaster General 
(Henry Rakes), regarding the London Gazette and postage from London to New York. also 1889 letter from J. 
Parnell on headed note paper to the third Secretary of the Post Office regarding the 1794 Post Office  
regulations. 1889 letter to the Postmaster General regarding the Government Penny Post of 1683, interesting 
group. Photo.                                                                                                                                                       £150-£200 

   254            1889 (Mar. 22) letter from John George Watts to the secretary, General Post Office, writes “when General Post 
letters ceased to be collected by Bell & Bag in the city of London” with a draft of the reply saying letter ceased to 
collected by Bell & Bag in London in 1846.                                                                                                    £150-£200 

Ex 253
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Postal History and Covers: The Joyce archive continued 

   255            1890 (ca.) The working Archive of Herbert Joyce in a hardbound foolscap volume blind stamped “News 
Cutting”, consisting of over 100 pages containing a wide array of letters, documents, manuscripts, etchings, 
engravings and numerous newspaper cuttings relating to the Post Office. A unique insight into the working 
of the Post Office over a period of nearly two centuries, seen through the eyes of a diligent employee.         
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,000-£1,200 

   256            1890 (June 9) letter from J.C. Badcock (controller of the London Postal Service) to Herbert Joyce (third Secretary 
of the Post Office) regarding “The number of horse vehicles in daily use for mail service in London is 542”.            
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

   257            1892 (Aug. 4) letter from J.C. Badcoch (controller of the London Postal Service), to Herbert Joyce (third Secretary 
of the Post Office). Letter concerns the number of people on duty in the evening dealing with letters despatched 
by night mail.                                                                                                                                                      £100-£120 

   258            1893 (Dec. 22) letter from Herbert Joyce answering two questions raised, concerning the successor to Ralph Allen, 
Postmaster of Bath, also note by Joyce.                                                                                                                £70-£90 

   259            1894 (Nov. 1) letter with embossed “POST OFFICE” Arms, written by W.J. Goulding, at Sheerness, sent to B.W. 
Seton who was a surveyor’s clerk, regarding an inscription of a date stamp which was supplied many years ago to 
the Queensborough Sub Office.                                                                                                                         £80-£100 

Postal History and Covers by Area 

   260 )      Buckinghamshire: 1796 cover to Kimbolton, bearing scarce “61 BUCKING/HAM”.                                  £80-£100 

   261 )      Cornwall: An extensive range of entires, covers etc. on leaves in a carton incl. 1759 to Okehampton with faint 
“HILS/TONE” or “HELSTONE” (50 x 6mm), 1793 to Shaftesbury with “ST COLUMB” mark, 1796 to Ayr with “In 
all” and “PENZANCE/SHIP LRE” marks, 1814 to London with framed “No.2” (Saltash) receiving house mark, 1825 
to Plymouth with “CAMELFORD/246” circular mileage mark, 1827 to Stratton with circular “WADEBRIDGE/O” on 
reverse, 1832 to Liskead with “O PENRYN O” mark on reverse, 1838 to Andover with “LostwithielPenny Post”, 
1840 (July 1) from St. Austell with 1d. black plate 2 cancelled black Maltese cross and rare “TREGONY” ‘horseshoe’, 
1840 (Aug. 25) St. Ives to Plymouth franked 1d. black tied by red Maltese cross with “ST IVES C”, 1841 entire letter 
to St. Columb franked 1d. with undated “PONSANOOTH”, 1841 to Plymouth with “Landrake/Penny Post” mark, 
1844 Hayle to St Columb franked 1d. red strip of four tied by Maltese crosses, 1844 to St Columb franked 1d red. 
tied by Maltese Cross with undated “TREGONEY”, 1844 to Falmouth with undated “LELANT”, 1851 to 
Okehampton with “Stoke Climsland/Penny Post” mark, 1852 1d. envelope to Launceston with undated “FIVE-
LANES”, 1859 to Launceston franked 1d. pair with fine undated “ALTERNAN”, 1893 to Liskeard franked 1d tied 
by “CORNWALL R.S.T” c.d.s., 1896 to Kingswear franked 1d. tied by rare “CHANCEWATER” squared circle, 1901 
to Launceston franked 1d. tied by Tintagel skeleton, 1911 to Launceston franked ½d. pair tied by Newquay skeleton, 
also family correspondence from 1871 to 1911 centred around Truro and later Toronto. (few 100s)  £500-£600 

   262 )      - Falmouth, a range of entires, covers etc. on leaves incl. 1748 to London from Barbados endorsed “via Falmouth”, 
rated “4” with London Bishop mark, 1761 to London with “FAL/MOUTH” mark and datelined from HMS Arrogant, 
1772 to London rated “4” and with “FALMOUTH” mark, 1791 (ca.) to London with circular “FREE” mark, “1/-” 
rating deleted and “FALMOUTH” mark, 1834 to Liskeard with Falmouth datestamps and “TOO LATE” mark, 1834-
44 entire letters to London posted at Falmouth from the “Brig Pigeon” or the “Bark Henriette”, 1838 entire letter 
to Norwich datelined at New York (describing Canadian rebellion) with step-framed “FALMOUTH/SHIP LETTER”, 
1862 (June 20) to France franked 1d. (5) tied by Falmouth duplexes with “INSUFFICIENTLY/PREPAID”, 1870 from 
Rio (stamps removed) with “FALMOUTH/SHIP LETTER” c.d.s. and “s1/-” due mark etc. (32 items)     £150-£200 

   263 )      - Launceston: Range of entires and envelopes on leaves incl. 1766 to London with “LAN/CESTON” and London 
Bishop mark, 1836 to Spilsby with fine “PAID AT/LAUNCESTON”, 1837 to London with framed 
“Launceston/Penny Post” mark in blue, 1838 to Oxford with framed “No.3” receiving house, framed 
“Launceston/Penny Post”, “PAID AT/LAUNCESTON” and “LAUNCESTON” double arc, 1838 entire letter to 
Launceston written en route from Wexford and sent from “HOBBS POINT”, redirected to Lymington with framed 
“Launceston/Penny Post” and framed “No.2” receiving house marks, 1841 to St Columb franked 1d. black tied by 
red Maltese Cross, 1901 local to Launceston franked ½d. pair with Great Western Railway 2d. with ms. cross etc. 
(51 items)                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 
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   264 )      Cornwall:  Truro: Range of entires etc. on leaves incl. 1791 to Shaftesbury with fine “TRURO”, 1821 to Plymouth 
with fine “TRURO/260” mileage mark in blue, 1823 to Falmouth with “Paid at Truro.” mark, 1839 to London with 
circular “PAID AT TRURO”, 1840, 1841 to Hayle, Plymouth or St Columb franked 1d. black, one with framed 
“No.1” receiving house mark, 1850 to St Columb franked 1d. red taxed “2” in manuscript and endorsed “Stamp 
used before” etc. (44 items)                                                                                                                                £200-£250 

   265 )      Hampshire: Winchester, a selection of postal history and documents, mostly pre-stamp. (7 entires and a range 
of small documents)                                                                                                                                             £80-£100 

Postal History and Covers – Ireland 

   266 )      1793 (Sept.) entire letter ‘p Levant/Capt Kimber to London’, datelined at Westmoreland, Jamaica with 
“KINSALE/SHIP.LETTER” (Robertson S1) in blue, only recorded by Tabeart (1997) in this colour in 1848, initially 
rated “11” and re-rated “1/9” with London inspector’s crown and arrival. An important coloured Irish ship letter 
mark. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

   267 )      1805 (Jan.) entire letter (peripheral defects) to Dublin, datelined at Baltimore with fine fancy-framed 
“.BELFAST./SHIP LETTER” (Robertson S4 - new early date, Tabeart records 1807-30) and only incorrectly rated 
7(d) for the internal rate from Belfast to Dublin and with Dublin c.d.s. on reverse and 1843 (Jan.) wrapper to 
London sent via an agent in New York and charged 26 (cents) and “8”(d) incoming charge with New Orleans, 
Belfast, Dublin and London datestamps and framed “.BELFAST./SHIP LETTER” (Robertson S5) in green. (2 covers) 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

   268 )      1839 (Aug. 15) very extensive entire letter to Dublin, datelined at Callao (Peru) with two strikes of the framed 
“INDIA LETTER/MARGATE” (Tabeart In2) and “MARGATE/SHIP LRE” (Tabeart S4), rerated 1/- with London and 
Dublin datestamps on reverse. Contents by Dr Juan Thomas with contemporary mentions of Bernardo O’Higgins 
(1778-1842), Chilean revolutionary and first leader of independent Chile, his father Irish born 1st Marquis of 
Osorno. Ex Bargholtz. Photo.                                                                                                                           £200-£300 

   269 )      1840 (July) very reduced double weight wrapper to Ireland rated 1/4(d) on arrival and struck with the 
“DUBLIN/Ship Letter” (Robertson S5), redirected to Bristol (backstamped) and franked 2d. plate 1, PJ, possibly 
oxidised with four margins and tied by red Maltese Cross. Unusual redirected fragment. Photo.         £150-£200 

Ex 267
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Postal History and Covers – Ireland continued 

   270 )      1841 (May 9) cover to Liverpool franked 1d. black JJ cancelled black Maltese Cross, close to good margins, with 
Mountmellick double arc datestamp in blue, Dublin transit in red and receiving marks on reverse. Photo.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £220-£250 

   271 )      1847 (June 7) entire letter to a doctor in New York endorsed “Paid 1/-” with Aughrim and Dublin datestamps and 
bold “7” cents charge mark, backstamped Liverpool transit, the contents including references to the Irish Famine 
“this is a very unfortunate year in this country thousands dying of every kind of disease hunger of every kind”. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   272 )      Registered mail, 1871 (Oct.) printed O.H.M.S. Copy Notice of Marriage envelope to Glarriford franked 4d. plate 
12 and 1d. plate 136 tied by full or part Ballymena duplexes, 1871 (Dec.) mourning envelope to England franked 
2d. pair plate 13 and 1d. plate 131 tied by Belfast duplexes and with framed “REGISTERED AT/BELFAST” mark in 
red and 1872 (Dec.) printed O.H.M.S. Returned Paid Letter envelope to Dublin with scarce oval 
“REGISTERED/RETD-LT-BCH” datestamp and “Fee/4d” mark on front. (3 covers)                                   £150-£200 

   273 )      Isle of Wight: A range with 1838 entire local letter rated “4” deleted and re-rated “5” with rare framed “Ryde/Penny 
Post”, 1842 wrapper to Newbury franked 1d. red tied by Ventnor black Maltese Cross, 1845 entire letter to Ventnor 
franked 1d. red tied by Newport “560” with “VENTNOR” u.d.c. and endorsed “Not Known”, 1848 envelope to 
Marlborough franked 1d. red tied by faint “723” barred numeral etc. (6 items)                                        £100-£150 

   274 )      London: 1815 (June) entire letter to Bordeaux, datelined at London, sent by private ship rated 1½(d) for treble 
weight letter and 48 décimes on arrival with “ANGLETERRE/PAR CALAIS” mark. Initially presented at the post 
office assessed at 3s.6d. so receiving double-ring “POST PAID WITHDRAWN SHIP LETTER” (Robertson PPWSL1), 
uncommon thus. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £150-£200 

   275 )      - A ship letter and charge mark group incl. 1816 to London from Ostend with “SHIP LETTER/(crown)/LONDON” 
datestamp (Robertson S20), 1828, 1829 to London from Malaga or Leipzig with scarce “Oz at 8s/8d per oz” mark 
endorsed 1½ and rated 13/- or with dotted-framed “Oz at 6s8d per Oz” mark and rated 6/8(d), 1845 (Apr.) to 
London from Dublin rated 1/- with framed “PACKET LETTER” and inspector’s mark, 1858 unpaid to Plymouth 
from Spain via Paris with oval “FR./1F” accountancy mark and charged 1/- etc. (11 covers)                  £150-£200 

   276 )      Norfolk: Aylsham, a selection of mainly covers and a card from 1840 to 1974 incl. 1840 (May) cover to Norwich, 
bearing “AYLSHAM” undated circle, skeletons, etc. (21 items)                                                                      £80-£100 

271
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Postal History and Covers – Northumberland: The Al Hurst Collection 

The following 58 lots present a remarkable Large Gold (Stampex) and Gold (ABPS York) medal  
winning collection from 1604 to 1847 

   277 )      1604 entire sent by Thomas Fane, deputy warden of the Cinque Ports from Burston manor, Kent addressed to 
“the righte honorable his singular Lo. Th’ Earl of Northampton, Warden of the Cinque Ports and of his right noble 
Privie Councell”. No postal markings, a rare early King’s Post item to an important historical figure. The site for 
the future Northumberland House on London's Strand was cleared by order of Henry Howard, 1st Earl of Northampton 
(1540-1614) in the following year 1605, the mansion renamed when sold to the 10th Earl of Northumberland in the 
1640s. Photo.                                                                                                                                                      £150-£200 

   278 )      1630 entire from Lionell Fenwick, written at his house at Blagdon addressed “To the right wor/ll his much honored 
frend Sir Edward Radcliffe Baronet, these (be) d(eliver)d at Dilstone”. The letter most probably carried by a  
manservant, with instruction “as the bearer will tell you”. Photo.                                                               £120-£150 

   279 )      1649 Civil War period entire from Hexham to Dilston, addressed “For the right worshipfull Sir Edward 
Radcliffe Ky & Baronett at his house at Dilston these present”. Most probably carried by a manservant. 
Extremely rare piece of correspondence between settlements during the Civil War. Photo.   £1,000-£1,200 

   280 )      1658 (Oct. 6, 19) two entires from Hartsyd (Hartside) in north-west Northumberland, written by a Illr Riddelse 
to his nephew Thomas, addressed “For my well beloved and loving nephew Thomas Ruthirfourde at Bouland there”. 
Both privately carried. Photo.                                                                                                                           £100-£120 

277

Henry Howard 278

279 Ex 280
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Postal History and Covers – Northumberland continued 

   281 )      1670 (Mar. 4) free frank letter from London addressed “For the Honourable the Lady Mary Heveningham 
at Tinmouth near Newcastle Northumberland”, endorsed “Franck Charles Cornwallis” and “Leave this at 
ye Post House in Newcastle to be sent as above.” Bearing a fine strike of the extremely rare circular “7/off” 
Receiving House mark (Willcocks 65g). Only five such letters are known with this mark, two of  which are in 
the Bodleian Library in Oxford. Photo also on inside front cover.                                                     £2,000-£3,000 

– 285 –

– 287 –
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   282 )      1677 (May 23) entire from London, addressed to Sir Francis Radcliff care of the Postmasters of Newcastle-upon- 
Tyne, bearing manuscript “3” rate mark, showing “MA/24” Bishopmark on the reverse. Interesting letter reads “A 
message from ye King Commanding ye House to attend him immediately in ye Banquitting House”. Photo.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   283 )      1690 (Oct. 14) entire from London addressed to “John Rogers Att His House in the side street Merchant in Newcastle” 
with manuscript “3” rate mark, showing “OC/145” Bishopmark on the reverse; 1696 (Nov. 3) entire from Newcastle 
to “John Hutchinson in Framweigate in Durham” with manuscript “post pd 2d.”.                                    £120-£150 

   284 )      1704 (June 16, Oct. 9) two letters from Oxford to Newcastle via London, addressed to “Mrs Rogers att John Rogers 
Esq house in Newcastle upon Tyne”, manuscript “2” and “inall 5” showing “IV/20” other has “OC/10” Bishopmarks 
on the reverse. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

   285 )      1706 (Apr. 30) entire from Cockburnspath to London with manuscript “2” rate mark, showing straight line  
“BARWICK” (Willcocks 112) on the reverse this being the earliest known town mark of a Post Town in the County of 
Northumberland and is ten years earlier than the previously recorded Barwick mark, just touched by “MA/6” Bishopmark. 
With manuscript “Reward three pence from your boy FW” on the front. Photo.                                       £500-£600 

   286 )      1710 (Dec. 26) entire from London, addressed to “Roger Matson in Newcastle upon Tyne” bearing manuscript “3” 
rate mark and showing “DE/30” Bishopmark and “RS” (Richard Sare) receiver’s mark on the reverse. Photo.         
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   287 )      1720 (Oct. 6) entire written by an Army Officer, Andrew Frame, at Mordington, addressed to “Cannongate 
Edinburgh” with manuscript “pt pd 1d” with “2d” crossed out but another “2” added, showing a fine strike of the 
scarce “BARWICK” (Willcocks 114) on the reverse. Photo.                                                                          £150-£200 

   288 )      1723 (Jan. 16, Dec. 14) two entires from London, addressed to “Mr. Stephen M Watson at North Seaton, 
Northumbeland” with manuscript “Morpeth bagg”, with “16/IA” and “14/DE” Bishopmarks, also 1752 (July 30) 
entire to the same addressee 29 years later, with “30/IV” Bishop mark.                                                      £150-£200 

   289 )      1726 (July 25) and 1727 (May 4) entires both privately carried, the former from Catreene to Newcastle, other from 
Heslyside to Newcastle, both with no postal markings, both delivered by servants.                                 £100-£120 

   290            1774 (Jan. 22) printed Way Bill “For His Majefty’s Special Service” a way bill representing an Express packet sent 
from Durham via Newcastle and Morpeth to Alnwick. Properly signed for by the Postmasters of Durham, Newcastle 
and Morpeth but apparently bypassing the Alnwick post office and delivered directly to the addressee, Thomas Adams 
(who signed for receipt), instead of the Alnwick Postmaster. The Bill should have been returned to the Post Office but 
unusually was retained by Thomas Adams. Way Bills are rare and no other examples are known from Northumberland. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £700-£900 

   291 )      1778 (Jan. 7) entire from Konigsburg, addressed to “Mr. William Kingsbury, Merchant at Newcastle upon Tyne”, 
showing manuscript “London 14 Jan 1778 Forwarded by your humble servant Isaac Jolley” on the reverse with 
“14/IA” Bishopmark. Photo.                                                                                                                               £100-£120

(detail)
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Postal History and Covers – Northumberland continued 

   292 )      1794 (Dec. 10) Officer’s entire from Till in Holland to Alnwick, manuscript “1” and “1/1” rate marks, two line 
“LONDON/SHIP LRE”. Interesting letter “The Duke of York is just now gone for England”, “we are all afraid nothing 
can be done here except destroying a fine British Army”, and “Our men are almost all in Hospitals in fever and 
flux”.                                                                                                                                                                       £80-£100 

   293 )      1795 (Jan. 5) Officer’s entire from Holland to Alnwick, endorsed “Pd Rotterdam” and manuscript “1/4” rate mark. 
Interesting letter reads “The French crossed the Waal on the 30th-They are very numerous and are determined to 
have Holland, They tell us they will dine in Amsterdam in six weeks and we are inclined to think they will be if they 
persevere”.                                                                                                                                                              £80-£100 

   294 )      Town Stamps, a collection from 1796 to 1839 on leaves, incl. Alnwick, Belford, Berwick, Hexham, Morpeth, 
Newcastle, North Shields, range of mileage marks, Penny Posts, etc. (61 items)                                      £400-£500 

   295 )      1832 (June 21) entire from “William Surtees, Gunner 1st. Troop 1st Brigade, Bengal Horse Artillery”, Mutra India 
to Newcastle, bearing large circular “INDIA SOLDIERS LONDON/3”, with boxed Mutra Free mark and Calcutta 
datestamp and London transit mark on the reverse. Photo.                                                                        £200-£250 

   296 )      1833 (Apr. 1) entire from Meerut, India to Newcastle, bearing large circular “INDIA SOLDIERS LONDON/3”, with 
boxed Calcutta datestamp and London transit mark on the reverse. Photo.                                             £200-£250 

   297 )      A collection on leaves, incl. Alnwick 1840 (Aug. 7) cover to Morpeth, franked by 1840 1d. black plate 3 ED tied 
by red Maltese Cross, Belford, Berwick 1841 (Jan. 28) cover to Hartlepool, franked by 1840 1d. black plate 9 BK, 
tied by red Maltese Cross, North Shields 1833 entire to Alnwick with boxed “North Shields/Penny Post  
overstamped by scarce boxed “1”, mileage marks, etc. (45 items)                                                               £500-£600 

Alnwick 

   298 )      1711 (Sept. 29) entire from Alnwick to Hexham via Newcastle, bearing manuscript “pt pd 3d”, showing two red 
ink marks on the reverse and are believed to be an instruction, possibly illiterate servant, to collect two pennies 
on delivery. Photo.                                                                                                                                              £100-£120 

   299 )      1748 (Dec. 5) entire from Alnwick to Newcastle with manuscript “3” rate mark, also 1753 (Apr. 23) entire to 
London with manuscript “4”, and a very under inked two line “ALNE/WICK” (Willcocks 8), this being the earliest 
known item to have this mark and twenty years earlier than recorded.                                                            £150-£200 

   300 )      1759 (Jan. 25) entire to London, manuscript “Free Hyde” and “P” (Privilege), showing fine (for this) two line 
“ALNE/WICK” (Willcocks 8) on the reverse, four years earlier than listed, this is a personal letter so shows improper 
use of the franking system. Photo.                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

   301 )      1763 (Apr. 23) a letter from Alnwick to London contained an affidavit, hence the weight, endorsed by the post 
office as 2 ounces and charged 4(d) per ¼ ounce (equals 4 x 8 =32 =2/8 with manuscript “2N8”, showing usual 
faint two line “ALNE/WICK” (Willcocks 8) on the reverse and “27/AP” Bishopmark. Photo.                   £120-£150 

   302 )      1786 (ca.) entire from Alnwick to Belford with manuscript “3” and “missent to” and “BERWICK/337” mileage mark 
different to listed, showing “ALNWICK/306” different to listed on the reverse. Photo.                            £200-£250 

   303 )      1786 (Feb. 13) cover from Alnwick to Newcastle showing unlisted “ALNWICK/306” mileage mark and undated 
cover on the reverse as well as another unlisted “ALNWICK/307” mileage mark. Photo.                         £200-£250 

   304 )      Belford: 1762 (July 23) and 1763 (Apr. 11) two entires from Belford, one to Alnwick with manuscript “3”, other 
to London with large manuscript “4”, both have two line “BELFORD”, latter with “18/AP” Bishopmark.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   305 )      - 1838 (Sept. 1) entire written at “Bamburgh Castle” to Alnwick with manuscript “5” rate mark, and a fine strike 
of the extremely rare “Belford/Penny Post”, Only two recorded so far, with Belford u.d.c. on the reverse, also 1833 
cover to Alnwick bearing boxed “TOO LATE” and Belford u.d.c. both in green. (2 items) Photo on page 305.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 
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Postal History and Covers – Northumberland: Berwick 

   306 )      Berwick: 1716 (Mar. 31) entire from Berwick addressed to “My Lady Kirkconnell att Kirkconnell near Dumfreiss” 
with manuscript “post pd to Ed” and “2”. Photo.                                                                                              £80-£100 

   307 )      - 1737 (ca. Apr. 18) cover from Berwick to Paris via London, bearing manuscript “post pd 4d” with circular “PD”, 
and French “10” rate mark, showing “18/AP” Bishopmark on the reverse. Photo.                                     £100-£120 

   308 )      - 1786 (July 29) entire from Berwick to Alnwick, showing an unrecorded “BERWICK/33&” predating by two years 
the mileage marks on the reverse, 1788 (June 14) entire from Berwick to Fife, showing “BERWICK/337” (Willcocks 
146) on the reverse, scarce. Photo.                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

   309 )      - 1790 (June 11) entire from Berwick to Alnwick readdressed to Belford with manuscript “4” amended to “3” with 
“ALNWICK” horseshoe mark (five years earlier than recorded), with two line “BER/WICK” on the reverse, also 1793 
(Dec. 16) entire with manuscript “3” rate mark and circular framed “BERWICK/ON/TWEED”. Photo. £150-£200 

   310 )      - 1832 (July 18) money entire from Berwick to Alnwick, with manuscript “Money” and “Pd 1/6” in red ink, with 
Berwick datestamp on the reverse. The letter contained cash (£33. 10s.), there was no formal charge for money letters 
and no registration system at this time, scarce. Photo.                                                                                     £200-£250 

   311 )      Hexham: 1742 (Feb. 14) entire written at Hexham, addressed “Hellen Adamson to be left at Mr Willia Nicol ship 
carpenter in north Lieth at the head of the narrow closs north Britain”, manuscript “3” amended to “5”. Showing 
fine (for this) two line “NEW/CASTLE” (Willcocks 452) on the reverse. Photo.                                        £120-£150 

Morpeth 

   312 )      1667 (Dec. 24) and 1668 (Jan. 7) two entires from London, addressed to “H’e S’s Francis Radcliffe of Weldon 
Barron’tt Morpeth Northumberland Recommended to ye Postm’st who is desired to send it as directed forthw’th”. 
Both letters prepaid, endorsed “P3d” and “Post pd 3d” with London Bishopmarks of “DE/24” and “JA/?”.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   313 )      1754 (Mar. 4) entire from Morpeth to Thirsk, with manuscript “4” rate mark, showing a fine two line “MOR/PETH” 
(Willcocks 410) on the reverse, this being eight years earlier than listed. Photo.                                         £150-£200 

   314 )      1763 (July 30) cover from Morpeth to Alnwick, endorsed “Free Earl Grey” but used by Eleanor Collingwood in a 
letter to her nephew, improper use of the franking privilege, showing good two line “MOR/PETH” (Willcocks 410) 
on the reverse.                                                                                                                                                       £80-£100 

   315 )      1785 (Oct. 4) cover from Morpeth to London, with manuscript “1/-” rate mark and unlisted straight line  
“MORPETH” (47 x 6mm) also 1790 (July 11) entire from Morpeth to Alnwick, showing straight line “MORPETH” 
(Willcocks 419) on the reverse. Photo on page 44.                                                                                        £150-£200 

   316 )      1806 (Oct. 10) Carriage Licence for the Post Coach from Morpeth to Newcastle. Stephen Wilkinson was a bank 
agent, printer and bookseller in Morpeth, from whose premises the Post Office conducted its business. Eighteen 
months before he was appointed to the Postmaster’s position he signed up on Oct. 10 1806 to act as an official 
agent, the carriage licence permitting Crake to operate the “post coach to go from Morpeth to Newcastle and 
return being 28 miles six times in every week”. The proprietor of the Morpeth coach was required to put up a 
bond together with a handwritten copy. A very important document in the county’s postal history. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

311
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Postal History and Covers – Northumberland: Newcastle 

   317 )      1711 (Nov. 7) entire written at Newcastle by Mark Brumell (a lawyer) and addressed “To Mr. Edward Adams att 
Long Houghton”, the letter begins “I send you within a copy of deed” suggesting that the package was probably the 
size of a small parcel, hence the use of a carrier rather than the post. Also 1713 (Dec. 24) entire written at Durham 
by Richard Hornsby posted there and charged “2” sent to Longhoughton via Alnwick.                            £80-£100 

   318 )      1720 (June 12) entire from Newcastle addressed “For the Right Honour’ble Scoope Earl of Bridgewater near St James 
London”, with manuscript “1s.” (triple rate), showing two line “NEW/CASTLE” (Willcocks 452) on the reverse. This 
predates the date listed (1739) by nineteen years and is the earliest Newcastle town stamp known. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£300 

   319 )      1733 (July 24) and 1739 (Mar. 14) entires from Newcastle, one to Edinburgh with manuscript “In 5”, other to 
London with manuscript “4” deleted and “8” added with inspectors initials, showing small part strike “TLE” of the 
two line “NEW/CASTLE” on the reverse, other has almost complete “NEW/CASTLE”.                            £100-£120 

   320 )      1752 (Aug. 11) entire written at Gateshead, carried privately and posted in Newcastle with manuscript “5”, showing 
a very fine strike of the scarce “NEW/CASTLE” (Willcocks 455) on the reverse. Photo.                           £120-£150 

   321 )      1756 (Feb. 3, Apr. 2) two entires with manuscript “4” rate marks, both showing two line “NEW/CASTLE” each of 
which are unrecorded on the reverse, also “6/FE” and “5/AP” Bishopmarks. Photo.                                 £150-£200 

   322 )      1774 (Sept. 14) entire from Newcastle to Tynemouth, showing straight line “NEWCASTLE” (Willcocks 468) and 
with unusual “T11” mark from which is thought that the Postmaster in Newcastle had an unofficial receiving 
house at Tynemouth, very rare and unusual. Photo.                                                                                     £300-£350 

   323 )      1787 (Jan. 22) entire with “NEWCASTLE/273” mileage mark on the reverse, 1788 (Aug. 18) entire with “272 
NEW/CASTLE” on the reverse, also 1789 (Jan. 28) part cover with “NEWCASTLE/273” mileage mark on the reverse. 
(3 items) Photo.                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

   324 )      1790 (Aug. 30) cover to Newcastle with manuscript “4” rate mark with “BERWICK/337” on the reverse, and 1791 
(June 28) entire to Haddington with manuscript “Paid 3” in red ink and “BERWICK/337” mileage mark.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   325 )      1791 (Jan. 29) entire from Newcastle to Cognac, France, bearing two line “NEWCASTLE/UPON TYNE”, London 
“POST/PAID” in red over manuscript “Pd 6”, and “30” French rate mark, sent via London, Dover, Calais, France 
and to Cognac. Overseas mail from the county in the 18th century is scarce. Photo.                                   £100-£120 

   326 )      1792 (Sept. 13) entire to Swaffham, with manuscript “6”, 1794 (Apr. 11) entire to Bannockburn with manuscript 
“6” and “1/2” rate marks, 1796 (Oct. 29) entire used locally with manuscript “1”, two bearing horseshoe  
“NEWCASTLE ON TYNE”, other with horseshoe “NEWCASTLE”. (3 items)                                              £100-£120 

   327 )      A collection of covers from 1805 to 1845 on leaves, incl. 1837 (Sept. 13) entire to Copenhagen, bearing red step 
type “HULL/SHIP LETTER” in red, Uniform Penny Post “1”, 1841 entire to Alnwick, bearing red boxed “WESTGATE 
St. R-H”, 1843 (Apr. 10) cover to Cockermouth, bearing red boxed “BARRASBRIDGE. R.H”, mileage marks, etc.  
(18 items)                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

   328 )      1839 (Dec. 5) First Day of Uniform Fourpenny Post pre-paid entire from Newcastle to Wooler, bearing manuscript 
“4” with Newcastle datestamp on reverse, also 1839 (Dec. 28) cover from Wooler to Rothbury with manuscript 
“4”. Photo.                                                                                                                                                            £250-£300 

   329 )      1840 (Jan. 16) entire from Newcastle to Rye, bearing tombstone London “PAID” datestamp and Newcastle-upon-
Tyne datestamp, also a fine strike of the extremely rare reversed serif “1” in red. One of only two known. Not recorded 
in the County catalogue, the other one is in the National Postal Museum. Photo.                                          £400-£500 

   330 )      1840 (June 17) cover from Newcastle to Edinburgh, franked by 1840 1d. black plate 4 AE and 1840 (July 16) cover 
from Newcastle to Stanhope, franked by 1840 1d. block plate 1b DB, both tied by red Maltese Crosses. Photo on 
page 46.                                                                                                                                                                £150-£200 
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Postal History and Covers – Northumberland: North Shields 

   331 )      1699 (May 12) entire from North Shields, addressed “For Mr Pat Crauford, merchant in Ed(inbur)gh at his shop 
in ye Lower end of ye Lucken Boothe. In his absence to his Nephew, James Crauford, Scotland”. Manuscript “post 
pd 3d.” 17th century letters from North Shields are rare. Photo.                                                                     £150-£200 

   332 )      1786 (Jan. 23, Feb. 27) two covers from North Shields to Newcastle, both showing on the reverse an unlisted 
curved “SHIELDS/N” one is very faint, but these are the only two covers known. Photo.                        £300-£400 

   333 )      1789 (Apr. 3) entire from North Shields to Newcastle, manuscript “2” rate mark, showing unrecorded straight 
line “N.SHIELDS” (46 x 5mm) on the reverse, also 1793 front to Rochdale bearing horseshoe “NORTH-SHIELDS” 
that is two years earlier than listed. Photo.                                                                                                     £150-£200 
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   334 )      1808 (Oct. 17) entire from Quebec to Guernsey via North Shields, with several manuscript rate marks  
resolving at “5/-”, and bearing the only recorded oval “SHIP LETTER/(crown)/NORTH SHIELDS” (Rob. S1). 
Photo also on inside front cover.                                                                                                                £1,500-£2,000 

Postal History and Covers – Scotland 

   335 )      Selection of entire letters (no postal markings) from 1572 to 1651 in a carton from an archival source and mounted 
on ledger leaves with a cover sheet entitled “DUNTREATH MUNIMENTS PART 2” (1908) concerning land,  
employment of a servant in Scotland much with reference to Stirling, including from Viscount Claneboye (c1560-
1644), Duke de Entraigues and Earl of Linlithgow (an order to kill a buck for the Earl of Wigtown), 1679  
contemporary copy of “The Declaration of the Presbyterians Now in Armes in the West of Scotland”, also 1393 
(ca.) deed with wax seal removed etc., mixed condition and several with archival repairs. (45 items)  £300-£350 

   336 )      1839 (July) double-weight entire letter to Arran endorsed “Pd 8” with “SALTCOATS/PENNY POST” and framed 
datestamp on reverse. Content concerns property sale from James Johnston to Thomas Macredie whom he hopes 
to see “when the mania for Arran has a little subsided”. Ex Walter Binne.                                                       £70-80 

   337 )      Four registered covers comprising 1856 (May) envelope to Thurso endorsed “Registered” franked 2d. strip of three 
plate 4 TC-TE and 1d. red tied by indistinct bar cancellations, unusually for a registered letter endorsed “More to 
pay” and with ms. “2” on front, two strikes of the framed “HALKIRK” Scots local and Thurso arrival datestamp on 
reverse, 1864 (Sept. 6) double weight wrapper to Bordeaux franked 4d. (4 incl. a strip of three) tied by Glasgow 
duplexes and with framed “REGISTERED/AT/GLASGOW”, oval “REGISTERED/LONDON”. “(crown)/REGISTERED” 
and “CHARGE” marks and 1882-93 registered Juror Citations each addressed locally from Edinburgh or Elgin and 
franked 3d. rose or 3d. Jubilee. (4 covers) Photo.                                                                                           £200-£250 

   338 )      1857 cover to Edinburgh with 1d. red tied by “AUCHNACRAIG” straight line cancellation, Oban July 17 transit 
and Edinburgh July 19 arrival on reverse. Photo.                                                                                           £200-£250 

   339 )      1860 (Feb. 21) treble weight wrapper to Peebles franked 2d. plate 8 KD-KE pair tied by two strikes of the Edinburgh 
“POSTED SINCE 7.20 LAST NIGHT” datestamp. Use on a 2d. blue franking unrecorded by Arundel or Parmenter. 
See “The London Philatelist” (2011) page 119. An important example of Scottish ‘too late’ mail. Fine. Photo.        
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

339
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Postal History and Covers – Somerset 

   340 )      Wincanton, 1838 entire to Sir William Betham (1779-1853), Ulster King of Arms in Dublin with fine boxed “PAID 
AT/WINCANTON” and “No.1”, endorsed “Postage Paid”, “Single sheet” and “Private”. Photo.               £150-£200 

Postal History and Covers – Yorkshire 

   341 )      Selection of covers and cards from 1773 to 1923, incl. paids, mileage marks, range of cancellations, etc. (67 items)
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   342 )      Range of covers, entires etc. on leaves incl. 1823 twice redirected to Thirsk with Thirsk, Hedon and Whitby mileage 
marks or mileage datestamps, 1826 to Sneaton Castle from London endorsed “Misdirected to Scarborough” and 
readdressed to Whitby, 1835 to Canada with “WHITBY” double arc datestamp and rated “2/4”, 1840 (July 18) 1d. 
Mulready lettersheet from Sheffield to Burlington Quay with red Maltese Cross, 1840 to Whitby with 
“Redcar/Penny Post” and Guisborough datestamp, 1841 large entire letter to Snaith rated “8” with Doncaster and 
Selby datestamps, 1852 to Shaftesbury franked 1d. with “OTLEY” double arc and italicised “Too Late”, 1854 Bombay 
to Leeds with framed “INDIA LETTER/LIVERPOOL” etc. (115 items)                                                         £200-£250 

Postal History and Covers by Subject 

   343 )      Cross Channel Mail: 1583 (Oct.) privately carried entire letter to London (Corsini correspondence) from Venice 
endorsed “per questa” on the address panel with red wax seal remnant on reverse, very fine. Ex Lady Bury. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   344 )      - Group of incoming 19th century mail from France incl. 1814 entire letter to London sent via a forwarding agent 
in Havre endorsed “2 oz.”, rated 8/- and with a Portsmouth Ship letter mark, 1814 entire letter to Dublin with “P 
PAYE PARIS” mark and rated 2/2(d), 1834 entire letter (contents ref. to compensation for an emancipated slave 
in Tobago) with Boulogne sur Mer datestamp and framed “P.P.” mark, 1840 entire letter to London from Paris 
with both framed “P.P.” and “P.D.” marks and concave-framed “FOREIGN PAID” marks, 1856 unpaid envelope to 
London from Paris forwarded to New York also unpaid, 1868-69 unpaid envelopes to London rated 8(d) or with 
“8d” marks and oval “*/F.R/2F” accountancy marks on front etc. (10 covers)                                            £100-£120 

Crimean War 

   345 )      1854 (Oct.) defective envelope to Scotland endorsed “Via Marseilles” and rated “3”(d) with part “BRITISH-ARMY” 
c.d.s., also 1855 (May 18, May 20) letters (no covers) both datelined “Camp before Sebastopol” with insightful  
content “We passed Lord Raglan on our road who admired us, he asked the names of all the officers in it. He told 
Gibbon when he mentioned my name that he had not seen you for a long while.....” and the other with references 
to Colonel Wood and Sir John Campbell. (3 items)                                                                                      £150-£200 

William Betham 343Ex 340
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   346 )      1856 (Apr.) mourning envelope addressed to “The/Honble. Walter Talbot R.N./HMS Hannibal/Black Sea Fleet” 
franked rare combination of 1841 2d. TC-TD pair and perf. 14 2d. plate 4 NJ tied by London “14” barred numerals. 
Admiral The Hon. Walter Cecil Carpenter (1834-1904), known as The Hon. Walter Cecil Talbot until he changed his 
name by Royal licence, held a range of important commands, becoming in 1887 Senior Officer on the Coast of Ireland. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £300-£400 

   347            1856 (Mar. 3) letter only, headed “Camp Sevastopol”, interesting contents regarding the possibility of an armistice 
and life in Camp, “The Armistice isn’t settled yet but we dont fire on each other. We haven’t fired on them for an 
age, but they used to fire away at us a good deal”.                                                                                            £80-£100 

Hand Illustrated 

   348 )      1871 (Nov.) hand drawn coloured scene of a gentleman approaching a woman holding a letter with speech bubble 
“A letter for you miss!!!”, franked 1d. red and tied by Fareham duplex; 1871 (Dec.) envelope (front and back  
separated) to Leeds franked 1d. red and tied by Edinburgh duplex depicting a man walking his dog being greeted 
by another dog with dragonfly above and four ghoulish characters on reverse; 1885 (Apr. 27) envelope to Geelong 
(Australia) franked 6d. green tied by a London W.C. duplex depicting an axeman about to behead a woman. (3 
items) Photo on page 1.                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

   349 )      1873 1d. pink embossed envelopes (2) to Hay with Wolverhampton duplexes and pen and ink drawings of a scene 
from Macbeth and another of Micawber from Dickens’ David Copperfield, also 1908 1d. embossed envelope to 
U.S.A. uprated 1d. and ½d. with watercolour figure playing a concertina. (3 covers)                               £150-£200 

   350 )      1890 (Oct. 16) envelope addressed within London with address in star pattern, franked 1d. lilac with unusual 
yellow wax seal on reverse.                                                                                                                                    £70-£80 

Military Mail 

   351 )      A pre-stamp collection incl. 1699 entire letter to Coupar concerning John Murray (1659-1724) 1st Duke of Atholl, 
one time Lord High Commissioner of the Scottish Parliament, 1794 account for maintenance of the Regiment of 
Foot premises, 1808 Napoleonic Wars period letter (no cover) datelined “Camp near Messina”, 1809 entire letter 
to Dumfries with circular “PAID/at/EDINR” datestamp with content concerning the apprehension and  
imprisonment of an army deserter, 1815 entire letter to London from Lord Combermere containing an outline of 
the Duke of Wellington’s foot and requests for the production of a boot “rather larger would be better”, possibly 
the origin of the ‘Wellington’ boot, 1819 letter (no cover) signed by the Duke of York (1763-1827), also a few  
newspapers, clippings and Government Acts (George III and IV period), a few prints etc. Photo on page 50.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

   352 )      Collection of mail concerning military training incl. 1793 printed order to recruit men to a Fencible Regiment, 
1797 entire letter to Maidenhead (redirected to Guildford) datelined at Dorchester Training Camp and depicting 
the layout of the Camp showing Dragoons, Blues, Troops etc., 1803 printed entire letter within Edinburgh  
confirming enrolment in the 1st Regiment, 1805 wrapper to Weymouth Camp (training facility) and 1817 reduced 
entire letter giving details of military training. (5 items)                                                                               £120-£150 

   353 )      1795 (May), (June) and 1800 (Feb.), (May) reduced entire letters to Dr Robert Patrick (Scottish civilian doctor, 
unusual thus) in Corsica, Lisbon or Minorca and from Edinburgh or London and rated “1/1”(d), “1/-” or “2/1”, 
one also charged 160 reis or to Edinburgh with straight-line (British P.O. in) “LISBON” mark and rated 2/2(d). 
Believed the only examples of mail to a medical doctor. (4 items) Photo on page 50.                                  £150-£200 

Walter Talbot
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Postal History and Covers – Military Mail continued 

   354 )      1796 (Dec.) and 1797 (Jan.) entire letters to London or Campbelltown (Scotland) with “BUNCRANA” or  
“DUNGANNON” marks with content concerning French invasion “...we are getting volunteers all throughout this 
Kingdom....invasion is much talked about but little dreaded, the other with “...as a soldier I am sorry to say that 
the French did not give us opportunity of distinguishing ourselves at this time, the ware, however does not appear 
to be yet over....we are for certain to be moved either to Colrain or Blarcs Camp....”. (2 covers)               £150-£200 

   355 )      1797, 1798 entire letters to Edinburgh or Gibraltar datelined at Cadiz, one concerning a demand and handcarried, 
the other rated ‘5/-’ with comment “The only Britainer remaining in Cadiz is Mr Matthew’s father, who notwith-
standing 60 years residence there has been ordered to retire 20 leagues inland and a Spaniard who acted as English 
v.consul ordered to leave the Kingdom” also 1794 letter (no cover) to the Secretary of the Gibraltar Governor from 
the British Postal Agent in Aranjuez “The Enemy are pressing so hard and with such superior numbers on the 
Spanish Army in Roussillon that it will be a miracle if the latter is able to keep its ground”. (3 items)  £150-£180 

   356 )      Collection of mostly entire letters concerning promotion incl. 1798 to London (redirected to Brighton) datelined 
on HMS Barfleur at the Isle of Wight written by an officer in Admiral Lord St Vincent’s Fleet “My mother tells 
me Mr Baillie has offered to recommend me to Sir Horatio Nelson”, 1799 to Kirriemuir with content “....Major 
Douglas informs me that Major Kinloch wishes to get into the Militia....”, 1801 to Aberdeen with “CORK” handstamp 
on front with content by Charles Irvine “In the event of my Regt - the 62nd being ordered from this country to 
foreign parts, I would have no chance of promotion” and a few others. (8 items)                                      £120-£150 
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   357 )      1804 (Dec. 4) entire letter to Scotland datelined on HMS Agamemnon (off Cadiz) rated “1/5” with double-oval 
“SHIP LETTER(crown)/PORTSMOUTH” mark with content concerning renewed war with Spain and the difficulty 
of communication “We have taken three Spanish vessels in company with two other men of war - on our arrival 
here we detained a Spanish frigate........and sent them back to Cadiz not knowing of a war with Sapin until about 
4 days afterwards. We got information by a frigate that the Spaniards had declared war on the very day we let go 
so many valuable prizes.” Photo.                                                                                                                      £150-£180 

   358 )      1806 (Feb.), 1810 (May) and 1812 (Nov.) entire letters to Norwich, Bath or Manchester with “LISBON/F” or 
“CADIZ/F” datestamps or double-oval Portsmouth Ship letter mark with vinegar and saltpetre stains or chisel-slit 
disinfection and each with content, the first written on HMS Saturn off Cadiz “...sailed from Gibraltar....with a 
view to cut out from under the Forts at Malaga, a Spanish 84 gun ship....yesterday morning we saw the enemy inside 
the pier.....” or “The vaunting Andalusians and their supreme junta have yielded to the French without making the 
smallest resistance....” or “There has been much sickness here... I had every symptom of it.....it is a disorder something 
like the small pox, a person having past it once does not get it again......”. (3 covers) Photo.                    £200-£220 

   359 )      1807 (July) entire letter to Alexandria (to a Captain in the 78th Foot) with Edinburgh and London datestamps and 
rated “3/7”. Content by the addressee’s parents expressing their delight at their son’s survival following the battle 
at Rosetta three months prior where 900 British men were lost. Firebace (pp. 46-47) records fewer than six examples 
of mail related to this expedition under Geneal McKenzie Fraser. Photo.                                                        £200-£250 

   360 )      1808 (Jan.), (Apr.) two entires to London each rated 3s. both with framed curved “MALTA” marks and London 
Foreign Office datestamps. Content datelined at Malazzo (Sicilly) the first with “The French Army have come down 
as far as Scyllar...if we do not get a reinforcement in this quarter we will not be able to keep this island long.” or 
“...the greater part of our disposable force, are in or near this plain all ready to embark. Everything has the appearance 
of service, some say Spain others Italy and others Germany. The 10th regt is encamped on the left of our huts....”, 
also 1807 (Nov.) letter (no cover) “Genl (Sir John - 1761 - 1809) Moore sailed at the beginning of the month on a 
secret expedition, he has taken between six and seven thousand men with him”. (3 items)                      £200-£250 

   361 )      1808 (Aug.) entire letter (no cover) written on MS Amphion giving details of prize-money won, 1809 (Aug.) entire 
letter to Broom Lees Barracks in Kent redirected twice, datelined at Edinburgh Castle concerning prize money 
following the capture of Copenhagen two year prior, 1813 (June) letter (no cover) by Thomas Freemantle on HMS 
Milford with content concerning distribution of prize money and 1816 (Sept.) entire letter to London datelined 
on HMS Minden at Gibraltar by Lieutenant John Ridley with content “If there should be any prize for this affair, 
you will receive it....”. (4 items)                                                                                                                          £150-£200 

   362 )      Peninsular War, selection of entires with 1809 (Apr.) to Scotland from HMS Lively at Vigo “A body of French, abt 
3000 ft & 400 horse....crossed the river....our marines went.....Captain Bolton has his men trained to the use of the 
musket & accordingly sent a party of men....the French halted before they came near this place & have not yet made 
any attack upon it”, 1809 (Aug.) to England with straight-line “LISBON” “Sir Arthur Wellesley is therefore retiring 
to cover Portugal which I do not think will be attacked until some decisive authority from the North... it is probable 
that Sir A may attempt to cit off [French Marshall] Soult of Ney as Victor has detached to save Madrid from Vanegas 
army.”, 1811 (Apr.) to England, datelined at Guarda, rated ‘2/1’ with “LISBON/F” datestamp “Tomorrow we march 
for Portugal and the Spanish frontier....we got close to them at this place....we did not give them time to burn the 
town....” and 1812 (Mar.) to Scotland rated “2/7’” with “LISBON/F” datestamp, datelined “Camp near Elvas” with 
content “The whole army are here and the siege of Badajoz goes on tomorrow.”, also 1808 (Sept.) letter (no cover) 
from Lord Castlereagh, datelined “Downing Street” concerning Napoleon’s march on Spain and Britain’s response. 
(5 items)                                                                                                                                                               £300-£350 

   363 )      1809 (Nov.), (Dec.) entire letters to Ireland rated “3/2” or “3/3” with “FALMOUTH/PACKET LETTER” or “LISBON/F” 
datestamps. Datelined at Montego or Merida with insightful content by a soldier in the 20th Regiment with “Sir 
John Stuart has said he must have a reinforcement or it [Sicily] will not be in his power to defeat it against a  
threatened attack. Lord W(ellington) has been at Seville this week...let the papers say what they will, we still have 
a vast number sick” or “The Commander in Chief (Wellington) is here still”. (2 covers)                          £120-£150 

   364 )      1d. concessionary rate selection incl. 1810 to Dornoch with Paid at Edinburgh mark countersigned by William 
Ross and written by his common-law wife to her mother and therefore an abuse of privilege, 1812 to London  
datelined on HMS Namur in Sheerness with “(crown)/To Be/DELIVERED/FREE” mark with content about the 
writers brother whom is also in the navy, 1812 to London headed “H.M.S. Horatio, Nr Yarmouth” with content 
“Thank God I escaped all danger, though I was in one of the boats, I had a messmate killed...” , 1814 to London 
countersigned by a lieutenant on HMS Warrior with Portsmouth mileage datestamp with correspondence  
instructions “The next time you write to me direct to me Thomas Chamberlain boy on board of HM Ship Warrior 
lying in Portsmouth or elsewhere”. (4 items)                                                                                                   £120-£150 
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Postal History and Covers – Military Mail continued 

   365 )      Prisoner Of War mail group with 1812, 1813 entire letters from London to Dumfries or Jedburgh each with the 
oval “TRANSPORT-OFFICE/[CROWN/G.R/PRISONERS OF WAR” marks, the first concerning a 400f. payment  
possible for a prisoner’s keep and the other concerning attempts to persuade the Duke of Atholl to release a 
prisoner and an 1814 (Dec.) entire letter (in French) to London where hand-carried, datelined at Verdun, from a 
woman seeking reimbursement from Cox & Co. for costs of her British prisoner tenants. (4 items)    £300-£350 

   366 )      Entire letters after the Fall of Paris, three items comprising 1814 (May) to H.M.S. Curaçao from Colonel Campbell 
datelined at Porto Ferrajo “....I have been turned out my seat at midnight by Major Germaronski, a Polish 
Officer.....who accompanied Emp. Napoleon to this place....” and 1814 (Aug.) and 1815 (Dec.) to Exeter each rated 
“1/11” and datelined at Courbuoye with comment “There are few troops who can be so well entrusted with the 
surveillance of a metropolis (Paris) as the Household Brigade; and perhaps it may be considered necessary to keep 
us there, until the temper of the Parisians.....has been tried a little longer” and “The orders agreed out and ours is 
one of the Regiments ordered to England....strange irregularities in their Post Offices - that last letter....had bee nearly 
three weeks on the road.”. (3 covers) Photo on page 50.                                                                                £200-£250 

   367 )      1837 (May) wrapper to London endorsed “From Matthew Ronayne Gunner E.I. Co Chatham” rated “1”(d) as a 
military concession but struck with the octagonal “(crown)/To be/delivered/Free”, endorsed “Missent to Brentford” 
at top, turned and readdressed to Brighton with a “T.P./Ebury St” and Crown Free datestamp, unusual.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   368 )      1855 (Apr. 30), (Dec. 30) two envelopes to the Coldstream Guards in Crimea at the 3d. concession rate franked 
2d. watermark small crown perf. 16 plates 4 or 5 and each in conjunction with a 1d. red and tied by London “12” 
(Bow) or “23” (Bexley) barred numeral. (2 covers)                                                                                        £120-£150 

   369 )      1877 (Feb.) envelope with HMS Shah printed insignia to Portsmouth franked 2d. plate 15 AJ-AK, BJ with  
indistinct London Foreign Branch barred cancellations and Portsmouth arrival c.d.s. on reverse. Believed to have 
been placed in the ship’s bag of the “Elmina” (African Steam Ship Co.) at Funchal. Ex Osborn and illustrated in Naval 
Officers Letters (1995), p. 43. Photo.                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

Postal History and Covers – Overseas Destinations 

   370 )      Free Franks, 1833 (May) entire letter to Bengal (redirected to Delhi) endorsed “H. Ellis” at lower left and with  
circular and framed Crown Free (London) datestamps and 1839 (Nov.) O.H.M.S. wrapper to Cape of Good Hope 
endorsed “War Office” at lower left with both circular and framed Crown Free (London) datestamps, unusual.  
(2 covers)                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   371 )      2d. blue frankings, 1856 (Jan. 3) entire letter to Lyon franked 2d. (2, both plate 5, KB and KE) tied by faint London 
numerals and KB additionally tied by a Calais transit datestamp also with three French expertising marks and 
1864 (Nov. 24) entirely printed letter to Algeria franked 2d. plate 8 pair tied by Birmingham duplexes and Calais 
transit datestamp and with a framed “APRES/LE/DEPART” too late mark. (2 covers) Photo.                  £120-£150 

Ex 371
369
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   372 )      Transatlantic Mail via French Packets, 1864 (Nov. 23) entire letter endorsed “Per French Steamer” to Buenos 
Aires franked 1s. and 4d. tied by “502” barred numerals with oval “PP” and Calais transit c.d.s. and 1878 (June 19) 
wrapper to Vera Cruz franked 1s. tied by a London E.C. duplex with private “BY FRENCH MAIL” mark on the 
front. The latter ex Willcocks. (2 covers)                                                                                                        £100-£120 

   373 )      Aden, 1868 (Apr. 24) double-weight envelope (slightly toned) “via Marseilles” to Aden with franking of 9d. straw 
plate 4 pair and 2d. plate 9 (4) all tied by somewhat heavy “LONDON-EC/79” duplexes, an unusual combination 
franking, also 1862 (Dec. 6) envelope to Constantinople franked 1d. and 2d. (defective) pairs tied by London E.C. 
duplexes and with “NOT-CALLED-FOR” mark. (2 items) Photo.                                                                 £150-£180 

   374 )      Canada, 1840 (Sept. 15) entire letter to Quebec rated “1/-” and “1/4’”and with “LIVERPOOL/K” datestamp, 1847 
(June 24) wrapper to Quebec incorrectly struck with “2” mark, deleted with “466” Liverpool barred numeral and 
rated “1/2” with “1s4 Currency” mark also on front, 1859 (Oct. 25) wrapper to Kingston franked 4d. and 2d. tied 
by Leeds duplex with Liverpool transit datestamp, 1861 (July 18) wrapper to St Catharines franked 6d. (3, two 
with defects) with framed “LOMBARD STREET/REGISTERED LETTER”, “(crown)/REGISTERED”, oval  
“REGISTERED/LONDON” datestamp and “REGISTERED” marks and 1875 envelope to Winnipeg franked 2½d. tied 
by Nairn duplex and with “PAID/DERRY/COL PACKET” c.d.s. (5 covers) Photo.                                      £200-£250 

   375 )      France, single and double weight covers to Le Havre comprising 1855 (July 8) reduced entire franked pair 2d. pl. 
4 HA-HB tied by London barred numerals with Lombard Street, Calais, Paris and Havre datestamps and oval “PD” 
mark and 1867 (Dec. 5) entire letter franked 1s. and 4d. tied by “466” barred numerals with double-ring  
“REGISTERED/LIVERPOOL” and London superimposed “REGISTERED/PD” duplex datestamp and “CHARGE” 
mark. (2 covers)                                                                                                                                                  £100-£120 

   376 )      - Two double weight covers to Paris with 1864 (Jan. 5) franked 6d., 2d. plate 9 and 1d. tied by “12” barred numerals 
with London, Calais and Paris datestamps and 1864 (Mar. 28) franked 1s. plate 1 and 4d. tied by “466” barred 
numerals and with Liverpool and London registered ovals, “(crown)/REGISTERED” and “CHARGE” marks.  
(2 covers) Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

   377 )      - 1868 (Apr. 18) large envelope to Paris franked 2d. vertical strip of four tied by London WC duplexes and with 
Calais and Paris datestamps. Unusual quadruple weight franking. Photo.                                                 £100-£120 

Ex 375

Ex 373

Ex 376

Ex 374
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Postal History and Covers – Overseas Destinations continued 

   378 )      Germany, 1855 (Mar. 16) entire letter to Deidesheim franked strip of four 2d. plate 4 tied by Liverpool spoon 
cancellations and with Aachen transit mark and 1868 (Oct. 23) wrapper to Leipzig franked 4d., 1d., and 2d. plate 
9 tied by London duplexes and with Aachen transit mark, also 1859 (Sept. 29) wrapper to Gothenburg franked 
2d. and 4d. tied by Liverpool duplexes and sent via Hull. (3 covers)                                                           £150-£180 

   379 )      India, 1861 (Feb. 16) printed “Overland via Marseilles” envelope to Madras franked 6d., 2d. plate 6 and 1d. tied 
by Gorey (Ireland) numerals, 1861 (Dec. 18) mourning envelope “via Marseilles and Bombay” to Dera franked 6d. 
2d. plate 9 and 1d. tied by London W duplexes and 1864 (Dec. 26) “VIA MARSEILLES” ‘ribbon’ envelope to Calcutta 
franked 9d. (wing margin) and 1d. tied by London S.W. duplexes. (3 covers) Photo.                              £150-£180 

   380 )      Italy, 1832 (Aug.) disinfected entire letter to Naples showing vinegar staining and chisel slits, rated “2/4” London 
tombstone datestamp, “PONT/BEAUVOISON” and “ANGLETERRE” and double ring Arms Genoa transit marks 
on front, Tring double arc on reverse, unusual. Photo.                                                                                     £70-£80 

   381 )      - 1863 (June 17) double-weight wrapper to Turin franked 1s. plate 1 JA and 6d. NJ (faint file fold) tied by London 
“15” barred numeral with framed “LOMBARD STREET/A/REGISTERED LETTER”, “(crown)/REGISTERED”, oval 
“REGISTERED/LONDON” datestamp and oval “PD” marks Turin arrival datestamp on reverse. Ex Charles Reid.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   382 )      - 1868 (July 7) entire letter via France to Venice franked 6d., 4d. and 2d. plate 9 tied by London numerals, 1870 
(Jan. 11) quadruple weight wrapper to Messina franked 1s. pair and 2d. plate 13 for a late fee and tied by London 
duplexes and 1873 (Nov. 15) printed matter to Genoa franked 2d. plate 14 tied by North Shields duplex and with 
oval “PD” mark. (3 covers) Photo.                                                                                                                    £120-£150 

   383 )      Japan, 1874 (July 14) envelope to Yedo (Tokyo) franked 1s. plate 9 KI straight edge at left tied by Oban duplex. 
Hong Kong Marine Sorter and (British PO in) Yokohama c.d.s. on reverse, a scarce destination. Photo.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   384 )      Netherlands, 1863 (Mar. 2, Oct. 27) two wrappers to Amsterdam showing Ostend and Calais routes, the first a 
three colour franking with 6d., 2d. plate 9 and 1d. (inverted) and faint italic “England/France”, the second with 
6d. and datelined at Boston with T. Wiggin & Co (London) oval forwarding agents cachet on reverse (unrecorded 
by Rowe), all tied by “12” (London) barred numeral. (2 covers)                                                                     £80-£100 

   385 )      New Zealand, 1861 (Dec. 24) entire letter “via Marseilles” franked 6d., 2d. plate 9 and 1d. tied by Liverpool duplexes 
and with an Auckland arrival datestamp and 1864 (Oct. 25) defective envelope to Westoe franked 6d., 2d. plate 9 
and 1d. strip of four tied by Newton Abbot duplexes and with “(crown)/REGISTERED” oval “REGISTERED/ 
LONDON” and a Wellington transit c.d.s., also 1861 (Jan. 20) envelope to Sydney from London franked 6d., 2d. 
plate 8 and 1d. (defects). (3 covers) Photo.                                                                                                     £150-£180 

   386 )      Russia, 1861 (Mar. 20) double weight envelope to Baku franked 1s., pair 4d. 2d. plate 8 and 1d. tied by “LONDON-
W” duplexes and with Aachen transit and arrival datestamps, rare and attractive four colour franking. Photo.     
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   387 )      South Africa, 1876 (Aug. 16) large envelope to Cape Town with unusual four-colour franking of 2s., 1s. (2, both 
plate 12 and defective, one with part imprint at top), 6d. plate 15 and 4d. plate 14 defective with barred oval “R” 
cancellations with oval London and Cape Town registration datestamps.                                                £120-£150 

   388 )      Spain, 1855 (Apr. 7) entire letter to Madrid franked 6d. embossed (three margins, touching at left) and pair 2d. 
with “545” barred numeral cancellations and with Newcastle-on-Tyne, London, Calais and Madrid datestamps 
and “10 R” Spanish charge mark, 1857 wrapper to Madrid franked 6d. and 2d. tied by London numerals and with 
circular “PP” and “4R” charge marks and 1858 (May 3) slightly reduced wrapper to Bilbao franked 2d. vertical strip 
of four tied by “290” barred numeral and “4R” Spanish charge mark with Falmouth single arc and Calais datestamp 
on front and London, Paris and Bilbao datestamps on reverse. (3 covers) Photo.                                    £200-£250 

   389 )      United States of America, Retaliatory Rates period group with 1848 (June 1) entire letter to Philadelphia ‘per 
Packet Ship via New York’, datelined London and apparently carried by hand with “New York Ship 7cts” datestamp 
on front, 1848 (July 27) repaired wrapper to New York franked 1s. embossed cut-to-shape tied by Norwich numeral 
with Boston transit and “29” marks and 1848 (3 and 18 Aug.) entire letters to New York from Dublin or Liverpool 
cash paid 1/- or franked cut-to-shape 1s. embossed and both with large “24” marks. (5 covers)           £150-£200
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Postal History and Covers – Overseas Destinations continued 

   390 )      United States of America, 1855 (July 7) envelope to New York franked cut-to-shape 1s. embossed tied by 
Maidstone sideways duplex, 1856 (July 21) to New York franked 1s. embossed (cut into) tied by Liverpool spoon 
and with “PAID” and “21/CENTS” marks, 1860 (Mar. 23) to Salem franked 1s. tied by Newcastle-on-Tyne duplex 
with Boston transit datestamps with “MISSENT” mark and a Taunton (Missouri) datestamp at lower left, 1869 
(Apr. 24) entire letter “via Cork” to Andover (Mass.) franked 3d. pair tied by Dundee duplexes and 1884 envelope 
misaddressed to U.S.A. franked 2½d. tied by a London hooded datestamp with “MISDIRECTED” handstamp and 
redirected to Austria. (5 covers)                                                                                                                       £120-£150 

Postal History and Covers – Registered Mail 

   391 )      Selection comprising 1826 entire letter to Carlisle endorsed “Money Letter” with “HARROGATE/200” circular 
mileage mark, rated “1/6” and with contents ref. “...find enclosed one pond.”, 1857 (Mar.) and 1858 (Sept.) entire 
letters endorsed “Registered” to Macclesfield franked 6d. and 2d. plate 5 or 4d. (2) and 2d. all tied by London 
numerals and with “REGISTERED/G.P.O” double arc or oval “REGISTERED/LONDON” datestamps and 1866 (Mar.) 
entire letter to Edinburgh franked 4d. and 2d. plate 9 with “466” barred ovals and with oval “REGISTERED/ 
LIVERPOOL” datestamp. (4 covers) Photo.                                                                                                     £250-£300 

   392 )      Single and double weight mail covers endorsed “Registered” with 1852 (Apr. or Sept.) wrapper or envelope to banks 
in Kendal or Bakewell franked 1d. red and 2d., plate 4 CD-CF all with close to good margins and tied by “228” 
barred numeral and with Coventry datestamp or franked 2d. plate 4 (4, incl. a strip of three CA-CC) and tied by 
“447” (Leeds) barred numerals, the latter with Diena certificate (1991). (2 covers) Photo.                      £200-£250 

   393 )      1870 (June 17) wrapper to London from Copenhagen franked 4sk. (3, incl. a pair), 8sk. and 2sk. tied to the cover 
or each other by “1” target cancellations and with Copenhagen, oval “REGISTERED/LONDON” and 
“DENMARK/REGISTERED” datestamps, the latter rather uncommon also 1844 (Feb. 13) wrapper to London with 
Royal Danish P.O. in Altona double-ring and London datestamp on reverse where also endorsed “Recommandirt”, 
rated 4/4(d) and with fine “(crown)/REGISTERED” mark on front. (2 Covers) Photo.                              £200-£250 

   394 )      1871 (Sept. 2) envelope to London from Vienna franked Austria 10kr. (2) and 3kr. (on reverse) with Austrian 
“RCMDT” (Recommandirt) mark framed “P.D.” and mostly fine large oval “REGISTERED-LONDON/FROM/ 
PRUSSIA” datestamp, the latter uncommon.                                                                                                  £100-£120 

   395 )      1875 (Aug. 14) envelope to Barnsley franked 2d. plate 13 and 3d. plat 17 tied by “R” barred ovals with  
“REGISTERED/LOMBARD ST” c.d.s. and with early and scarce printed rectangular “REGISTERED.” label affixed at 
top left.                                                                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

   396 )      1886 (Dec.) 2d. envelope to Demerara franked 4d. green (2) both tied by “CORNHILL B.O./E.C” c.d.s. and with 
printed “Inland Registered Letter Post” compensation label tied to reverse, 1894 (Feb.) O.H.M.S. registered 
Returned Paid Letter envelope to Scotland with “Regn Fee/2d” mark and oval “REGISTERED/RETD LT OFFICE” 
datestamp and 1899 (Oct.) 2d. envelope to the Hague from London franked 5d. Jubilee with printed Returned 
Letter Office seals (2) and reverse with oval “REGISTERED/RETD LR OFFICE” datestamp. (3 covers)   £100-£120 

   397 )      Group of letters containing cash with 1899 (Mar.) opened out and officially resealed envelope to London and 1901 
(Nov.) envelope to Darlington each franked 1d. lilac tied by St Leonards-on-Sea or London S.W. c.d.s. with printed 
“CAUTION” label on reverse indicating “contains coin”, former with framed “REGISTERED.C/LONDON S.E.”  
datestamp and two strikes of the “4D/78.” mark and other with “4d” mark also 1884 printed O.H.M.S. ‘Money 
Letter’ envelope to Lechlade with part Swindon duplex and endorsed “Cash 1/6” at top. (3 covers) Photo.            
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

Postal History and Covers – Ship Letters 

   398 )      A collection mostly on leaves incl. 1779 to Edinburgh from Jamaica rated “7” with “PORTSMOUTH/SHIP LRE” 
(Robertson S1) mark, 1799 to London from Baltimore with “GRAVESEND/SHIP LRE” (Roberston S1) mark, 1802 
to London from Petersburgh (U.S.A.) with double-oval “Ship Letter/(crown)/DEAL” (Robertson S7) mark, 1826 
to London from Haiti rated 4/3(d) with step-framed “SHIP LETTER/COWES” (Robertson S2), 1829 to London 
from Madeira rated “1/7” with step-framed “SHIP LETTER/DEVONPORT” (Robertson S5), 1829 to London from 
Bremen with step-framed “SHIP LETTER/HARWICH” (Robertson S3), 1840 to Newcastle (Staffs.) with  
“HANGINGHOOK/O.” datestamp, “LIVERPOOL/SHIP LETTER”, “8” charge marks (Roberston S14 and M65) and  
inspector’s star, 1843 (Mar. 2) to Lubeck rated “6” with framed “HULL-SHIP-LETTER” (Robertson S11) datestamp 
etc. (38 covers and a few small prints)                                                                                                             £300-£400 
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Postal History and Covers – Ship Letters continued 

   399 )      Scotland selection with 1785 entire letter to Glasgow datelined at Grenada with “SHIP” (Roberston S1) and 
“GREENOCK” separate marks, 1819 entire letter from Savannah to Glasgow (redirected to Edinburgh) with step-
framed “GREENOCK/SHIP LETTER” mark, 1832 (Nov.) wrapper to London with “GREENOCK/SHIP LETTER” 
(Robertson S12) and Scottish turnpike charge mark, 1837 (Mar.) entire letter to Edinburgh with step-framed  
“LERWICK/SHIP LETTER” initially rated “8” and re-rated, and 1839 (Nov.) entire letter to Edinburgh from 
Demerara with framed “GREENOCK/(date)/SHIP LETTER” datestamp. (5 covers).                                  £150-£200 

   400 )      1811 (Jan. 26) entire letter “p ship Lydia” to London, datelined at New York and placed into the post on arrival 
with a mostly legible strike of the “MARGATE/SHIP-LRE”. Tabeart (1997) type S1 remarked as “rare” and rated 
“1/10” and with London arrival c.d.s. on reverse.                                                                                           £120-£150 

   401 )      Ireland selection with 1819 twice rerated entire letter to Liverpool from Demerara with poor “(crown)/SHIP  
LETTER/DUBLIN” datestamp and “COVE/SHIP LETTER” marks, 1840. (Feb.) entire letter to London from New 
York rated 8(d) and with framed “CORK/SHIP LETTER” (Robertson S4) mark, 1847 and 1850 wrappers to London 
from Brazil or Argentina with blue “COVE/SHIP LETTER” marks and matching “8” charge marks in the same 
colour. (4 covers)                                                                                                                                                £120-£150 

   402 )      1834 entire from India to London, bearing black boxed “INDIA LETTER/MARGATE”, also 1837 entire from India 
to London, bearing on reverse red boxed “INDIA LETTER/HASTINGS”. (2 covers)                                 £100-£120 

   403 )      1837 (Oct.) entire letter to Huth & Co in London (for forwarding to Hamburg) datelined at Manila and with 
framed “INDIA LETTER/ROMNEY” mark and London arrival datestamp on reverse, both in red, and fine framed 
“India/LETTER” (Robertson IN10). Twelve examples believed to exist of this mark, only known in black and only in 
conjunction with this Romney mark. Photo on page 56.                                                                                    £200-£300 

Postal History and Covers – Valentines 

   404 )      1834 Valentine lettersheet, with “2” and “Night 13 Feb. 1834” oval in red, minor imperfections. Photo on page 56.
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

   405 )      1855 (Feb. 13) a very large fancy embossed envelope, used within York, franked by two 1854-57 1d.’s tied by York 
numerals, unusual large size. Photo on page 56.                                                                                            £200-£250 

Postal History and Covers – Wreck Mail 

   406 )      1838 (Oct.) reduced wrapper to Madrid (unknown origin, probably Peru) with London datestamp of the  
following January and framed “No. ‘3901’/Detained for Postage”, rated “8/11” with “15R” Spanish charge 
mark and reverse with very small font “Saved from the wreck of the (name deleted)” and “Lady Charlotte” 
written just below (wrecked off Southern Ireland en route to Liverpool). The only example recorded of  a  
modified mark used for this incident and a major exhibition item. Ex Hopkins (1951) and illustrated in 
Robertson’s Ship Letters of the British Isles and in the Postal History Society Bulletin (July-Aug. 1963) Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 
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Second Session, Lots 407 – 985 

Wednesday 24th April at 2 pm 

Great Britain Used Abroad 

   407            A Q.V. to K.G.V range, incl. Constantinople, Malta, etc., very mixed condition. (46)                                  £70-£80 

   408 )      Mailboats: 1862 (Feb.) envelope to London franked 1d. red Die II (6 incl. a block of three, all plate 42, JH, EJ, JG, 
ME, MF and NF, two are slightly overlapped at the top) all tied to each or the front by the rare “A94” mailboat 
cancellation and used on the Cunard steamer Arabia and with London Paid arrival c.d.s. Fine exhibition item. 
R.P.S. certificates (1973, 2008). Photo.                                                                                                             £600-£700 

   409 )      Argentina: Buenos Aires: 1870 (June) reduced wrapper and 1871 (May) envelope (small peripheral fault) franked 
1s. plate 4 and 4d. plate 11 (defective) jointly tied by a “B32” barred cancellation and with Bordeaux entry c.d.s. 
on front and charged ‘12’ decimes or franked 4d. plate 12 and 3d. plate 6 jointly tied by a “B32” barred numeral 
cancellation and with London transit datestamp and circular “PD” on front, both with Buenos Aires c.d.s. and 
French transit datestamps on reverse. (2 covers)                                                                                          £120-£150 

   410 )      Chile: Coquimbo: 1874 (Aug. 15) envelope (addressee name erased resulting in slight abrasion to front) to London 
franked G.B. 6d. grey plate 12 (3, one with wing margin) and tied by two strikes of the “C40” bar cancellations 
with faint “COQUIMBO” c.d.s. and, on the reverse, “CALLAO” and “LONDON SW” c.d.s’s. Photo.        £200-£250 

   411 )      - Valparaiso: Four covers to New York with 1852 (May) and 1867 (Nov.) double weight entire letters each with 
double ring “PAID/AT/VALPARAISO” crowned circle (both fair only), partly or fully obscured by “STEAMSHIP/20” 
marks, the latter also with Panama transit, 1862 single weight entire letter with “STEAMSHIP/10”, Panama double 
arc and “PAID-TO/PANAMA”, double arc Valparaiso datestamp on reverse, 1876 (Nov.) envelope franked G.B. 6d. 
plate 15 tied by “C30” barred numeral and with “VALPARAISO”, “PANAMA” and New York Packet due c.d.s’s.  
(4 items)                                                                                                                                                               £180-£200 

   412 )      - 1871 (Mar. 3) envelope (faint crease at right) to Germany “Per Steamer via Panama & Southampton” franked 
9d. straw plate 4 wing margin pair TE-TF and 2d. plate 13 all tied by three strikes of the “C30/VALPARAISO/PAID” 
duplex with a London transit and circular “PD” mark, an attractive franking. Photo.                              £150-£200 

   413 )      Colombia: Panama: 1867 (June) and 1878 (Sept.) single and double weight slightly toned entire letters to St Thomas 
franked 4d. plate 8 pair or 3d. plate 18 and 1d. plate 208 tied by “C35” barred cancellations and each with “PANAMA” 
c.d.s. on front and rear with British or Danish St Thomas c.d.s. on double arc “VALPARAISO” datestamp on double 
arc “VALPARAISO” datestamp on reverse, the earlier datelined and from a firm in Lima. (2 covers)      £80-£100 

   414 )      - 1875 (Sept. 20) envelope (some peripheral faults), HMS Tenedos insignia on flap, to England franked 1865-67 
4d. plate 13 AL-DL vertical strip of four divided into two pairs and arranged to resemble a block, tied by “C35” 
numerals with Panama c.d.s., attractive. Photo.                                                                                             £120-£150 

   415  m      Egypt: 1862-64 6d. used with fine “BO1” of Alexandria.                                                                                   £60-£70 
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Great Britain Used Abroad – Gibraltar 

   416  m      1856 1s. green horizontal strip of three with fine and neat individual barred “G” cancellations, scarce. S.G. cat. 
£450+. Photo.                                                                                                                                                      £120-£150 

   417 )      1857 (July 8) wrapper to London franked 6d. wing margin tied by barred “G” cancellation and London Paid c.d.s. 
also with Gibraltar c.d.s., three line ship letter datestamp and a Liverpool tombstone transit datestamp. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   418 )      1857 (Oct. 16) wrapper (small faults to reverse) “p Rhone” to Genoa franked 1d. rose-red pair TG-TH tied by two 
strikes of the barred “G” cancellation and also by a “VIA/DI MARE/E” with charge mark and three line Gibraltar 
ship letter datestamps. Photo.                                                                                                                           £250-£300 

   419 )      1857 (Nov. 25) wrapper to London franked strip of six 1d. rose-red tied by individual barred “G” cancellations and 
with Gibraltar dispatch and London arrival datestamps, very attractive. Remarkable franking and believed the only 
example used from Gibraltar. Photo.                                                                                                                   £300-£400 

   420  m      1858 2d. blue plate 7 II fine used with barred “G” cancellation. Scarce. S.G. £450. Photo.                      £150-£180 
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62     24 April 2024  The Gibraltar Study Circle   

Are you interested in Gibraltar (and Morocco 

Agencies to 1907) stamps or postal history? 

Do you wish that you knew more about them? 

Then why not join us? 

Subscriptions £16 (UK), £18 (overseas)  

£10 Electronic (email & attachments) 

For more info see: 

www.gibraltarstudycircle.com  

The benefits are: . Quarterly newsletter, The Rock . Spring, Autumn weekend meetings . Study papers and books . Library loans . Auctions (two per annum, 300 –400 lots) . Circulating appoval packet (UK) 

Contact: 
Eric D Holmes 

29 Highgate Road, Woodley, Berkshire RG5 3ND, UK 

Email: ericholmes@talktalk.net 

The Gibraltar Study Circle
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Great Britain Used Abroad – Gibraltar continued 

   421 )      1858 (Feb. 10) mourning envelope “overland via Egypt/per Steamer” to Calcutta franked 4d. tied by barred “G” 
cancellation with Gibraltar datestamp and indistinct arrival datestamp on reverse, scarce destination. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   422 )      1858 (Mar. 20) wrapper “per Steamer Crimea” to Genoa franked 2d. blue tied by barred “G” cancellation with 
Gibraltar datestamp, “VIA/DI MARE/E” and “15cmi” charge mark. Showing a framed Genoa arrival datestamp on 
the reverse. Photo.                                                                                                                                              £120-£150 

   423 )      1858 (Apr. 4) entire letter “per Packet” (carried by the Malabar) to London franked 1s. (trimmed) tied by “G” 
barred oval with Gibraltar double arc datestamp and backstamped London Paid arrival. Photo.          £120-£150 

   424 )      1858 (Apr. 13) wrapper (small tears and slightly reduced) to London franked 1856 1s. just tied by neat barred “G” 
cancellation with Gibraltar c.d.s at lower left and London arrival c.d.s. on reverse. Photo.                     £120-£150 

   425  m      1862 9d. bistre wing margin and 1865 9d. straw wing margin both with “A26” barred cancellations. (2) Photo.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£450 

   426 )      1862 (Dec. 22) envelope to U.S.A. franked 1s. (wing margin) and 2d. plate 6 tied by “A26” barred ovals with Gibraltar 
and London Paid c.d.s’s, New York transit and “16/CENTS” accountancy mark. Photo.                          £150-£200 

   427 )      1864 (Oct. 17) envelope to England endorsed “Registered” at top left and franked 1s. plate 1 AD (scissor cut at 
right) and 6d. BA (affected by faint file fold) tied by individual “A26” barred numerals and with a Gibraltar c.d.s., 
backstamped Southampton Packet Letter and Guildford arrival. Photo.                                                   £150-£200 

   428 )      1866 (Apr. 16) wrapper to New York “pr First Stmr via England” franked 1s. and 2d. plate 6 with “A26” barred 
cancellations. Gibraltar, London, Southampton Packet Letter and New York datestamps and a “16/CENTS”  
accountancy mark all on front. Photo.                                                                                                            £150-£200 

   429  m      1867 2s. blue (deep shade) scarce wing margined SH-TH vertical pair and HK single in a pale shade all with “A26” 
barred cancellations, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                     £300-£350 

   430  m      1867 5s. rose plate 1 AH with fine “A26” cancellation, very scarce. Cat. £1,100. Photo.                          £300-£350 
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Great Britain Used Abroad – Gibraltar continued 

   431 )      1867 (July 17) envelope to Milan franked 4d. vermilion plate 8 pair and 3d. plate 4 (scarce on cover), all with 
“A26” cancellations, Gibraltar despatch, London transit and Milan arrival backstamp. Photo.                        
                                                                                                                                                                       £2,500-£3,000 

   432 )      1868 (May 5) entire letter “via Madrid and Paris” to London franked 6d. plate 6 tied by very scarce “A26” duplex 
(type 2; wider spacing between the c.d.s and barred numeral, only in use for three months) and with a London 
Paid datestamp on front. The latest recorded use of this duplex. Photo.                                                       £300-£350 

   433 )      1869 (July 13) envelope “via France” to New York “to go per first Steamer for the United States” franked 10d. brown 
and 1d. rose-red tied by individual strikes of the “A26” barred oval with Gibraltar, London and New York  
datestamps and a “2/CENTS” accountancy mark. Attractive. Photo.                                                           £150-£200 

   434  m      1872 6d. buff plates 11 and 12 and 6d. chestnut plate 11 (3, distinct shades, one with damaged left-position “11”, 
only occurring on lettering NF and another on an 1872 envelope to England tied by an A26 duplex) and all with 
neat “A26” cancellations. (4 + 1 cover)                                                                                                            £200-£220 

   435 )      1872 (Apr. 27) entire letter “Per Adriano” to Cadiz franked 2d. blue plate 13 FA tied by “A26” cancellation 
with Gibraltar c.d.s alongside and Spain 50m. blue cancelled by diamond of dots. An important cover. Two  
examples of  this combination on a cover believed to exist. Ex Stirrups. With Mirman (2002), Graus (undated) 
and Comex (2007) certificates. Photo also on front cover                                                                £2,500-£3,000 

   436 )      1872 (Dec. 23) envelope (rear flap missing) to London unusually franked by vertical pair 3d. plate 9 HA-IA tied 
by two “A26” duplexes (code A) with London Paid datestamp in red, backstamped Paddington W. arrival. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£220 

   437  m      1873 6d. grey plate 12 selection incl. used singles (2, shades) both with “A26” cancellations, wing margin pair DE-
DF showing plate number “12” doubled (on DE, not listed) and with “A26” duplex, a pair and single tied to an 
1874 (Apr. 27) piece by “A26” duplexes and a single on 1873 (Dec. 9) envelope to London also tied by an “A26” 
duplex. (7 stamps + 1 cover) Photo.                                                                                                                 £200-£250 

   438 +      1876 4d. vermilion plate 15 horizontal strip of four FI-FL, one with small fault and with “A25” bar cancellations, 
very scarce multiple. Cat. £1,400+. Photo.                                                                                                      £400-£500 
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   439 )      1877 (Jan. 1) envelope to England (carried on the Mongolia) franked pair 1d. rose-red plate 178 and ½d. rose-red 
plate 10 tied or cancelled by “A26” duplex or “A26” barred numerals with “H.M.S. SHAH” imprint on flap. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   440 )      1877 (Mar. 7) envelope via Spain to London franked 6d. plate 15, 2d. plate 15 and 1d. all tied to each other by 
“A26” bar cancellations and with oval “REGISTERED/GIBRALTAR” and “REGISTERED/LONDON” datestamps, also 
1833 (Mar. 30) entire letter to London rated “2/10” with concave-framed “GIBRALTAR” mark. (2 covers)           
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   441 )      Two U.P.U. single rate covers with “A26” duplex cancellations, one 1884 (Jan. 1) to Canada franked 1884 2½d., 
the other 1885 (May 4) to England franked 1884 2d. lilac (affixed overlapping) and ½d. slate-blue. Photo.             
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 
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Great Britain Used Abroad – Haiti 

   442            Jacmel: 1852 (Aug.) entire letter to Bordeaux with double arc British P.O. “JACMEL”, transit datestamps, framed 
“COLONIES/&c. ART.13” accountancy mark and “40” (décimes) charge, June 1881 (June) unpaid wrapper to Havre 
with “JACMEL/UNPAID” c.d.s., “T/110” and “16” (décimes) marks, also 1838 wrapper to London datelined at Cape 
Haitien with “COVE/SHIP LETTER” and datestamp on reverse. (3 covers)                                                   £80-£100 

   443 )      - 1867 (July 10) triple weight entire letter to New York via forwarding agent in St Thomas, franked 6d. mauve pair 
plate 5 OC-OD, one defective, tied by “C59” bars with “JACMEL/PAID” c.d.s. Upon arrival at St Thomas the cover 
was forwarded to New York franked 1s. plate 4 tied by faint St Thomas “C51” with July 14 and 29 c.d.s’s and 
Hurtzig & Co forwarding agents double oval datestamp on, reverse, rated “30”(c.) triple ship letter charge on arrival 
in New York. Rare ‘combination’ franking of two British Post Offices abroad. Photo.                                   £300-£400 

   444  m      Port-Au-Prince: 1870 ½d. plate 15 used with “E53” cancellation. Thought to be one of just three known examples. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

Great Britain Used Abroad – Peru 

   445 )      Pre-stamp and stampless mail group incl. 1827 entire letters to London, datelined at Arica with step-framed 
“PORTSMOUTH/SHIP LETTER” marks deleted and rated “3/6’” or “7/-”, 1854 entire letter to Boston, datelined at 
Chincha, sent via an agent in Callao but carried privately and with a circular “STEAMSHIP/20”, 1856 apparently 
unpaid wrapper to Paris with double arc “ARICA” c.d.s, oval “FRANCA/TACNA” and framed “GB/2F87/5c/10” 
accountancy mark on front, 1858 entire letter to England, datelined at Iquique, rated ‘2/-’ and apparently placed 
in the post in Panama and a few others. (7 covers and a 1720 small map)                                                £100-£150 
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   446 )      Callao Transit Mail: 1866 (Jan.) wrapper and 1870 (May) entire letter to Genoa franked Peru 1 dinero pair and 
single (each three margins) respectively tied by Lima c.d.s’s with framed “GB/1F90c” or “F.58” accountancy marks, 
the latter with 1l. and 40c. Italian postage dues affixed, “PANAMA-TRANSIT” c.d.s. and “LIGNE A/PAQ.FR No.3” 
c.d.s. (2 items) Photo.                                                                                                                                         £200-£250 

   447 )      Callao: 1870 (Aug. 20) envelope (slightly reduced at left and affecting one stamp) to U.S.A. franked 2d. blue plate 
12 vertical strip of three and Peru 10c. all tied by “C38” barred cancellations and with Panama and 
“N.Y.STEAMSHIP” datestamps and Callao backstamp.                                                                                  £100-£120 

   448 )      Callao/Lima: 1874 (Aug. 26) front endorsed “pr str via Panama” to New York franked combination Peru 10c. 
pair and G.B. 2s. (QD; wing margin) and 4d. plate 13 (defective corner) all tied by “C38” barred numerals and with 
“CALLAO” c.d.s. and straight-line “REGISTERED” mark on front and scarce thus and 1872 (Sept.) entire letter to 
New York, datelined at Lima and franked G.B. 2d. strip of three (2, both plate 13) tied “C35” (Panama) bar  
cancellations with a further, probably Peruvian, stamp missing from right. Panama and New York c.d.s’s. (2 covers) 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

   449 )      Iquique: 1873 (Sept. 22) envelope (toned in places, peripheral fault at top right) to Dundee franked combination 
Peru 1 dinero cut into at right and G.B. 1s. plate 7 and 6d. buff (2) all tied by two strikes of the oval “D87” bar  
cancellation, “IQUIQUE” c.d.s. just below, backstamped Callao and Dundee c.d.s’s. Scarce mail from this small 
office. Photo.                                                                                                                                                       £180-£200 

   450 )      Islay: 1872 (June 23) envelope (a few blemishes) to U.S.A. franked 1867-70 6d. violet plate 9 ND (wing margin) 
tied by “C42” barred numeral cancellation with “ISLAY” c.d.s. alongside and New York and Panama transit marks 
on front, also 1873 much reduced mourning envelope to Germany with combination franked 2d. plate 9 tied by 
“C42” barred numeral cancellation and Peru 1 dinero tied by oval “ISLAY” mark. (2 items) Photo.      £300-£400 

   451 )      Porto Rico: Mayaguez: 1874 (Feb. 10) entire letter (light filing crease) to Genoa and 1875 (Nov. 26) envelope to 
Paris, both sent via London unpaid and with “MAYAGUEZ-PORTO-RICO/UNPAID” datestamps on reverse, 
charged “17” or “12” (décimes) on arrival, the former with 1l., 40c. and 30c. Italian postage dues tied by Genoa 
c.d.s., the other with framed “GB/1F60c” accountancy mark. (2 covers) Photo.                                         £120-£150 

Airmails 

   452 ) (  An extensive group in a carton incl. 1929 (Mar.) taxed envelope to Iraq franked K.G.V 4d., 1½d. and ½d. carried 
on the first direct London Indian Air Mail, 1931 (Apr.) First England-Australia flight envelope to Singapore franked 
K.G.V 1s. endorsed “Crashed at Kupang/20th April 1931”, 1931 (July) Manila-Japan flight envelope addressed to 
and signed by Francis Chichester, 1934 London-Melbourne MacRobertson air race envelope signed by Roscoe 
Turner, 1936 (Oct.) signed British Airways Ltd. last flight to Isle of Man, 1937 (June) Imperial Airways flights to 
and from South Africa, 1937 (Dec.) taxed envelope to Southern Rhodesia with printed Empire Air Mail Scheme 
underpaid label affixed, 1938/39 1st ‘All Up’ 1½d. or 5d. frankings to Nyasaland, Hong Kong, Aden, Dubai, Kuwait, 
Bahrain, India, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Nauru, Tonga, Niue, New Zealand, Solomon Islands and Australia with 
several inbound examples and a few taxed, 1938 (Oct.) signed and unsigned envelopes with Perth-London North 
Eastern Airways vignettes, 1952 (Apr.) first direct flight envelope to Port Stanley franked 11d. and 1d. etc.  
(few 100s)                                                                                                                                                            £300-£350 

   453 ) (  Rocket mail, 1934 selection of covers (9) and labels (9) also modern cover and label. (20 items)         £150-£200 

   454 ) (  Concorde, a collection of covers from 1999 to 2000, all signed limited editions, eclipse/Queen Mother theme, etc. 
(32)                                                                                                                                                                       £100-£150 

Postal Stationery 

   455 )      Collection in two binders and loose in a small carton incl. 1875 1¼d. postcard to Finland, 1906 K.E.VII 1d. postcard 
to Holland uprated ½d. tied by “IPSWICH SORTING TENDER/NIGHT/DOWN” c.d.s., 1911 K.E.VII ½d. motor spirit 
depicting a car and petrol can advertising envelope to Hull, 1912 petrol advertising envelope with K.E.VII ½d. 
embossing used locally in Dublin, 1912 advertising window K.E.VII ½d. envelope to Germany and taxed, 1913 
advertising envelope with 1d. K.G.V embossing to Bolivia, 1927 K.G.V ½d. envelope to Persia uprated 1d. strip of 
three with airmail label and textile Union Jack flag affixed and tied by “PHILATELIC CONGRESS/NOTTINGHAM”, 
1932 4½d. registration envelope to South Africa uprated 9d. and 1½d. with airmail label affixed, 1940 advertising 
window envelope with K.G.VI ½d. embossing (2) and cancelled by London machine duplex etc. (approx. 150)    
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 
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Postal Stationery continued 

   456            An extensive group of unused and used cut-square indicia with Q.V. to 1s. and various compounds from envelopes, 
½d. and 1d. from newspapers wrappers, 1d., 1¼d., 1½d., 2d. and 3d. from postcards, 2d. from registration envelopes 
and a similar range to Q.E.II, also a small selection of advertising rings for W.H. Smith or Smith Elder & Co., 
mostly fine. (579 items)                                                                                                                                     £500-£550 

   457 )       Selection incl. 1890 Penny Postage Jubilee South Kensington envelopes 1d. blue EP33 unused and used, Furniss 
and Elliot caricature unused two postcards, a ½d. newspaper wrapper, ½d. postcard and a wrapper to Manchester 
franked ½d. all with 1890 (July 2) cancellations, one endorsed with a message on reverse and endorsed “Nature of 
a letter” and “1d to pay”, 1890-91 London G.P.O. Xmas-New Year card etc. (17 items)                         £100-£120 

   458   P       K.E.VII embossed die proof of the head only in black on thick laid paper (56 x 57mm), used for registered envelopes. 
endorsed “Original Head Embossing Die No 1” and “Registered 9 Sept. 1901”, fine and scarce. Photo.  £200-£250 

   459   P       1901 K.E.VII ½d. die proof for postcards, in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm) dated “25 SEP 01” marked 
“AFTER/HARDENING” with manuscript “½d. Post Card Original Die No. 22” , fine. Photo.                   £100-£120 

   460  )  S   K.E.VII ½d. postcard (2, one defective) and 1d. embossed envelopes (2, sizes “C” and “H”) all overprinted  
“ULTRAMAR” by Portugal for its colonies as a receiving authority mark after U.P.U. distribution, unusual. (4)     
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   461 )       Unused Q.E.II group in a binder incl. embossed envelopes (many with compound), lettercards, reply cards,  
postcards, registration envelopes and aerogrammes. (89 items)                                                                  £200-£220 

   462 )       A group of modern plastic postal stationery items, incl. special delivery, etc. (24)                                   £100-£150 

   463   P       Air Mail Letter Sheets: 1949-50 essay or proof of 6d. stamp in purple on white sheet of ungummed paper, with 
blue format AF2 printing. The only recorded example. Ex Jennings. Photo.                                                 £250-£300 

   464   P       - Proof of 6d. stamp in unissued violet colour on blue paper paper (115 x 115mm), fine. Ex Jennings. Photo.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£140 

   465   P       - Proof impressions (3) of issued design (AP 4) in different shades on unwatermarked blue paper, one without 
stamp impression, minor creases, otherwise fine. Ex Jennings.                                                                      £80-£100 

   466   P       - Proof of 6d. stamp in purple on white gummed paper (79 x 85mm) with manuscript “2”, fine. Ex Jennings. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

   467   P       - Proofs (3) of 6d. stamp in red or purple (2 shades) on blue paper.                                                           £180-£200 

   468   P       - 1953 proof of Coronation air letter with unissued design for the 6d. stamp. Only recorded example in private hands. 
Ex Jennings and Huggins. Photo.                                                                                                                     £600-£700 

   469   P       - Die proof in black of essay for 6d. Coronation stamp for use on air letters. Only recorded example in private hands. 
Ex Huggins and from Royal Mint Richardson presentation album. Photo.                                                £300-£400 
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Postal Stationery continued 

   470   P       Air Mail Letter Sheets: 1979 Rowland Hill proof of layout for 12p. air letter with incorrect perforated line engraved 
1d. red illustration, signed by the designer very rare and important item, also with a signed corrected issued example 
and notice re public sale with manuscript “14p each” on reverse. Photo on page 68.                               £250-£300 

   471 )      Envelopes: A used Q.V. selection of 1d. pink envelopes, incl. two uprated with 1856-58 1d., one with 1864-79 1d., 
one with 1870 ½d. and one with 1887-92 ½d., range of cancellations, etc. (62 items)                              £300-£400 

   472 )      - 1841 (ca.) 1d. pink envelope with double print showing second impression near centre of envelope, unused, flap 
missing and some soiling. Photo on page 68.                                                                                                    £80-£100 

   473 )      - 1d. brown envelopes (3), each endorsed “Sample attached to Contract dated July 24th 1899” and signed T. Andros 
de la Rue and J.S. Purcell. Photo on page 68.                                                                                                  £150-£200 

   474            Newspaper Wrappers: 1887-89 (?) Official O.H.M.S. newspaper wrappers (WO2, WO3), the first is the very rare 
used ½d. brown Post Office wrapper (WP 16) overprinted for use for the Hon. Artillery No 5 Company Ball, the 
second the only recorded example of a piece with red boxed “OF THE NATURE /OF A LETTER”. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£180 

   475            Newspaper Wrappers: Used selection incl. 1939 (ca.) K.G.VI 3d. and ½d. embossed combination on reduced 
wrapper to Italy, 1956 K.G.VI 3d. and 6d. embossed combination uprated Q.E.II 2d. and 1959 K.G.VI 1s. and 2d. 
combination to Shropshire etc., mixed condition. (18)                                                                                 £120-£140 

   476            Official Postcards: Patent Office, 1891-92 Artists design in brown for a Q.V. 7½d. embossed “Patents” stamp 
dated “27.11.91”, proofs in vermilion from “original punch” dated 6 Jan. 91 (n.b. should be 92), and in grey dated 
15 Jan. 1892 with manuscript “Punch 73/3 leads for/die registers”, and issued postcard CO2a overprinted  
“SPECIMEN” type 11, a fine group. Photo.                                                                                                      £700-£800 

   477 )      Stamped to Order Envelopes: “WHITBREAD’S/ALE/AND/STOUT/IN BOTTLE” envelope with variety albino print 
of embossed stamp, used locally 1954 (Mar. 30) in Tonbridge, Kent, one or two very minor imperfections. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   478 )      - 1878 4d. envelope, registered to Switzerland, additionally franked by 1870 ½d. plate 10, cancelled by Ipswich 
duplexes. Photo.                                                                                                                                                  £120-£150 

   479 )      - 1899 Q.V. 4d.+1½d. embossed stamps, additionally franked by 1881 1d. and 1887 ½d., registered from Bushey 
Newtown to Germany. Photo.                                                                                                                            £80-£100 

   480   P        - K.G.V postal stationery proofs, twelve impressions on six pieces, values to 2d. fine.                             £150-£200 

Postal Stationery – Telegraph Forms 

   481            1886 Q.V. 10d. blue “A1S/E” Stock Exchange form on white paper (TP 55), used as a registered letter in 1901 from 
Halesworth to Edinburgh, most unusual. Photo.                                                                                           £100-£120 

– 476 –
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Postal Stationery continued 

   482            1922 K.G.V 1s. emerald-green “A1.SE” Stock Exchange form (Jung TB1b) for use in Ireland. An extremely 
rare form and very fine. Approx. only three recorded. Ex Huggins. Photo.                                      £1,500-£2000 

   483            - 1s. emerald-green “A1” Inland form (Jung TB1a) with front cover cover for use in Ireland, fine and scarce. Photo 
on page 70.                                                                                                                                                          £400-£500 

   484            1951 K.G.VI 9d. + 9d. olive-green “A1” Inland form (TP30), used at Newport 1951 (June 6), some repair to top 
edge on reverse, stated to be the only used example. Ex Huggins. Photo on page 70.                                £150-£200 

Parliamentary Envelopes 

   485 s      1840 House of Commons 1d. printed envelope, front only, used from London to Yarmouth, faint offset of mileage 
marking at bottom right. S.G. PE9. Photo.                                                                                                      £100-£150 

1840 Mulready Envelopes & Letter Sheets 

   486 )      1d. lettersheet with Atlas Assurance advert, used to Cheltenham with fine number “6” in Maltese Cross to 
Cheltenham, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                             £800-£1,000
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   487 )      1d. lettersheet used 1841 (Jan. 16) from Wellington to Newport, Shropshire with red Maltese Cross, ironed crease 
and puncture, otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                                                               £100-£150 

   488 )      1d. lettersheet A7 used 1841 to Kirkby Thore, Cumbria with Penrith black Maltese Cross, also 1d. lettersheet 
(address partially erased) with black Maltese Cross and faint “Old-St” straight line. (2 items) Photo.   £120-£150 

   489 )      1d. lettersheet A64 used 1840 (Sept. 15) from Harleston, Norfolk to London with fine full strike of the very 
rare Maltese cross in brown, Harleston despatch datestamp in same colour and red arrival on reverse.  
R.P.S certificate (2023) notes “creases and central surface abrasion-cleaned and pressed-is genuine”. S.G. 
Spec. ME1vi, cat. £15,000. Photo also on inside back cover.                                                               £800-£1,000 

   490 )      1d. lettersheet A16 unused, 1d. envelope (stereo obscured) used 1840 (July 29), 2d. letter sheet a91 unused, also 
eight Deraedemaker unused caricatures, Spooner no. 6 front only hand painted.                                    £200-£250 

1840 Mulready Caricatures and Later Printed Envelopes 

   491 )       J.W. Southgate Caricature envelope no. 4, sent 1870 to Paris with May 19 arrival c.d.s., address part obscured. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £550-£600 

   492 )       - Blarney Stone envelope no. 4, Fores’s Civic envelope no. 8 Deraedemaker reprint, unused.                 £80-£100 

   493 )      J. Valentine Anti-Slavery and Peace and Commerce envelopes, Ocean Penny Post envelopes one on greyish paper, 
other on blue, unused Deraedemaker, fine.                                                                                                    £100-£120 
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Cancellations 

   494  m       A mainly Q.V. selection, incl. 1841 2d. blue with numbers 7 and 12 (2) in Cross, range of barred ovals with “DS/F” 
or “SS/F”, etc. (25)                                                                                                                                              £150-£200 

   495  m      London District Post, a study of cancellations on the 2d. plates 7, 8 and 9, written up on leaves. (35 stamps,  
9 covers)                                                                                                                                                              £200-£250 

Essays, Proofs and Trials 

   496   E  b De La Rue 1866 West India 4a. essay in rose, imperf. plate proof block of 50 (5 x 10), a few imperfections.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   497  E       John Dickinson 1837 London District Post 1d. letter sheet essay in yellow-buff on Dickinson's special silk thread 
paper (91 x 124mm). Photo.                                                                                                                              £120-£150 

   498  E + McCorquodale 1879 1d. dummy stamp imperf. block of four in claret, fine.                                           £100-£120 

   499   E       Perkins Bacon Surface printed essays engraved by W. Ridgeway: Plate 1 1d. se-tenant strip of six comprising in 
ultramarine on gummed unwatermarked paper from the lower right corner of the sheet, fine.            £100-£120 

   500   E       Perkins Fairman and Heath sheet of wove paper (375 x 395mm), printed with 28 engine turned designs for stamp 
and banknote backgrounds, produced by Perkins, Fairman & Heath, some folds and peripheral faults, interesting 
item.                                                                                                                                                                     £200-£250 

   501   E        - An essay proof in blue on wove paper (140 x 216mm) of the design, made for covering the reverse side of a  
specimen banknote, submitted to the Bank of England in 1822, the centre band shows the engine-turned  
background finally selected for the 1840 1d. and 2d., fine. S.G. Spec. DP 9, cat. £4,000. Photo.             £300-£400 

   502   E        Charles Whiting, 1840 (Mar.) reproduction sheet of six essays (135 x 213mm) in black from “The London and 
Westminster Review”, "No. 1" printed at top, incl. the “POST OFFICE PERMIT” 1d. essay for a stamped letter 
sheet, 1d. in ornamental oval, Hermes in ornamental circle, etc. Photo.                                                    £400-£500 
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1840 One Penny Black 

   503            1d. black, 22 used examples, incl. plate 5 PG four margins used on piece with black Maltese Cross, plate 8 three 
margins on cover (2), etc., mixed margins, varied condition.                                                                       £700-£800 

   504            1d. black, a group of five examples, four on cover with one four margins to Stirling, and three margin example on 
large piece, and 1841 1d. red on large piece. To be sold on behalf of the Children’s Hospice Care South West charity. 
Photo on page 76.                                                                                                                                               £200-£300 

   505  m      1d. black, seven used examples, mixed margins and condition, incl. four with four margins. Photo.    £250-£300 

   506  m      1d. singles (4) and pair, and 2d. singles (3), very mixed margins and condition.                                       £200-£250 

   507  m      1d. black (5) and 2d. blue (2), mixed margins and condition.                                                                      £200-£250 

   508  m      1d. black, seven unplated items, two are used on dated piece, mixed condition.                                      £180-£200 

   509  m      1d. black, three examples lettered AJ, GR and NH, each with four margins, fine.                                    £120-£150 

   510  m      1d. black, used unplated (3) one with four margins, another on 1841 (Feb. 8) wrapper to Saxmundham from 
Edinburgh and tied by a red Maltese Cross also 1840 2d. blue unplated with three margins.                £100-£120 

   511 )      1d. black, four unplated four margin examples lettered NI, OG, SC, SH, each on entire, not tied, slightly varied 
condition. Photo on page 76.                                                                                                                            £250-£300 

   512 )      1d. black, three three margin examples lettered DA, ME, and TC, each on 1840 or 1841 entire, slightly varied  
condition. Photo on page 76.                                                                                                                            £150-£200 

   513 )      1d. black, two unplated four margin examples lettered EG and LF, on 1840 and 1841 envelopes (both missing flap), 
the latter with adhesive possibly removed and reattached, cover imperfections. Photo on page 76.      £100-£150 

   514 )      1d. black, KL, RH and TC, each on 1840 or 1841 entire, KL with very heavy crease.                                 £80-£100 

   515  m       1d. black, four unplated examples, each on piece with red Maltese Cross, lettered CA, HA, LE, and LG, mixed 
margins and condition. Photo on page 76.                                                                                                      £250-£300 

   516  I       1d. black DB unused, three margins, imperfections, and another unused example repaired and regummed, sold 
as is. Photo.                                                                                                                                                         £250-£300 

   517  m      1d. black, an unplated group with three margins, incl. one on piece, varied condition. (9) Photo.         £250-£300 

   518  m      1d. black, an unplated range, very mixed margins and condition, incl. three margin example with heavy crease. 
(14)                                                                                                                                                                       £200-£250 

   519  m      1d. black, an unplated group with four close to good margins, lettered CB, DB, DK and RF, slightly varied condition. 
(4) Photo.                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   520  m      1d. black, an unplated group with four close to good margins, lettered BK, KK, QG and RG, slightly varied  
condition. (4) Photo.                                                                                                                                          £200-£250 

   521  m      1d. black, an unplated range, very mixed margins and condition. (14)                                                       £200-£250 

   522  m      1d. black, an unplated group with four close to good margins, lettered IB, GI, HK, OA, and SB, very varied condition. 
(5)                                                                                                                                                                         £150-£200 

   523  m      1d. black, an unplated group with three margins, lettered BG, BK, GC, SK and SL, slightly varied condition. (5) 
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 
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1840 One Penny Black, Plate 1a 

   524 )      1d. black AB, two margins, used with red Maltese Cross in orange shade on 1841 (Dec. 9) entire to Shropshire, 
Cambridge datestamp on reverse. Photo.                                                                                                       £100-£150 

   525 )      1d. black AC, close to large margins, showing adjoining stamp at base, used on 1841 (Mar. 18), entire to Manchester, 
tied by Leeds “special” distinctive Maltese Cross, fine. S.G. Spec. AS2ud. Photo.                                     £500-£600 

   526 )      1d. black BC, three margins, used on 1840 (June 18) entire to Richmond Hill with red Maltese Cross, with “VIGO 
LANE” in red on reverse. Photo.                                                                                                                       £100-£120 

   527  m      1d. black BE, four good to large margins, used with neat red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                       £100-£150 

   528  m      1d. black CL, four good to large margins, used with near complete red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.     £150-£200 

   529  m      1d. black GI, also plate 4 RL, plate 5 QG and plate 6 QD, all with full margins, good to fine.                £200-£250 

   530  m      1d. black HK, IH, PJ and TC all with red Maltese Crosses, poor to good.                                                  £200-£250 

   531  m      1d. grey-black (very worn) KJ, of exceptional appearance with good to large margins and neat orange-red shade 
Maltese Cross, trace of a faint pressed crease at foot not detracting from appearance, otherwise fine. Photo.        
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   532  m     1d. grey-black LI and 1d. black plate 3 BD, both with four margins and light red Maltese Cross. (2)   £150-£200 

   533 )      1d. black MI, four small to good margins, with red Maltese Cross, on 1840 (Dec. 15) entire from York to 
Knaresborough. Photo.                                                                                                                                      £120-£150 

   534  m      1d. black NE, four small to large margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                £80-£100 

   535 )      1d. black NI, also plate 1b BF, OL, 2 FE, 3 CG, EE, 4 BF, FK, GF, JC, 5 BJ, RG, 6 PE, 8 NI, QB and SJ, 10 FG and  
NB-OB unplated, all used on covers, very mixed condition. (17 covers)                                                £800-£1,000 

   536 )      1d. black OL four good to large margins, used with red Maltese Cross on 1840 (May 29) cover to Montrose, fine. 
S.G. Spec. AS2tj. Photo.                                                                                                                                     £200-£250 

   537  m      1d. black QA-QB pair with small to large margins, QB has small thin and minor scissor cut at right, otherwise 
fine with red Maltese Crosses. Photo.                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   538 )      1d. grey-black (very worn plate) RA, three margins, used on entire from Stockport to Birmingham with red Maltese 
cross. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £100-£120 

   539 )      1d. black SF, four margins, used on 1840 (July 9) entire to Edinburgh with “LIBBERTON PENNY POST” in black 
alongside, adhesive damaged and cover with creasing. Photo.                                                                       £80-£100 

   540  m      1d. black TL (shifted transfer), good to large margins, tied to 1840 (June) entire from London to Taunton, tied 
red Maltese Cross, fine. S.G. Spec. AS2c. Photo.                                                                                           £120-£150 

1840 One Penny Black, Plate 1b 

   541  m      1d. black BA, good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, also plate 7 FB possibly unused, cut into at top, good 
to large margins other sides.                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   542  m      1d. black BA, four good margins, used with black Maltese Cross, tiny crease, otherwise fine. Photo on page 78.   
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

   543 )      1d. black BA fine with four margins tied by red Maltese Cross on 1840 (Aug. 2) entire from Ripon to Manchester. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£150 
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1840 One Penny Black: Plate 1b continued 

   544  m      1d. black BG, good to large margins, neat red Maltese Cross, most attractive. Photo.                             £200-£250 

   545 s      1d. black BH close to very large margins, just shaved at foot, and SD with full margins, both used on pieces with 
red Maltese Crosses. Photo.                                                                                                                              £120-£150 

   546  m      1d. black CB, four small to good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                £80-£100 

   547 s      1d. black CG, large margins all round, used on piece, tied by neat red Maltese Cross. Photo.               £250-£300 

   548  m      1d. black FD, four even margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                              £100-£120 

   549 )      1d. black GC, four margins, used on 1840 (July 1) entire to Forfar with red Maltese Cross. Photo.      £150-£200 

   550 )      1d. black HE and HF used on 1840 (Aug. 13) cover (some repairs) from Stirling to Glasgow, tied by messy red 
Maltese Crosses, HE affected by vertical crease otherwise fine. Photo.                                                      £100-£120 

   551  m      1d. black HL (recut corner), small to enormous margins, part marginal selvedge at right, cancelled by red Maltese 
Cross. S.G. Spec. AS5h. Photo.                                                                                                                         £250-£300 

   552  m      1d. black JH with watermark inverted, four close to small margins, used with red Maltese Cross, crease, otherwise 
fine. S.G. Spec. AS5l, cat. £2,500. Photo.                                                                                                         £120-£150 

   553  m      1d. black KI, margins very close to large with faint Maltese cross cancellation, also 1867 5s. rose used. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   554  m      1d. black KJ, four good to large margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                £100-£120 
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   555  m      1d. black OG, small to large margins, neat blood red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                    £100-£120 

   556  m      1d. black OK, small to large margins, neat red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                               £100-£120 

   557 )      1d. black PF, very close to large margins, used on 1840 (July 10) cover from Manchester to Skipton, tied by red 
Maltese Cross. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £150-£180 

   558  I       1d. black RE, unused, four good to large margins, two tiny stains in left and lower margins, otherwise fine. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£550 

   559  m      1d. black RJ, four even margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                               £100-£120 

   560  m      1d. black TG, also plate 7 KL, 2d. plates 1 SC and 2 AF, all with four margins and red Maltese Cross cancellations. 
(4)                                                                                                                                                                         £350-£400 

1840 One Penny Black, Plate 2 

   561  m      1d. black state II BH and CF, both four small to good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, the first with thin, 
otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

   562  m      1d. black CI, NA, also plate 3 GJ, 4 KE, RJ, SI, 5 IC, 6 JA, LF, 8 AA, BK, ID, 9 BJ, OF, mixed condition.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£700 

   563  m      1d. intense black CK, four small margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                 £80-£100 

   564  m      1d. black EE, four good to large margins, used with red Maltese Cross in a brownish shade, fine. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   565 )      1d. black FJ, three margins (just touched at right), used on 1840 (Dec.) entire from Chesterfield to Leeds with red 
Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                  £80-£100 

   566 s      1d. black IC, small to large margins, used on piece with rose-red shade Maltese Cross, very fine. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   567 s      1d. black IJ, good even margins, used on piece, tied by brown-orange Maltese Cross with matching Kirkcaldy  
datestamp, most attractive. Photo.                                                                                                                   £150-£180 

   568 s      1d. black JF, four small to good margins, used on large piece with two strikes of Maltese Cross in black, Feb. 23 
1841 Birmingham datestamp alongside. Photo.                                                                                             £120-£150 
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1840 One Penny Black: Plate 2 continued 

   569  m      1d. black LC, small to large margins, red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                                         £100-£120 

   570  m      1d. black LH and RB, both with three margins (fourth margin close), used with red Maltese Crosses, fine. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   571  H       1d. black LI, three margins, mint with large part lightly toned gum, fine. Photo.                                     £500-£600 

   572  m      1d. intense black MG, four good margins, used with red Maltese Crosses, corner crease, otherwise. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

   573 )      1d. black MJ-MK and NJ-NK pairs, used on 1840 (July 21) envelope from London to Bath, tied by red Maltese 
Crosses, all affected by horizontal crease, otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                £300-£400 

   574  m      1d. black NH very close to large margins, also plate 3 QF close to large margins and plate 4 SE good to large 
margin, thinned.                                                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

   575  m      1d. black PH, small to large margins, used with neat red Maltese Cross. Photo.                                      £100-£120 

   576            1d. black RK used on 1840 (Dec.) cover to Norwich, 5 KK, 6 PC possibly unused, 8 DH and unplated OA, poor 
to fine.                                                                                                                                                                  £300-£350 

   577            1d. black SA re-entry, two margins, used on cover to Harwick with black Maltese Cross, 1d. intense black plate 
5 TC, two margins, used on piece with red Maltese Cross, plate 4 GC, four small to good margins, used with black 
Maltese Cross (vertical crease), and 1840 2d. blue plate 2 SG, three margins, used with black Maltese Cross.  
(4 items)                                                                                                                                                               £250-£300 

   578 )      1d. black SE, good to large margins, tied to 1840 (Oct. 23) entire to Edinburgh by Aberdeen Ruby Maltese 
Cross, fine. S.G. Spec. AS15ve, cat. £4,500. Photo.                                                                                £800-£1,000 

   579  m      1d. black TD, small to large margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                      £100-£120 

1840 One Penny Black, Plate 3 

   580 )      1d. black BC, four close to large margins, used on 1840 (Dec. 5) entire from Sleaford to Glasgow with red Maltese 
Cross in orange-red shade, fine. Photo.                                                                                                           £150-£200 

   581 )      1d. black BD, three margins, used on 1840 (Aug. 29) entire from Barnsley to London, with red Maltese Cross in 
brownish shade, Barnsley datestamp on reverse, heavy crease through stamp. Photo.                              £80-£100 
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   582 )      1d. black EC worn plate, four very close to good margins, used on 1841 (Apr. 20) entire from Brigg to Kinton, 
with black Maltese Cross, Caistor u.d.c. alongside (Willcocks rated E), cover with traces of toning, otherwise fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£150 

   583  m      1d. black GH-GK strip of four, constant variety vertical scratches in margin between GH and GI, two margins, 
used with red Maltese Crosses on piece, some creasing, otherwise fine. Photo.                                       £250-£300 

   584 )      1d. black HI, three good to large margins, used on 1840 (July 16) front to London with Maltese Cross in deep 
shade. Photo.                                                                                                                                                         £80-£100 

   585 )      1d. black IF, four small to large margins, used on 1840 cover to Richmond Hill with black Maltese Cross, fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £180-£200 

   586 )      1d. black  JE, four close to good margins, on 1841 (Feb. 14) envelope from Wimborne to Norfolk with black Maltese 
Cross, the first day of use of black ink outside of London. Photo on page 82.                                           £200-£250 

   587  m      1d. black LC, four small margins, used with Manchester fishtail Maltese Cross in black, corner bend, otherwise 
fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                                          £150-£200 

   588  m      1d. black NF, full margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine.                                                                         £70-£80 

   589 )      1d. black PI, four margins, used on 1841 (June 6) cover to Middlesex with black Maltese Crosses. Photo on page 
82.                                                                                                                                                                         £150-£200 

   590 s      1d. black QE, three good margins, used on 1840 (Aug. 26) large piece from Lockerbie to Gloucester Place, London, 
with red Maltese Cross.                                                                                                                                         £70-£80 

   591 )      1d. black TG, three margins, used with two fine red Maltese Crosses on 1840 (Sept. 1) entire from Bromsgrove 
to Bewdley, fine. Photo on page 82.                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

   592  m      1d. black TI, four small to large margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                  £80-£100 
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1840 One Penny Black, Plate 4 

   593  m      1d. black DE (repaired), also plate 5 PH and plate 7 HD, all with full margins, red Maltese Crosses, fair to good.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   594  m+ 1d. black EA-FB block of four with good to very large margins except FB, pale red Maltese Crosses, faint 
creasing not detracting from appearance, small repair at lower-right, otherwise fine, very scarce. Brandon 
certificate (2007). S.G. Spec. AS23, cat. £18,000. Photo.                                                                   £1,000-£1,200 

   595 )      1d. black FC, close to good margins, used on large piece with black Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.           £100-£150 

   596  m      1d. black HF, four small to large margins, fine used with central Maltese Cross. Photo.                           £80-£100 

   597  m      1d. black IB, small to large margins, neat red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                                  £120-£150 

   598            1d. black IK, good to large margins, cleaned but with remains of white Maltese Cross. Photo.                £80-£100 

   599  m      1d. black IK, four good to large margins, used with neat red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                       £100-£150 

   600 )      1d. black KA, good to very large margins, part marginal selvedge at left, used on 1840 (June 29) entire from Dublin 
to Sligo, vary fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                   £400-£450 
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   601 s      1d. black LE, three margins, used on large piece with red Maltese Cross, with Worcester datestamp alongside. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                       £70-£80 

   602  m      1d. black MB, four small to large margins, used with Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                      £80-£100 

   603  m      1d. black PK, four small to good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                              £100-£120 

   604  m      1d. black, QF, four small to large margins, fine used with red Maltese Cross. Photo.                              £100-£120 

   605  m      1d. intense black TF, four small to large margins, fine used with central red Maltese Cross. Photo.     £100-£120 

   606  m      1d. black TL, very close to very large margins, neat red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                £120-£150 

1840 One Penny Black, Plate 5 

   607  m      1d. black CJ, small to large margins, neat red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                                 £120-£150 

   608  m      1d. black CJ, four good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                                £80-£100 

   609  m      1d. intense black EH, small to good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                           £80-£100 

   610 )      1d. black EI and EJ (both three margins) with black Maltese Crosses on 1841 (Feb. 22) entire from Torquay to 
London. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

   611 )      1d. black FI, good margins, used on 1840 (Apr. 24) cover to Woodbridge with ‘blood’ red Maltese Cross of 
Halesworth, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £250-£300 

   612  m      1d. black FK, small to large margins, used with near complete black Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.          £100-£120 

   613  m      1d. black GF, four close to small margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                £80-£100 

   614 )      1d. intense black IH, four good margins, used on 1840 (Oct. 26) cover with red Maltese Cross, cover with  
imperfections, adhesive fine. Photo.                                                                                                                £150-£200 
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1840 One Penny Black: Plate 5 continued 

   615 )      1d. black IL, close to good margins, used on small envelope affixed at lower-left, neat red Maltese Cross. S.G. Spec. 
AS25. Photo on page 83.                                                                                                                                    £120-£150 

   616  m      1d. black QK, four large margins, used with neat red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                    £150-£200 

   617  m      1d. intense black RD, small to large margins, used with red Maltese Cross, small paper inclusion, fine. Photo.     
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

   618  m      1d. black SE, four good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                              £100-£150 

   619  m      1d. intense black TC, close to good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                           £80-£100 

1840 One Penny Black, Plate 6 

   620  m      1d. black AJ, very fine with small to large margins, neat red Maltese Cross. Photo.                                 £120-£140 

   621  m      1d. black BI, good margins, used with black Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                                        £70-£80 

   622  m      1d. intense black GF, three margins, used with red Maltese Cross in magenta shade, fine. Photo.          £80-£100 

   623  m      1d. black GI, four good margins, used with neat Maltese Cross, minor vertical crease, otherwise fine. Photo.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   624  m      1d. black HJ-HK pair, three margins (also close at top), used with red Maltese Crosses, fine. Photo.      £80-£100 

   625 )      1d. black LA, three margins, used on 1841 (Jan. 20) entire from Sunderland to Dublin with red Maltese Cross, 
fine.                                                                                                                                                                         £80-£100 

   626  m      1d. black MC, four good to large margins, used with red Maltese Cross on piece, fine. Photo.              £100-£150 

   627  m      1d. intense black OC, four good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                               £100-£120 

   628  m      1d. black QA, four good to large margins, used with two Maltese black Crosses, fine. Photo.                  £80-£100 

   629  m      1d. black QK, four small to large margins, with central red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                          £150-£200 

   630  m      1d. black RI, four small to good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                  £80-£100 

   631  m      1d. black SA re-entry, four small to large margins, fine used with red Maltese Cross. S.G. Spec AS41a, cat. £425. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£150 
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1840 One Penny Black, Plate 7 

   632  m      1d. plate 7 EB, four small to huge margins with part of adjoining impression at left and right, used with red Maltese 
Cross, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £80-£100 

   633  m      1d. black EF, large to enormous margins all round, neatly cancelled by black Maltese Cross, very fine example. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £400-£450 

   634 s      1d. black GI, four small to large margins, used on piece with two fine red Maltese Crosses, Drogheda 1840 (Dec. 
7) datestamp alongside. Photo.                                                                                                                         £120-£150 

   635  m      1d. black KA-KC, strip of three, rebacked and crease, otherwise fine. Photo.                                           £150-£200 

   636 s      1d. black PA, three margins (just touched at lower left), used with red Maltese cross, fine. Photo.         £80-£100 

   637 )      1d. black RD, close to large margins, used with neat black Maltese cross on 1841 entire to Dorchester, with straight 
line “CORFE CASTLE” on reverse, heavy filing fold affecting adhesive, otherwise fine. Photo.                £150-£200 

   638  m      1d. greyish black SB on experimental thin paper, four to good margins, fine used with black Maltese Cross. S.G. 
Spec. AS45c. Photo.                                                                                                                                           £150-£200 

   639 )      1d. black SE, four close to good margins, used on 1840 (Oct. 3) entire to Putney with black Maltese Cross, unusually 
with part of second entire affixed acting as further space for writing. Photo.                                            £100-£150 

   640 )      1d. black TC, three margins, used on 1841 (Jan. 22) cover with red boxed “PAID”, adhesive with crease, otherwise 
fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                                             £80-£100 

640
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1840 One Penny Black, Plate 8 

   641  m      1d. black AJ with good to very large margins, showing portion of adjoining stamp at top-left, neat black Maltese 
Cross, minor thin spot, otherwise fine.  Photo.                                                                                              £100-£120 

   642  m      1d. black BK, four small to large margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                 £80-£100 

   643 s      1d. black CK, CL, EA, JJ, JK, JL, used together on piece with black Maltese Crosses, with Portsmouth datestamp, 
four have full margins, unusual and scarce. Photo.                                                                                        £500-£600 

   644 )      1d. intense black ED, four close to small margins, used with red Maltese Cross on 1840 (Dec. 31) entire to Sussex, 
with “T.P./Kennington” handstamp in red alongside. Photo.                                                                       £150-£200 

   645  m      1d. black EL, small to enormous margins, sheet margin at right, small fault at base, otherwise fine. Photo.            
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   646 )      1d. intense black GL, four large margins, used with red Maltese Cross on cover from Marazion to Sussex, fine. 
S.G. Spec. AS46. Photo.                                                                                                                                     £180-£200 

   647  m      1d. black HG, four good even margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                     £80-£100 

   648 )      1d. black JH, four close to good margins, used on 1841 (Feb. 17) entire to Richmond with black Maltese Cross, 
part of entire missing at reverse, otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                               £150-£200 

   649  m      1d. black KH with matched 1d. red, four small to good margins, 1d. black with crease, otherwise fine.   £70-£80 

   650  m      1d. black MB and RD, small to good margins.                                                                                               £120-£150 

641 642 645 647 652
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   651 )      1d. black PF, close to very margins touching adjoining stamp at left, used on 1841 (Nov. 1) entire from Rugby to 
London with red Maltese Cross. Photo.                                                                                                            £80-£100 

   652  m      1d. black QC, watermark inverted, four margins and black Maltese Cross. S.G. Spec. AS46d, cat. £3,750. Photo. 
                                                                                                                                                                             £450-£500 

   653 )      1d. black TB, good to large margins, used on 1841 (Mar.) entire from Leamington to Lichfield, tied by distinctive 
Leamington Maltese Cross with c.d.s. alongside, both in black, faint horizontal bend affecting stamp, otherwise 
very fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

1840 One Penny Black, Plate 9 

   654  m      1d. black AE, four margins with parts of adjoining impression at base, used with black Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   655  m      1d. black BJ, good to large margins, neat black Maltese Cross. Photo.                                                       £120-£150 

   656  m+ 1d. black CI-DJ very rare used block of four with very close to large margins virtually all around, indistinct 
red Maltese Crosses and some small faults. S.G. Spec. AS56, blocks unpriced unused or used. Photo.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £1,000-£1,200 

   657 )      1d. black CL, good to large margins, used on 1840 envelope to London with red Maltese Cross, with intact wax 
seal on reverse, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                               £150-£200 

   658  m      1d. black JA (constant variety), small to enormous margins, cancelled by broken points London Maltese Cross, 
very fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                                  £120-£150 

   659 )      1d. black JG, fine with good to large margins, used on 1841 (Mar.) entire mistakenly addressed from Liverpool to 
Preston, tied by black Maltese Cross, with manuscript “1” charge for redirection to Prescot.  Photo.   £120-£150 
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1840 One Penny Black, Plate 10 

   660 )      1d. black CJ, good to large margins, used on 1841 (Jan. 21) cover from London to Cheltenham, tied by red Maltese 
Cross, rare. S.G. Spec. AS66h. Photo on page 87.                                                                                          £400-£450 

   661  m      1d. black FL, used with red Maltese Cross, with matched 1d. red with Manchester fishtail Maltese Cross, both 
with four small to good margins, fine. Photo.                                                                                                 £250-£300 

   662  m      1d. black HE, very fine with good to extremely large margins, showing portion of adjoining stamp at top, neat 
black Maltese Cross.  Photo.                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   663 )      1d. black PD, small to large margins, used on 1841 (Mar. 25) entire, tied by superb black Maltese Cross, fine. Photo 
on page 87.                                                                                                                                                          £300-£350 

   664  m      1d. black TG, used with red Maltese Cross, two margins only, a few faults. S.G. Spec. AS66h. Photo.    £80-£100 

1840 One Penny Black, Plate 11 

   665  m      1d. black IE, fine with very close to large margins, black Maltese Cross. Photo.                                       £650-£700 

   666 )      1d. black LI, good margins, used on 1841 (June) entire from Halifax to Grove Mill near Keighley, tied by black 
Maltese Cross, faint pressed crease running through stamp, otherwise very fine and scarce. Photo.    £650-£700 

   667  m      1d. black NF, fine with small to large margins, cancelled by number “2” in Cross. Extremely rare with  only 
two examples recorded. Ex Seymour, Robson Lowe. B.P.A. certificate (1967). Photo.                 £3,000-£4,000 

1840 V.R. One Penny Black 

   668  m      1d. black AH, used with very light black indistinct cancellation, very close at lower right, otherwise with 
good even margins, ironed-out creases, barely visible from front, otherwise a good example of this very rare 
stamp. S.G. V1, cat. £22,000. Photo.                                                                                                      £2,000-£2,500

– 661 – 662 664
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1840 Two Pence Blue 

   669  m      2d. blue, twenty unplated examples in very mixed condition, two are cleaned, one is steel blue, mainly three or 
four margins.                                                                                                                                                       £700-£900 

1840 Two Pence, Plate 1 

   670  m      2d. blue CI with black Maltese Cross and 1841 2d. RI with part 1844 type cancellation, both with three margins.
                                                                                                                                                                                  £70-£90 

   671  m      2d. blue EG, four good margins, used with Manchester ‘fishtail’ Maltese Cross, fine. S.G. Spec. DS5ve. Photo.     
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   672  m      2d. blue EK, CD, and plate 2 IF, three or four margins, and two margin plate 1 SA on cover, varied condition.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   673  m      2d. blue HK, close to large margins, used with near complete ruby Aberdeen Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

   674 )      2d. blue HK, PI, plate 2 D?, JJ, LB, used on separate covers, poor to fair.                                                   £200-£250 

   675  m      2d. blue JA, JL, KG, OC, OH and PH with inverted watermark (thinned), plate 2 EL, FA, PH, all but three with 
full margins, poor to fair.                                                                                                                                   £500-£600 

   676  m      2d. blue JB-JC pair, four close to large margins, used with red Maltese Crosses, fine. Photo.                 £300-£400 

   677 )      2d. blue KA-KF strip of six, used on 1841 (Dec. 21) cover to Edinburgh, KA-KB have full margins, others touched 
or cut into, tied by black Maltese Crosses, scarce multiple. S.G. Spec. ES11. Photo.                                £500-£600 

   678  m+ 2d. blue KH-LI very scarce used block of four with ample to good margins three sides, (KH, LH touched) 
and red Maltese Crosses. S.G. 5, Spec. DS5, cat. £28,000. Photo.                                                   £1,000-£1,200 

   679  m      2d. blue KJ-KL strip of three, four margins, used with black Maltese Crosses, imperfections. Photo.   £150-£200 
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1840 Two Pence Blue: Plate 1 continued 

   680  m      2d. blue MD, four good margins, used with black Maltese cross, fine. Photo.                                           £250-£300 

   681  m      2d. blue MG-MH pair, close to large margins, used with red Maltese Crosses, fine. Photo.                   £200-£250 

   682  m      2d. blue NF, JB, also plate 2 TI, RG, very mixed margins and condition. Photo.                                       £100-£150 

   683  m      2d. blue NK, four small to good margins, used with neat black Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                     £80-£100 

   684  m      2d. blue RD, four good to large margins, used with red Maltese Cross, very minor wrinkle, otherwise fine. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £280-£300 

1840 Two Pence, Plate 2 

   685  m      2d. blue AA-AB pair, three margins, just touched at top, cancelled black Maltese Crosses, fine. Photo.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

   686  m      2d. blue CI-CJ pair, four good to large margins, used with black Maltese Crosses, fine. Photo.             £250-£300 

   687 )      2d. blue DG-DJ strip of four, small to very large margins, DI and DJ touched at top, used on 1841 (Oct.) 
cover from London to Stockbridge, faintly soiled, otherwise fine and scarce. Photo.                   £800-£1,000 

   688 )      2d. blue DK, four close to good margins, small tear at top, used on 1840 (Nov. 26) entire to Sussex, likely sent 
from Probus, with  Maltese Cross in red, Truro datestamp in blue.                                                             £80-£100 

   689  m      2d. deep full blue FF, small to large margins, lightly cancelled by red Maltese Cross, very fine. S.G. Spec. DS8f. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

   690  m      2d. blue HH, very close to good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, scarce. S.G. Spec. DS7f. Photo.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 
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   691  m      2d. blue JA-JB pair, four small to large margins, used with neat Maltese Crosses, fine. R.P.S. certificate (1986) 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £350-£400 

   692  m      2d. blue JG-JH pair, four good to large margins, used with black Maltese Crosses, fine. Photo.             £300-£250 

   693  m      2d. blue KI, four good even margins, used with black Maltese Cross, one or two very minor thins, otherwise fine. 
S.G. 5. Photo.                                                                                                                                                       £100-£150 

   694  m      2d. blue KI, four good margins, used with red Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                                £100-£150 

   695  m+ 2d. blue KJ-LK block of four with good margins except KJ just shaved at top due to poor alignment of the 
plate, black Maltese Crosses, some slight creasing not detracting from appearance, otherwise fine and rare. 
Photo also on back cover.                                                                                                                         £4,000-£5,000 

   696  m      2d. blue LB, good margins, used with black Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.                                                    £150-£200 

   697  m      2d. blue LD-LE, fine used pair with large margins and black Maltese Crosses. Photo.                             £300-£350 

   698  m      2d. blue MH-MK strip of four in a most attractive shade, used with ample to large margins (MK just shaved at 
top right) and light strikes of a bright red Maltese Cross, scissor cut between MH-MI and MJ crease, otherwise 
fine, a very rare multiple cancelled in red. S.G. Spec. DS8f. Photo.                                                             £600-£800 

   699  m      2d. blue OA on piece, two margins, also another 2d. (one margin only) used on piece tied by blue Maltese Cross 
with matching Truro datestamp.                                                                                                                     £100-£150 

691 692 693
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1841 One Penny Red-Brown 

   700            1d. red-brown an accumulation in a stockbook, incl. some plated, set of numbers “1” to “12” in Cross, shades, plate 
94 FI mint, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                                                                 £600-£700 

   701            1d. red-brown, a selection on leaves, incl. numbers in Cross “1” to “12”, also numbers “1”, “2”, “6” used on covers, 
1842 piece bearing HD-HE pair tied by distinctive Maltese Cross, a few 2d’s, etc., mixed condition. (44)               
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   702            1d. red-brown, a collection used with Maltese Crosses in a small stockbook, mostly three margins, incl. some 
numbers in Maltese Cross, very mixed condition. (616)                                                                               £250-£300 

   703            1d., a group with distinctive Maltese Crosses on cover, two or three margins, comprising plate 28 (two margins) 
used on cover with Greenock Maltese Cross in black, plate 29 (three margins) used on cover with Dumfries Maltese 
Cross in black, and plate 30 (two margins) used on cover with Dumfries Maltese Cross in black, also Greenock 
on single, York on singles (2) and Stirling on single.                                                                                     £250-£300 

   704            1d. red-brown, a used selection on leaves, incl. blue numerals, ivory heads, re-entries, shades, etc., varied condition. 
(129)                                                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

   705            1d. red-brown, a range on mainly large pieces with Maltese Crosses, incl. four margin example on front to Matlock 
Bath, Derbyshire with boxed No. 1 receiving house, example on piece with Dublin Maltese Cross, plate 2 on large 
piece (adhesive with heavy crease), also 1d. with fine Maltese Cross (four margins), mainly fine. (11 pieces and 
one stamp)                                                                                                                                                           £150-£200 
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   706            1d. red-brown, a group used with barred numerals, each with four margins, mainly fine. (20)                £80-£100 

   707  m      1d. red-brown with numbers in Cross, comprising “1” (8), “2” (5), “3” (4), “4” (3), “5” (6), “6” (14), “7” (11), “8” (9), 
“9” (10), “10” (6), “11” (5), “12” (3), majority with full margins, varied condition. S.G. Spec. B1ua-ul, cat. £17,780. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                            £1,500-£2,000 

   708  m      1d. used with numbers “1” to “12” in Maltese Cross, four margins, all with neat upright strikes, number “12” on a 
pair, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £600-£700 

   709  m      1d. used with numbers “1” to “12” in Maltese Cross, four margins, “2” and “10” on piece and “12” on pair, fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £400-£450 

   710  m      1d. used with numbers “1” to “12” in Maltese Cross, four margins, number “8” on piece with Baldock datestamp 
alongside, fine.                                                                                                                                                    £350-£400 

   711  m      1d. red-brown, a range of multiples, comprising pair, block of four, strip of three (3), strip of four (3, one vertical), 
strip of five, also pair used with Maltese Cross in black, mixed margins, some creasing, otherwise mainly fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £300-£400 

   712  m      1d. used with numbers “1” to “12” in Maltese Cross, mainly fine with four margins. Photo.                  £250-£300 

   713  m      1d. used with numbers “1” to “12” in Maltese Cross, mainly good to fine with four margins. Photo.    £250-£300 

   714  m      1d. used with numbers “1” to “12” in Maltese Cross, mainly fine with four margins. Photo.                  £250-£300 

   715  m      1d. red-brown, a range on stockcards, incl. pair, example on piece, cancellation interest, etc., mostly three or four 
margins. (127)                                                                                                                                                     £200-£250 

   716  m      1d. used with numbers in Maltese Cross, a range comprising “2” (4), “3”, “5” (2, one on piece), “7” (2), “8” (2), “9” 
(3) and “10”, mainly fine with four margins. (15) Photo.                                                                               £200-£250 

   717  m      1d. red-brown, examples with numbers “1” to “12” in Maltese Cross complete, mainly with four margins, mainly 
fine. (12) Photo.                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

   718  m      1d. red-brown, a group used on piece with black Maltese Crosses, mainly three or four margins, comprising plate 
8 LO early state with “O” flaw, plate 8 HJ, plate 9 EL, plate 11 DH with Salisbury Maltese Cross, plate 11 II, also 
plate 9 IF single off piece with four margins used, mainly fine.                                                                   £150-£200 

   719  m      1d. red-brown, three examples with town postmarks, two with three margins, one with major fault.     £80-£100 

   720  m      1d. red-brown, a group all used with Maltese Crosses, each with four margins, mainly fine. (8)              £80-£100 

   721 )      1d. red-brown, a group used on cover with numbers in Maltese Cross, comprising “3” on pair, “7” (2), “8”, “9”, “10” 
(2), and “11”, also “3” on single stamp, mixed margins. Photo.                                                                    £600-£700 

   722 )      1d. red-brown, a range of covers with Maltese Crosses, incl. plate 12 cover to Dublin with Derry Maltese Cross, 
plate 12 with Norwich Maltese Cross on cover to Westminster, plate 12 on wrapper from Bridgwater to 
Glastonbury, plate 12 on cover to Manchester, plate 18 on cover with Ravenglass Maltese Cross on cover to 
Hensingham, plate 18 on cover with two strikes of Epworth Maltese Cross, plate 30 on cover from Holywell to 
London (adhesive with crease), late uses, etc., mixed margins, mainly fine. (38)                                      £500-£600 

   723 )      1d. red-brown, a range of covers with Maltese Crosses, sent to or from Scotland, incl. many addressed to Lockerbie, 
plate 11 DC on Scottish Widows document used within Edinburgh, plate 14 on cover to Haddington, plate 16 RK 
state II re-entry on local Edinburgh wrapper, plate 12 OE re-entry on cover (adhesive damaged), etc., mixed  
margins, mainly fine. (30)                                                                                                                                  £350-£400 

   724 )      1d. red-brown, a range of covers with barred numeral cancellations, incl. 1845 with two 1d. tied “16” barred  
numerals and fine Selby datestamp alongside, etc. (27)                                                                                £150-£200 

   725 )      1d., four examples with Maltese Crosses in black on 1842 cover to Thomas Brook, a breeder of livestock who was 
a member of the Royal Agricultural Society, also 1841 1d. pair on front with Maltese Cross in black.   £80-£100 

   726  Ib 1d. red-brown CC-DF die I alphabet I, unused block of eight, creases, some faults, DF torn. S.G. Spec. B1. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 
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1841 One Penny Red-Brown continued 

   727  H       1d. red-brown CG, four margins, unused with part gum, trace of hair on plate variety, fine. Photo.       £80-£100 

   728 s      1d. red brown CI-CL strip of four, three margins, used on piece with bluish barred numerals of Leek, fine. Photo 
on page 92.                                                                                                                                                          £220-£250 

   729  mb 1d. red-brown FD-GI block of twelve, mixed margins and major faults.                                                    £100-£150 

   730  m      1d. red-brown IF-IL strip of seven, three margins, used, some creasing, otherwise fine.                         £100-£150 

   731 )      1d. red-brown JK-JL pair, four margins, used on 1846 cover to Warwick with Royal Agricultural Society of England 
crowned circle alongside. Photo.                                                                                                                        £80-£100 

   732 )      1d. red-brown NK, small to large margins, used on 1843 (Dec. 9) entire to Cromer, tied by distinctive Norwich 
Maltese Cross, fine. S.G. Spec. B1tz. Photo.                                                                                                   £150-£200 

   733 s      1d. red-brown OG with good to large margins, tied to small piece with green town cancellation. S.G. Spec. B1vc. 
Photo on page 92.                                                                                                                                               £300-£350 

   734 )      1d. red-brown PL, four margins, on 1843 cover with Kelso Maltese Cross and boxed datestamp on reverse, fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £250-£300 

   735            1d. red-brown black plates 1b (13, five are on covers), plate 2 on cover, plate 5 (5 on separate covers), plate 8 (9 
on separate covers), plate 9 (5 on separate covers), plate 10 (4 on separate covers), plate 11 (7 on separate covers), 
varied condition.                                                                                                                                                 £400-£500 

   736  m      1d. red-brown from black plates, plates 1b (6), 2 (3), 5 (12), 8 (4), 9 (4), 10 (5), 11 (12 and a pair on cover), mixed 
condition.                                                                                                                                                            £300-£400 

   737 )      1d. red-brown plate 1b AC on 1841 (June 5) cover and plate 1b DC used on 1841 (Mar. 16) cover to Edinburgh, 
both with three margins and with Maltese Cross in black. Photo.                                                                £80-£100 

   738  m      1d. red-brown from black plates, plate 2 (6), plate 5 (7), plate 8 (6), plate 9 (22), plate 10 (19), plate 11 (10), most 
with full margins, varied condition. S.G. Spec. cat. £13,740.                                                                     £800-£1,000 

   739 )      1d. red-brown plate 2 TE, OK (three margins) and OP (two margins), each used on entire with black Maltese 
Cross, the last placed at left contrary to regulations. Photo.                                                                          £80-£100 

   740 )      1d. red-brown plate 8 AK, OF, PB, each with three margins and used on entire with black Maltese Cross, OF 
with heavy crease. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £80-£100 

   741 )      - TE (State 2 no “O” flaw), good to huge margins, used on 1841 (Aug. 24) cover, neatly tied by black Maltese Cross. 
S.G. Spec. AS54. Photo.                                                                                                                                     £100-£120 

   742 )      1d. red-brown plate 9 BE, four margins, on 1841 entire to Gloucestershire with black Maltese Cross, also another 
plate 9 with four margins on cover but with tear at foot. Photo.                                                                 £100-£150 

   743 )      - CL, IJ and ML, each with three margins and used on entire with black Maltese Cross. Photo.           £150-£200 

   744 )      - IC, NJ and PC, each with three margins and used on entire with black Maltese Cross. Photo.           £150-£200 

   745 )      1d. red-brown plate 10 BI and SJ, each with three margins and used on entire with black Maltese Cross, one with 
“MISSENT TO ABERDEEN” handstamp. Photo.                                                                                              £100-£150 

   746 )      - FL, HF, NH and SL, each with four margins and used on entire with black Maltese Cross. Photo.    £300-£350 

   747 )      - IC, SJ (corner bend) and KG, each with three margins and used on entire with black Maltese Cross. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   748  m       1d. plates 12 to 173 complete used written up in an album, mostly four margins. (162)                         £400-£500 
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1841 One Penny Red-Brown continued 

   749  m      1d. red-brown plated accumulation in a large folder, comprising plates 12 (48), 13 (23), 14 (55), 15 (48), 16 (66), 
17 (138), 18 (51), 19 (126), 20 (05), 21 (102), 22 (123), 23 (86), 24 (68), 25 (191), 26 (72), 27 (87), 28 (76), 29 (57), 
30 (182), 31 (60), 32 (51), 33 (87), 34 (54), 35 (71), 36 (55), 37 (49), 38 (37), 39 (190), 40 (23), 41 (9), 42 (11), 43 (7), 
44 (2) and 45, many with full margins, varied condition. S.C. Spec. cat. £18,200+.                            £7,000-£8,000 

   750 )      1d. red-brown plate 19 RD, good to large margins, used on 1842 (May 23) entire to London, tied by distinctive 
Greenock Maltese Cross, has boxed Greenock datestamp in red, fine. S.G. Spec. BS8tm. Photo on page 94.         
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   751 )      1d. red-brown plate 21 NB, very close to large margins, used on 1842 (Feb. 12) cover to Edinburgh, tied by 
Greenock Maltese Cross. S.G. Spec. BS10th. Photo on page 94.                                                                    £80-£100 

   752  m      1d. red-brown plate 23 TB, close to small margins, cut into at right, used with both black and red Maltese Crosses, 
fine and scarce. B.P.A. certificate (2008) S.G. Spec. BS12. Photo.                                                                £200-£250 

   753  m      1d. red-brown plate 25 BH, close to good margins, used with Coventry Maltese Cross, fine. S.G. Spec. BS14te. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

   754 s      - TF tied to piece with black Maltese Cross and Kelso 1843 (Sept. 19) boxed cancellation, fine. S.G. Spec. BS14wa. 
Photo on page 94.                                                                                                                                               £100-£150 

   755 )      1d. red-brown plate 26 FA-FB pair used on 1843 (Aug. 1) entire to London, tied by Greenock Maltese Crosses, 
fine. S.G. Spec. BS15tm. Photo.                                                                                                                        £200-£250 

   756 )      - LK, very close (touched at base) to large margins, used on 1844 (Apr. 14) cover to London, tied by Brighton 
Maltese Cross. S.G. Spec. BS15tb. Photo.                                                                                                       £140-£160 

   757 )      1d. red-brown plate 27 HG, four good to large margins, used on cover with “6” in Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   758  m      1d. red-brown plate 28 FE used with “LYME/JY25/1842” town c.d.s., four margins, fine. Photo.          £180-£200 
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   759 )      1d. red-brown plate 30 JF and LB used together on 1846 (July 9) entire from London to Lancaster, both with 
enormous margins, JF showing portions of six adjoining stamps and LB with portions of five adjoining stamps, 
most unusual. Photo.                                                                                                                                         £150-£200 

   760  m      1d. red-brown plate 31 HA, four close to good margins, used with bluish Maltese Cross, fine.             £80-£100 

   761  m      1d. red-brown plate 33 NA, four close to good margins, used with Greenock Maltese Cross, fine. S.G. Spec. 
BS22th. Photo.                                                                                                                                                    £120-£150 

   762 )      - QK, three margins, used on 1843 (Sept. 12) envelope from Norwich to London, then redirected to Marlborough, 
tied black Maltese Cross. Photo.                                                                                                                      £150-£200 

   763 s      - SH-SL strip of five, used on small piece, with close to enormous margins, cancelled by number “12” in Maltese 
Cross, fine.                                                                                                                                                           £200-£250 

   764  m      1d. red-brown plate 34 GG used with Coventry Maltese Cross, four margins, fine. R.P.S. certificate (2011). Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   765 )      - JD, touched at right, close to good margins other three sides, used on 1844 (Jan. 14) cover to London, tied by 
distinctive Norwich Maltese Cross. S.G. Spec. BS23ts. Photo.                                                                     £150-£200 

   766 )      1d. red-brown plate 35 AL used on 1843 (Dec. 14) cover to Cheadle with number “10” in Maltese Cross, plate 
34 RF used on 1843 (July 18) entire to Ireland with number “1” in Maltese Cross, and plate 35 QJ used on 1843 
(Nov. 20) entire to Ireland with number “5” in Maltese Cross, each with two margins, fine. Photo.     £100-£150 

   767  m       1d. red-brown plate 58, twelve used examples, and plate 78 SL and 105 SC both with inverted “S” on covers. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                     £80-£100 

   768  Hb 1d. red-brown plate 74 OG-QL mint block of eighteen (6 x 3) from the right of the sheet, most unmounted, 
some creasing, otherwise a fine and scarce multiple. S.G. Spec. BS63. Photo.                             £1,000-£1,200 

   769  m      1d. red-brown plate 114 BA, left marginal, small to large margins, used with “211” barred numeral of Coleford. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                     £80-£100 

   770   P       1d. red-brown plate 119 AI upper marginal imprimatur with inscription. Photo.                                  £150-£200 

761 764
770

769
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1841 Two Pence Blue 

   771  m       2d. blue a used accumulation in a stockbook, incl. shades, re-entries, multiples with pairs (31), strips of three (5), 
four (2) and five, cancellations with number “7” in Cross on severed RC-RD pair, number “1” in Cross used on 
1844 cover, IG-JH block of four, covers, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                £1,200-£1,500 

   772  m       2d. blue, a used selection comprising strip of three, strip of four, and singles (16), mixed margins, slightly mixed 
condition (strip of four with one stamp with faults). Photo.                                                                        £200-£250 

   773  m      2d. blue, a used collection on leaves, incl. pairs (13), strips of three (11), 4 (2) and five (3), irregular blocks of five 
and seven, re-entries, shades, etc., varied condition. (185)                                                                           £700-£900 

   774  m      2d. blue used with “1”, “2”, “4”, “6”, “11 and “12” in Maltese Cross, each with four margins, slightly varied condition, 
fine strikes. Photo.                                                                                                                                              £450-£500 

   775  m      2d., a range, comprising singles (10), example on piece, example on cover and strip of three (three margins), mixed 
margins and condition. (13 items)                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

   776  m      2d. blue, single with three margins and pairs (2, one with three margins, one with four), all used with black Maltese 
Crosses.                                                                                                                                                                £120-£150 

Ex 772
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1841 Two Pence, Plate 3 

   777 )      2d. blue, two covers with treble weight frankings, the first 1842 (Oct. 25) reduced entire letter to Sheffield franked 
plate 3 pair, margins large to touching tied by two black Maltese Cross cancellations with London and Sheffield 
datestamps and 1846 (Sept. 26) entire letter endorsed “Registered” to Macclesfield franked pair 2d. plate 3 cut into 
at top with London Paid Maltese Cross datestamp and rated 1/- and further endorsed “LH/(1)” at lower left to 
indicate contents containing left hand side of enclosed banknotes. (2 covers) Photo.                             £250-£300 

   778  m      2d. blue, five examples (one with part inscription) used with barred numerals and seven singles and a pair used 
with Maltese Cross, four margins, mainly fine. Photo.                                                                                  £400-£500 

   779  m      2d. blue (12) with set of numbers “1” to “12” in Maltese Crosses, very mixed condition.                        £300-£350 

   780 )      2d. blue AA-AC strip of three, first two touched or cut into, AC with full margins, used on 1845 (June 20) cover 
from Berwick to Edinburgh. Photo.                                                                                                                 £100-£120 

   781  m      2d. blue BA-BD strip of four, used with number “12” in Maltese Cross, just touched at lower right, fine. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   782  H       2d. pale blue DG, close to good margins, mint with part original gum, fine. S.G. 13. Photo.   £1,000-£1,200 

   783  m      2d. deep full blue EB, four good to large margins, used with York Maltese Cross in black, fine. Brandon certificate 
(2002). S.G. Spec. ES12ui. Photo.                                                                                                                     £400-£500 

   784 )      2d. blue GH-GI pair, latter just touched, tied to 1843 (July 21) entire to Preston with no. “10” in Maltese Cross, 
fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                                          £350-£400 

   785  m      2d. blue IB used with upright “6” in Maltese Cross, four margins with large part of adjoining stamp at left, fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £250-£300 

   786 )      2d. blue IH, close to good margins, used on 1843 (Jan. 9) entire from London to Wakefield, tied by thin lined black 
Maltese Cross, fine. S.G. Spec.                                                                                                                          £100-£120 

   787  H       2d. blue JH, small part gum, fine. S.G. 14. Photo.                                                                                          £500-£600 

   788  m      2d. blue KE, used with “7” in Maltese Cross, four small to large margins, fine. Photo.                            £250-£300 

   789  m      2d. blue MD, used with number “3” in Maltese Cross, four small to large margins, fine. Photo.            £100-£120 

   790 s      2d. blue PJ-PK pair with large part of adjoining adhesive at left, four good margins, on piece with London barred 
numerals and 1848 Portsmouth c.d.s. Photo on page 100.                                                                           £120-£150 

   791  m      2d. blue RJ-RK pair, four good margins, used with two strikes of the number “1” in Maltese Cross, fine. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£250 

   792  m      2d. blue RJ-RK pair, used with “1” in Maltese Crosses, four good to large margins, fine. Photo on page 100.         
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

785 787 788 789 791
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1841 Two Pence, Plate 4 

   793  m      2d. blue, a group of thirteen examples used with barred numerals, each with four margins, mainly fine. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   794  H       2d. blue AB, three margins, mint, one or two light creases, otherwise fine. Photo.                                  £400-£500 

   795  m      2d. blue BG-BI strip of three, small to very large margins, BH without ‘spectacles’ variety, small crease, otherwise 
fine. S.G. Spec. ES14, n. Photo.                                                                                                                         £150-£200 

   796  m      2d. blue BH ‘spectacles’ variety, used, close to good margins, lightly cancelled. S.G. Spec. ES14o. Photo.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 
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   797  m      2d. blue BK, good to large margins, close at lower left, used with blue 1844 type cancellation, fine. R.P.S. certificate 
(2001). S.G. Spec. ES14wb. Photo.                                                                                                                    £120-£150 

   798  m      2d. blue DI-EK irregular block affixed to piece with RC added (possibly does not belong), all used with number 
“4” in Cross, DL touched, slightly soiled. S.G. Spec. ES14vd. Photo.                                                           £300-£400 

   799 )      2d. blue DI-DL strip of four, large to enormous margins (Dl damaged), used on large part 1853 (Oct.) wrapper 
from Liverpool to Whitehaven, tied by “466” numerals. S.G. Spec. ES14. Photo on page 98.                 £250-£300 

   800  m      2d. blue GH, four good to large margins, watermark inverted, used with Derby barred numeral cancellation, fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £180-£200 

   801  m      2d. blue HH, four good to large margins, used with German “D25” transit cancellation. Photo. Mike Jackson  
certificate (2016). Photo.                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

   802  m      2d. deep full blue IE with watermark inverted, four margins, fine used with light Scots numeral. S.G. 15Wi. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   803  m      2d. blue JD-JF strip of three, NNE-NH strip of four and PB-PC pair, fair to fine.                                     £200-£250 

   804  m      2d. blue KJ with inverted watermark, used, close to good margins. S.G. 14Wi, cat. £875. Photo.             £80-£100 

   805  H       2d. blue MA, three margins, just touched at top, mint, fine. Photo.                                                           £500-£600 

   806  m      2d. blue PK-PL used pair, small to large margins on thin paper, fine. R.P.S. certificate (2004). S.G. Spec. ES14q. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £250-£300 

   807  m      2d. blue TA-TC used strip from the corner of the sheet showing part imprint and plate number, very close to 
large margins, soiled, otherwise fine and rare. S.G. Spec. ES14. Photo.                                                      £600-£800 

   808 )      2d. blue TA-TE strip with full margins, used on 1852 cover from London to France, fine. S.G. Spec. ES14. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   809  m      2d. blue, a group used with barred numerals, comprising TE-TF pair, GI-GJ pair, RA-RB pair, HA-HF pair, and 
AL and FD (violet blue, with R.P.S. certificate, 2004) singles, four margins, mainly fine. Photo.            £200-£250 

   810  H       2d. blue TF, mint, three margins, paper inclusion and minor wrinkle, otherwise fine. Photo.                £650-£700 

   811  m      2d. blue TH showing re-entry, state 1, four margins, fine used. S.G. Spec. ES14c. Photo.                           £70-£80 

1852–53 Alphabet II One Penny Plates 132–177 

   812 )      1d. red-brown plate 175 QB, small to good margins nearly all round, just touched at top-left, used on 1855 (June 
23) cover to Windsor. S.G. Spec. B2. Photo.                                                                                                   £150-£200 

   813 )      1d. red-brown plate 177 AJ, very close to large margins, cut into at top-right, used on 1856 mourning cover from 
Marlborough to London, rare. Mike Williams opinion (2023). S.G. Spec. B2 (1). Photo.                        £600-£800 

813812



1850 Archer perf. 16 

   814  I       1d. red-brown plate 96 RC, used with part London numeral cancellation and plate 98, BE and very late use on 
1855 (Dec. 3) envelope within London and tied by London “77” duplex. S.G. 16b, cat. £2,050. (2 items) Photo.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£450 

   815 )      1d. red-brown plate 97 MK used on 1851 (May 15) cover to Falkirk, slight crease, otherwise fine. M. Williams 
opinion (2024). S.G. Spec. CE2. Photo.                                                                                                            £200-£250 

   816  m      1d. red-brown plate 100 BC, fine used. S.G. 16b, cat. £550. Photo.                                                          £100-£150 

1854 die I, alphabet II, SC16 One Penny 

   817 )      1d. red-brown plate 176 SG used on 1854 (Feb. 27) cover (four days after issue and the earliest known date of 
use for plate 176), rare. Photo.                                                                                                                          £200-£250 

   818 s      1d. red-brown plate 198 TA, used on piece with so-called perf. 7 missing perforation pin variety, fault at left, 
otherwise fine. Mike Williams opinion (2023). S.G. Spec. C1 (1) var. Photo.                                            £100-£120 

   819 s      1d. red-brown plate 199 PD, used on large piece from Gloucester, one short perf., otherwise fine. M. Williams 
opinion (2024). S.G. Spec. C1(1). Photo.                                                                                                           £80-£100 

   820 s      - QD, used on large piece from Gloucester, one short perf., otherwise fine. M. Williams opinion (2024). S.G. Spec. 
C1(1). Photo.                                                                                                                                                         £80-£100 

   821  H + 1d. red-brown plate 200 HK-IJ block of four on blued paper, mint, wrinkle, otherwise fine. Brandon certificate 
(2001). Photo.                                                                                                                                                      £350-£400 
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– 814 – 815
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   822  m      1d. red-brown plate 204 AE, fine used. S.G. 17. Photo.                                                                                £80-£100 

   823  m      - OH, fine used with numeral cancellation. Photo.                                                                                            £70-£80 

1854 – 55 SC16 and SC14 Two Pence Plates 4 and 5 

   824 )      2d. deep blue plate 4, dramatically misplaced perfs., used on 1855 cover from London to Saxmundham. S.G. 20.
                                                                                                                                                                                  £70-£90 

   825 )      - TL showing two missing perforation pins at lower right (Simpson & Sargeant #2 state 2) “rare on the 2d. value” 
(and particularly so on a cover) on 1854 (Aug. 10) entire letter to Hitchin tied by London barred numeral. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   826  m      2d. blue plate 5 BK, 2d. LC16 plate 5 NL, 2d. LC16 plate 5 TE and 2d. LC14 plate 5 QH, used, good to fine.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

1855 die II, alphabet II, One Penny 

   827  H       1d. plate 15 IG-II mint strip of three, centred low, fine. S.G. 21. Photo.                                                   £250-£300 

   828 )      1855 die II, alphabet III SC14 1d. red-brown plate 24 DB, used on 1856 (Feb. 10) mourning cover, from 
Marlborough to London, fine and rare. Mike Williams opinion (2023). S.G. Spec. C7, cat. £850. Photo.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   829 )      - GJ, used on 1856 (Mar. 9) mourning cover, from Marlborough to London, fine and rare. Mike Williams opinion 
(2023). S.G. Spec. C7, cat. £850. Photo.                                                                                                           £200-£250 

   830            1856 die II, alphabet III, LC14 on white paper 1d. red-brown plate 33 BJ CI, used on 1856 (Nov. 23) mourning 
envelope from Cheltenham to Basingstoke. S.G. Spec. C8A. Photo.                                                           £150-£200 

   831 )      - 1d. red-brown plate 45 CI, trimmed perfs. at top, used on 1857 (Feb. 4) cover used within London. Mike Williams 
opinion (2023). S.G. Spec. C8A. Photo.                                                                                                           £150-£200 

   832  m      1857-63 die II, alphabet III, LC14 on white paper 1d. rose-red plate 36 HH with Framlingham c.d.s. in blue. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

   833  m      1857 die II, alphabet III LC16 1d. plate 55 IB re-entry, fine used. S.G. Spec. C11g. Photo.                   £80-£100 

   834  I       1857-63 die II, alphabet III, LC14 on white 1d. rose-red HJ mint, TD unused, also 1870 ½d. plate 19 unused, 
1870 1½d. plate 1 JG unused, fair to good.                                                                                                      £120-£150

825
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1858 – 79 One Penny Plate Number Issues 

   835            1d. plates a duplicated used accumulation in mixed condition in two stockbooks, on stockcards and loose incl. 
some partial reconstructions, etc., varied condition. (many 100s)                                                              £250-£300 

   836  I       1d. rose-red, a mint or unused selection of multiples, incl. plate 80 DJ-GL, plate 92 HG-II, plate 174 TA-TE corner 
strip with plate number, plate 187 irregular corner block with plate no., plate 213 CA-DC, plate 220 ST-TL corner 
block with plate number, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                                         £600-£800 

   837  I       1d. rose-red, a mint or unused selection on stockleaves, varied condition. S.G. 43, 44. (72)                   £300-£400 

   838  m      1d. selection used with c.d.s’s, incl. two used on covers, good to fine. (20)                                                £100-£120 

   839  I       1d. plates 71-225 (less 77), a mainly fair to fine mint or unused set, some extras. (174) S.G. 43, 44. Photo.             
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,800-£2,000 

   840  m      1d. plates 71 to 225 (less 77) complete used, mainly fair to fine. (151) Photo.                                           £150-£200 

   841  m      1d. plates 71 to 225 (less 77 and 219) complete used, mainly fair to fine. (150) Photo.                            £120-£150 

   842  m      1d. red plate 92 RL with Copestake Moore underprint, used with Azemar machine cancellation, fine. Photo.     
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

   843  Hb 1d. rose-red plate 130 AD-CJ, mint block of 21 (7 x 3) from the top of the sheet showing part inscription  
(watermark “POSTAG” is reversed), AG and BG damaged, others good to fine. Photo.                           £250-£300 

   844   S        1d. red plate 146 ND overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9, fine with full gum, minor creasing. Photo.        £80-£100 

   845 b S   1d. rose-red plate 207 SG-TI block of six each overprinted “SPECIMEN”, fine with gum. Photo.                            
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

   846  Hb 1d. rose-red plate 209 AF-BL upper right corner block of fourteen showing plate number and part inscription, 
mint, some minor creasing, otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                                        £200-£250 

   847  Hb 1d. rose-red plate 224 AD-BF mint block of six (3 x 2) from the top of the sheet with part inscription, a few minor 
tone spots, otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                                                                    £200-£250 

   848  H       1d. rose-red plate 225 IK, mint, a few short perfs., otherwise fine. Photo.                                               £300-£400 

1858 – 76 Two Pence 

   849   P       2d. blue plate 8 BI imprimatur, touched at lower left otherwise good even margins, pressed horizontal crease 
not detracting from the appearance, otherwise fine with strong colour. S.G. 45, Spec. G2, cat. £7,500. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £1,000-£1,200 

   850  H       2d. blue plate 9 IE and plate 14 SJ, large part gum, fine. Photo.                                                                 £100-£120 

   851 )      2d. deep blue plate 12 RG-RH pair, used on 1869 cover from London to France, tied by London duplexes. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   852  I       - NE, with thick lines, unused, fine. S.G. 45. Photo.                                                                                      £400-£500 

   853  Hb 2d. blue plate 15 RA-SC, mint block of six (3 x 2) from the left of the sheet, some typical bends or wrinkles,  
otherwise fine and fresh with part original gum. S.G. 46, Spec. G3. Photo.                                               £300-£400 
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1870 Halfpenny 

   854            ½d. rose-red plates 1 to 20 used set, also five used with inverted watermarks, plate 11 used pair and five unused, 
fair to fine. S.G. 48-49.                                                                                                                                       £150-£200 

   855  m      ½d. rose-red plates 1 to 20 used set, mainly good to fine. S.G. 48-49.                                                        £150-£200 

   856            ½d. plates 4 (2), 5, 6, 8 (2), 10, 11, 12, 13 (2), 14, 15, 19, 20 unused or part original gum, used (7, with plate 9), also 
1870-74 1½d. unused (3) used (4), varied condition.                                                                                     £400-£500 

   857  H     ½d. rose-red plate 6 TP imprimatur, fine without gum. S.G. 48. Photo.                                                     £350-£400 

   858  H + ½d. rose-red plate 8 LP-MQ block of four, some perf. reinforcement, fine mint. S.G. 48. Photo.          £250-£300 

   859            ½d. a selection, incl. plate 9 used (3), plate 20 GV-GW used pair with inverted watermark, also 1870 1½d. rose-
red plate 1 DL used, LF and RK unused, plate 3 EL, HE, QB unused, JB and TD used, etc., mixed condition. (66)
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

   860  m      ½d. rose-red plate 9 AF with interesting pre-printing paper wrinkle, fine used. S.G. 48. Photo.          £150-£200 

   861  H     - OQ, fine used. S.G. 48. Photo.                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

   862  m      ½d. rose-red plate 11 QE, used with very late use Maltese Cross, rare. Photo.                                       £200-£250 

   863  Hb  ½d. rose-red plate 15 CW-EX block of six (2 x 3), imperf. at right margin, a few minor tone spots, otherwise fine 
mint. S.G. 48. Photo.                                                                                                                                          £150-£200 

1870 Three Halfpence 

   864  Hb 1½d. rose-red plate 1 CD-DF block of six (3 x 2), fine mint. S.G. 51. Photo.                                           £300-£400 

   865  m      - OP-PC error of lettering, used, one or two minor imperfections, otherwise fine. S.G. 53, cat. £2,000. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 
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1860 Unissued Three Halfpence 

   866  H       1½d. rosy mauve plate 1 TI, fine with gum. Guglielmo Oliva certificate (1961). S.G. 53a, cat. £7,000. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £1,800-£2,000 

1847 – 54 Embossed 

   867  m      1s. pale green, four margins, used, minor imperfection. Photo.                                                                   £100-£120 

   868 )      1s. cut to shape (2) and 2d. plate 4 LJ-LK pair on 1852 entire letter to Canada, tied barred numerals. Photo on 
page 108.                                                                                                                                                              £200-£250 

   869  m      1s. green irregular strip of three, mainly good margins, fine used. S.G. 55. Photo.                                   £600-£700 

   870  m      1s. green and 1s. deep green, both four margined examples, the latter on 1852 (May 15) entire to New York tied 
by Scottish numeral cancellation with “21/CENTS” credit and “PAID” marks, backstamped Forfar and Liverpool. 
(2 items) Photo also on page 108.                                                                                                                    £220-£250 

   871  m      1s. green pair on piece, three margins, fine. S.G. 55, cat. £2,000. Photo.                                                    £150-£200 

   872  m      10d. brown (2, poor) and 6d. mauve (2), fair to fine.                                                                                     £120-£150 

   873 )      10d. brown, good used (inverted) on 1853 wrapper registered from Liverpool to Whitehaven, tied by “466” numeral, 
also 1s. green from the same correspondence (poor). Photo on page 108.                                                 £150-£200 

   874 )      10d. brown, used (not tied) on 1853 (Apr. 18) cover to Macclesfield. Photo on page 108.                        £80-£100 

   875  m      6d. purple, four close margins, used, fine. Photo.                                                                                           £100-£120 

   876 )      6d. purple, a deep shade with close to large margins, watermark reversed, tied to 1856 (Sept. 1) envelope to Holborn 
by Weymouth sideways duplex with very rare cachet “Received open and resealed/at the General Post Office” and 
second red wax seal on reverse. The back reattached and the cover opened for display. Brandon (2022) and R.P.S. 
certificates (2023), the former noting “deep shade”, the latter “cover split open and reverse flaps restuck”. Photo on 
page 108.                                                                                                                                                              £200-£250 
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Surface Printed 

1855 – 57 

   877            4d. carmine watermark small garter used (4), on white paper used, medium garter overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 
2 (2), used (3), watermark large garter used, strip of three, pair and seven singles, 6d. used pair, twelve singles, 1s. 
used pairs (2), seven singles, very mixed condition. S.G. 62-73.                                                                  £400-£500 

   878  m       Watermark small garter 4d. carmine on slightly blued paper, fine used with Liverpool spoon. S.G. 62a. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   879  I       Watermark emblems 6d. lilac unused (regummed), slightly soiled, otherwise fine. S.G. 68. Photo.     £120-£150 

   880 )      - 6d. lilac on 1860 cover to France with 1856-58 1d. and 1858-76 2d., also 1862 cover to Germany, franked by 6d.
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

   881 )      - 6d. lilac wing margin example used alongside 1855-68 2d. on cover to Nantes, tied fine Lowestoft duplex. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   882  m      - 6d. lilac with watermark inverted, used, corner crease, otherwise fine. S.G. 70wi.                                     £70-£80 

   883 )      - 1s. green and 1862-64 4d. used together on 1862 cover registered from London to Paris, tied by “24” in barred 
ovals, red boxed “LOMBARD STREET/REGISTERED LETTER” crowned curved “REGISTERED”. Photo.                   
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

1862 – 64 

   884  m       Watermark emblems 3d. JL, 6d. II wing margin, with watermark inverted, 1s. NG, used, fair to fine.                    
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   885            - 3d. rose plate 2 NI overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 5, 3d. unused (4), used (2), 4d. unused, used (9), 6d. JJ overprinted 
“SPECIMEN” type 5, 6d. unused, used pair and six singles, 9d. unused (3), used, 1s. TB overprinted “SPECIMEN” 
type 5, used pair and five singles, very mixed condition. S.G. 75-91.                                                          £400-£500 

   886  H       Watermark large garter 4d. pale red plate 4 EK imperforate, with gum, fine. S.G. 82a, cat. £2,400. Photo.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

   887  m      Watermark emblems 6d. lilac plate 3 TF watermark error three roses and a thistle, fine used. S.G. 84d, cat. £5,000. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £700-£800 

   888  H       - 9d. straw plate 2 OK, part original gum, very minor traces of toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 87, cat. £4,000. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   889  m      - 1s. deep green plate 2 KD showing variety “K” in circle, used, straight edge at right, otherwise fine. S.G. 90a, cat. 
£2,750. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £100-£120 

   890  I       - 1s. deep green plate 2 DL, unused, toned, corner crease. S.G. 90.                                                                 £70-£90 

1865 – 67 

   891  I       Range of unused or part gum surface printed, comprising 4d. (7), 6d. (3), 1s., and 1867-78 watermark Maltese 
Cross 5s. pale rose plate 2 EJ, varied condition.                                                                                       £1,000-£1,500 

   892 )      Watermark emblems 3d. used on two covers, the first 1866 to Liverpool, the second 1867 to Amsterdam one in 
combination with 1d. red and 1s. QC-QD pair, some faults, used on 1865 cover to U.S.A. Photo.       £100-£150 

878 879 886 887 888 889
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1865 – 67 continued 

   893  m+ Watermark large garter 4d. vermilion plate 12 LD-ME, used block of four, cancelled by two Granton Harbour 
datestamps and small portion of another strike, each day inserted by manuscript, fine with good colour. S.G. 94, 
Spec. J60, cat. £525. Photo.                                                                                                                                £100-£120 

   894  m      Watermark emblems 6d. lilac plate 5 TA, with watermark error three roses and a shamrock, good used in 
pair with normal. Brandon certificate (2018). S.G. 97c, cat. £2,625. Photo.                                    £800-£1,000 

1867 – 80 Watermark Spray 

   895  H       6d. lilac plate 6 GB, part gum, traces of toning and minor creasing, otherwise fine. S.G. 104, cat. £1,900. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   896   S        6d. mauve plate 9 BK overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 6, fine with full gum. S.G. 109s. Photo.                   £80-£100 

   897  H       6d. mauve plate 9 RD, an unmounted mint wing margined example, fine. S.G. 109. Photo.                   £120-£150 

   898  H       9d. straw plate 4 LK, fine mint with large part gum. S.G. 110, cat. £2,500. Photo.                                    £300-£400 

   899  I       9d. pale straw plate 4 SA, unused with small part gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 111. Photo.                        £240-£260 

   900  H       10d. red-brown plate 1 SF, part gum, fine. S.G. 112, cat. £3,600. Photo.                                                    £450-£500 

   901  J       1s. plate 5 IF unmounted mint, fine and fresh. S.G. 117. Photo.                                                                  £120-£150 

   902   S        2s. blue plate 1 IB overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 5, slightly toned, no gum. S.G. 118s, cat. £600. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

   903  m      2s. brown OD, good used but wing margin reperforated. S.G. 121, cat. £4,250. Photo.                           £250-£300 

   904  m      2s. brown PC, good used. S.G. 121. Photo.                                                                                                     £400-£500 

           

894

893

902 904903

895 896 897 898 899

900 901
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1872 – 73 Watermark Spray 

   905  m      6d. grey plate 12 DC, fine used with Newcastle c.d.s. S.G. 125, cat. £300.                                                      £60-£70 

1867 – 78 Watermark Maltese Cross 

   906  m      5s. rose plate 1 AA, fine used with barred oval, one or two minor imperfections. S.G. 126. Photo.         £80-£100 

   907  m      5s. rose plate 1 CF, fine used with Cornhill B.O. 1872 (Jan. 5) c.d.s. cancellations. S.G. 126. Photo.      £100-£150 

   908  m      5s. rose plate 1 EA, fine used with Glasgow 1872 (Jan. 11) duplex cancellations. S.G. 126. Photo.         £100-£120 

   909  m       5s. rose plate 1 FD, fine used with central Metropolitan Cattle Market 1872 (July 22) c.d.s. S.G. 126. Photo.         
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   910  m      5s. rose plate 1 FD, fine used with Bradford 1872 (May 15) c.d.s. S.G. 126. Photo.                                  £100-£150 

   911  m      5s. rose plate 2 AJ, fine used with central Vere Street 1881 (Feb. 12) c.d.s. S.G. 126. Photo.                   £150-£200 

   912  I       5s. pale rose plate 2 AA, unused with part original gum, minor toning. S.G. 127, cat. £18,000. Photo. £500-£600 

   913  m      5s. pale rose plate 2 DJ, used with hexagonal duplex, a few shortish perfs., otherwise fine. S.G. 127, cat. £1,500. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

   914   P       10s. die proof with uncleared corner squares and plate no. circle, in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), dated 
“Apr. 30, 1878”, fine. S.G. Spec. J124. Photo.                                                                                      £1,200-£1,500 

   915  I       10s. greenish grey AE, unused, large part original gum, defective at right, nevertheless rare. Brandon  
certificate (2009). S.G. 128, cat. £50,000. Photo.                                                                                 £1,500-£2,000 

906
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1867 – 78 Watermark Maltese Cross continued 

   916  m      10s. greenish grey BI, used, a couple of minor imperfections, otherwise fine. S.G. 128, cat. £3,200. Photo.             
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

   917  I  S   10s. greenish grey CD, overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9, fine without gum. S.G. Spec. 128s. Photo.      £500-£600 

   918  m      10s. greenish grey GC, good used. S.G. 128, cat. £3,200. Photo.                                                                  £300-£350 

   919  m      10s. greenish grey GJ, centred lower right, used with central upright Glasgow c.d.s., fine. S.G. 128, cat. £3,200. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £600-£700 

   920  m      10s. greenish grey HJ, good used. S.G. 128, cat. £3,200. Photo.                                                                    £300-£350 

   921  m      £1 brown-lilac AF and GG, good used, the first reperforated, a few minor imperfections. S.G. 129. Photo.            
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

   922  m      £1 brown-lilac DE used with neat “GLASGOW/JY 18/82” c.d.s., centred to left, fine. S.G. 132, cat. £4,500. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£700 

   923  m      £1 brown-lilac FC, used with neat upright “LONDON/MR 1/80” c.d.s., small faults, otherwise fine. S.G. 129, cat. 
£4,500. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £600-£700 

   924  m      £1 brown-lilac FE, good used, centred to left. S.G. 129, cat. £4,500. Photo.                                               £350-£400 

916 917 918

919 920 – 921 –

922 923 924
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1882 – 83 Watermark Large Anchor on Blued Paper 

   925   S        £5 orange AA overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9 with gum, slightly aged. S.G. 133s, cat. £3,000. Photo. £150-£200 

   926  m      £5 orange CB, used with London squared circle dated “NO 9/83”, good used. S.G. 133, cat. £12,500. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £1,000-£1,200 

1882 – 83 Watermark Large Anchor on White Paper 

   927  m      5s. rose plate 4 DA, good used. S.G. 134. Photo.                                                                                            £250-£300 

   928  m      5s. rose plate 4 FD, fine used with upright c.d.s., with reduced crayon. S.G. 134. Photo.                         £200-£300 

   929  m      5s. rose plate 4 IF, good used, one or two minor imperfections. S.G. 134. Photo.                                     £200-£250 

   930  m      10s. greenish grey BB, good used. S.G. 135, cat. £4,000. Photo.                                                                   £300-£350 

   931  m      £1 brown-lilac AH, good, used with Manchester c.d.s. S.G. 136, cat. £7,000. Photo.                                £500-£600 

   932  m      £5 orange BG, used with Glasgow c.d.s., slightly soiled, otherwise fine. S.G. 137, cat. £3,500. Photo.    £700-£800 

   933  H       £5 orange DH, a mint example of excellent colour, gum creases as usual, otherwise fine. S.G. 137, cat. 
£12,500. Photo also on back cover.                                                                                                        £3,000-£3,500 

925 926

927 928 929 930

931 932
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1873 – 80 

   934  I       Watermark anchor on white paper 2½d. plate 2 DF unused, and 1880-81 1½d. mint, fine, also 1867-78 watermark 
Maltese Cross 10s. greenish grey AD used but reperforated. S.G. 128, 139, 167.                                      £150-£200 

   935  J       Watermark spray 3d. rose plate 14 JF, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 143. Photo.                                       £100-£120 

   936  Hb - 6d. grey plate 15 PE-QH marginal block of eight, mint, some toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 147. Photo.       
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,000-£1,500 

   937   S        - 6d. grey plate 16 OE imperf., handstamped “SPECIMEN” type 9 diagonally, fine with gum. S.G. Spec. J86s. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   938  H       - 6d. grey plate 17 HK with watermark inverted, fine mint. S.G. 147wi, cat. £1,800. Photo.                    £700-£800 

   939  H       Watermark large garter 4d. sage-green plate 15 NB, part gum, small adhesion on reverse, fine. S.G. 153, cat. 
£1,600. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £180-£200 

   940  H       - 4d. sage-green plate 15 OC, mint, very mild creasing, otherwise fine. S.G. 153, cat. £1,600. Photo.    £180-£200 

   941            - 8d. orange GH and SD, fair to good used, and 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ 1s. dull green block of ten (2 x 5), used with neat 
strikes of “PICCADILLY/DOWN ST. NO.26 B.O.” c.d.s’s, three stamps with blue crayon, otherwise fine with good 
colour.                                                                                                                                                                  £120-£150 

1880 – 83 Watermark Crown 

   942  H + 2½d. blue plate 22 KA-LB corner block of four, mint, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 157. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £1,000-£1,500 

937 938 939 940935
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   943   P        2½d. blue plate 23 AJ imprimatur, with good margins, large part original gum. S.G. Spec. J23, cat. £2,500. Photo. 
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

   944   S        3d. on 3d. overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9, fine with full gum. S.G. 159s. Photo.                                     £100-£150 

1880 - 81 'Provisional' Issue 

   945  H       ½d. to 5d. set, part original gum, slightly varied condition. Photo.                                                              £150-£200 

   946  H       ½d. to 5d., mint, top value with stain, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 164-169. Photo.                                  £120-£150 

1881 One Penny Lilac 

   947            1d. lilac, a study of control “L” written up on leaves, incl. mint corner strips of three (30) with various positions, 
states and varieties, etc.                                                                                                                                        £80-£100 

   948 b S   Die I 14 dots 1d. lilac overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9 in a fine corner block of six (3 x 2), with full gum. S.G. 170s.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   949            Die II 16 dots 1d., a selection of mint corner marginal control items (12), comprising marginal setting (1B) with 
no marginal rule, controls “A” and “B” strips of three and controls “I” and “J” pairs; marginal setting (2) with 
marginal rule, plate 65 (the first to be registered with marginal rule) controls “G” and “K” pairs and controls “H”, 
“I”, “J” and “L” strips of three, all with perf. margins and control “O” over “N” pair with imperf. margin (plate 87), 
and corner marginal piece for R20/8–12 with the corner stamp remaining, with perf. margin (plate 90), condition 
a little varied but a very scarce group. S.G. Spec. K8, cat. £8,830 (incl. 50% premium for corner marginal pairs).  
                                                                                                                                                                       £2,000-£2,500 

   950   P        - 1d. lilac plate 34 imprimatur, marginal example with manuscript “34/21.VIII.83”, fine with gum. S.G. Spec. K8(1). 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

   951   P        - 1d. lilac imprimatur, fine with gum. Photo.                                                                                                 £100-£150 

   952  J       - 1d. lilac with “PEARS’/SOAP.” advertisement in blue outline letters on reverse, fine unmounted mint. S.G. Spec. 
K8l. Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £100-£150 

   953  H       - 1d. lilac, mint selection of “K” to “X” mint control singles, pairs and strips of three, etc. (45)                £80-£100 

   954  H + - 1d. bluish lilac, fine mint block of four. S.G. 172a, cat. £1,900. Photo.                                                     £600-£700 

943 944 Ex 945 Ex 946

950

951

– 952 –

954
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1883 – 84 Watermark Anchor on Blued Paper 

   955   S        2s.6d. BG, MB, ND, also white paper 2s.6d. AB, IB overprinted type 11, 5s. AB type 11, 10s. KF and MF overprinted 
“SPECIMEN” type 9, poor to good. Photo.                                                                                                       £300-£400 

   956   S        2s.6d. lilac KG overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9, fine with full gum. S.G. 175s, cat. £625. Photo.              £80-£100 

   957  m      5s. rose, fine used with a crisp “DERBY SE 6 84” c.d.s. S.G. 176, cat £4,000. R.P.S certificate (2023). Photo.             
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£800 

1883 – 84 Watermark Anchor on White Paper 

   958  m      2s.6d. (3), 5s. (3) and 10s., also 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ £1 (tear), varied condition. Photo.                                 £150-£200 

   959  m      2s.6d. (3), 5s. (3) and 10s. (2), used, varied condition. Photo.                                                                       £120-£150 

   960  m      2s.6d. BB (R.P.S. certificate, 2004) and NB, 5s. FE (2), slightly varied condition, each with neat c.d.s. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

   961   S        2s.6d. lilac CD overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 11, fine with gum. R.P.S certificate (2013). S.G. Spec. K10s. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

   962  H       2s.6d. lilac DD, DH, EB, GG, HE, HF (no gum), KB, 5s. BD and EC (no gum), mint, fair to good.        £400-£500 

   963  m       2s.6d. DE with Manchester circular rings, EG with Sheffield c.d.s., 5s. rose LA with Ascot c.d.s., also MC with 
Glasgow c.d.s.                                                                                                                                                      £100-£120 

   964  m      2s.6d. lilac HB, 5s. crimson DA and 10s. ultramarine AC used with very neat thimble c.d.s and well-centred, very 
fine. (3) Photo.                                                                                                                                                    £180-£200 

   965  m+ 2s.6d. lilac HE-IF, used block of four with,“STOCKTON ON TEES MOO./MR 7/901” c.d.s’s, fine. S.G. 178. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   966  m+ 5s. rose FA-CB block of four, fine used with neat Edinburgh c.d.s’s. S.G. 180. Photo.                             £250-£300 

   967  m      5s. rose IB-ID strip of three, used with Manchester Telegraphs c.d.s’s two stamps with creasing, otherwise fine. 
S.G. 180. Photo.                                                                                                                                                  £200-£250 

   968  m      5s. rose LE-LG strip of three, used with Belfast c.d.s’s, fine. S.G. 180. Photo.                                            £250-£300 

   969   S        10s. cobalt IB overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9, fine with gum. Hendon certificate (2019). S.G. 182s. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

   970  m      10s. ultramarine CG, fine used with Bradford c.d.s. S.G. 183. Photo.                                                         £150-£200 

   971  m      10s. ultramarine CH, fine used with neat Fleet Street c.d.s. S.G. 183. Photo.                                            £150-£200 

   972  m      10s. ultramarine HH, fine used with Bath c.d.s. S.G. 183. Photo.                                                                £150-£200 

   973  m      10s. ultramarine IA, fine used with central Kempton Park c.d.s. S.G. 183. Photo.                                    £150-£200 

   974  m      10s. ultramarine LF, fine used with neat Bradford c.d.s. S.G. 183. Photo.                                                  £180-£200 

   975  m      10s. ultramarine NG, fine used with neat upright Gainsborough c.d.s. S.G. 183. Photo.                         £150-£200 
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1884 Watermark Crowns 

   976  m      £1 brown-lilac CC, used, fine with central Belfast c.d.s. S.G. 185, cat. £3,000. Photo.                              £500-£600 

   977  m      £1 brown-lilac MA, fine used with Bath c.d.s and boxed cancellation. S.G. 185. Photo.                          £300-£400 

   978  m      £1 brown-lilac NB, crease, good used. S.G. 185. Photo.                                                                                £150-£200 

   979  m      £1 brown-lilac OA, fine used. S.G. 185. Photo.                                                                                              £250-£300 

   980  m      £1 brown-lilac PA, good used. S.G. 185. Photo.                                                                                             £300-£400 

   981  F        £1 brown-lilac PB, good forgery with simulated watermark, ‘unused’, minor marks. Photo.                  £200-£250 

   982  m      £1 brown-lilac PB, used with part oval London registered datestamp, fine. S.G. 185. Photo                   £400-£500 

   983  m      £1 brown-lilac TA variety broken frame, used, small corner crease. S.G. 185a, cat. £5,000. Photo.       £400-£500 

1888 Watermark Orbs Error 

   984  m      £1 brown-lilac EA of excellent colour with light “LANGHAM PLACE HOTEL/DE19/88” circular datestamp and 
boxed “C.H.B./G.P.O” cancellation, slight creasing not detracting from appearance, otherwise fine. S.G. 186, cat. 
£4,000. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £500-£600 

   985  m      £1 brown-lilac SB, good used, heavy crease. S.G. 186, cat. £4,500. Photo.                                                  £150-£200 

976 977
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Third Session, Lots 986 – 1452 

Thursday 25th April at 10.30 am 

1883 – 84 'Lilac and Green' Issue 

   986  H       ½d. (3), 1½d. (unmounted), 2d. (2), 2½d., 3d., 4d., 5d. (5), 6d. (2), 9d. and 1s. mint or part original gum, fair to fine. 
S.G. 187-196. Photo.                                                                                                                                           £400-£500 

   987   P        ½d. slate-blue imprimatur, fine with gum. S.G. 187, cat. £350. Photo.                                                          £80-£100 

   988  J + ½d. deep slate blue, lower marginal unmounted mint block of four (hinged in selvedge), top pair with minor gum 
wrinkles, otherwise fine. S.G. 187 var.                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   989  H       ½d. to 1s. set, part original gum, some creasing and toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 187-96. Photo.           £400-£500 

   990  m      Range to 5d. and 6d., and 1867 1s. plates 5 and 6 with “One Shilling/Per Label” marginal imprint, c.d.s. used, mainly 
fine. (13) Photo.                                                                                                                                                  £100-£150 

   991   P        1½d. HI purple on buff colour trial, perf. 14 on unwatermarked paper, fine with gum. Photo.              £200-£250 

   992  H + 1½d. lilac SI-SJ block of four, fine mint. S.G. 188.                                                                                          £180-£200 

   993  m      3d. IG and 1s. KE, fine c.d.s. used. S.G. 191, 196, cat. £425.                                                                              £70-£80 

   994   P        6d. dull green KT imprimatur, with large part original gum, fine. S.G. Spec. K224, cat. £750. Photo.   £250-£300 

   995   S        1s. dull green HF, perf. 12 overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9, fine with gum. S.G. Spec. K26t. Photo.     £250-£300 

1887 – 92 'Jubilee' Issue 

   996            A selection on stockleaves, incl. values to 1s. dull green mint (2), 1s. green and carmine mint (4), £1 green NA 
mint, HA used, etc., mixed condition. (76)                                                                                                     £700-£800 

   997            A mint range and used range to 1s., also 1891 £1 used (2), one with heavy cancellations and faint crease and the 
other fine with central Portsmouth c.d.s. (44)                                                                                                £300-£350 

   998  m       A used range to 10d. (4), 1s. green (5) and 1s. green and carmine (4), cancellation interest, etc., mainly fine. (66)
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

   999            A selection on stockleaves, incl. used to 1s. dull green (2), 1s. green and carmine (3), £1 green CC used, officials 
with Army, Government Parcels, duplication, etc., mixed condition. (158)                                              £200-£250 

 1000            A range on leaves, incl. £1 green RA used, varied condition. (50) Photo on page 120.                             £150-£200

987
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1887 – 92 ‘Jubilee’ Issue continued 

 1001            A small group, incl. 1s. green pair used with Tallingson station oval c.d.s., 3d. on three Jury Summons covers, 5d. 
die I used, a few officials, etc. (10)                                                                                                                    £150-£200 

 1002            A selection, incl. values to 1s. green and carmine mint and to £1 used, slightly varied condition. (40) Photo.        
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1003  H       A mint selection, incl. ½d. vermilion with inverted watermark, range of shades to 1s. dull green, etc., varied  
condition. (35)                                                                                                                                                    £200-£250 

 1004  H       Mint ½d. to 1s. group (both ½d. and both 1s.), also 1906 10d. on chalk surfaced paper mint (2, both shades, slate-
purple and carmine unmounted) and 1929 P.U.C. low values unmounted mint. (20)                             £180-£200 

 1005  H       Set to both 1s., mint, mainly fine. S.G. 197-211, 213-214.                                                                            £120-£150 

 1006  m      Fine used selection incl. set from ½d. (2, one used abroad), both dies of the 5d. and the £1 (c.d.s. used), 1900 ½d. 
and 1s. (17)                                                                                                                                                          £150-£200 

 1007  m      Set to both 1s., incl. both 5d., fine c.d.s. used. (17)                                                                                        £150-£200 

 1008  m      A used range, incl. values to 10d. (2), both 1s. and £1 (2), mixed condition. (25)                                     £120-£150 

 1009  H       ½d. vermilion, a mint selection of controls on leaves, incl. “J” (imperf.) two pairs and single, “K” pair and single, 
“O” variety “C” (2), etc. (66)                                                                                                                              £150-£200 

 1010  J       ½d. very pale vermilion, strip of three, unmounted mint, fine.                                                                    £120-£150 

 1011   P       1½d. head plate imperforate plate proof in blue for Reply Paid essays, single on gummed watermarked paper, fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £180-£200 

 1012 s      2d. green and scarlet used on piece with 1881 1d. lilac, tied Bath registered ovals, fine. R.P.S. certificate (1990).   
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1013 s      2½d. used on coloured illustrated envelope front showing two characters in ‘medieval stained glass’ scene. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1014  H       4d. very pale green and pale brown, fine mint. S.G. Spec. K33 var. Hendon certificate (2013). Photo.    £80-£100 

 1015  Jb 4d. green and deep brown in an unmounted mint complete pane of twenty (5 x 4) setting 4b a few gum bends, 
otherwise fine and fresh. S.G. 205a. Photo.                                                                                                     £200-£250 

 1016  J       4½d. green and deep bright carmine, a fine unmounted mint example. Brandon certificate (2006) for a corner 
block of six, this one from the lower-right. S.G. 206a, Spec. K34(3), cat. £750. Photo.                            £150-£200 

 1017  m      4½d. green and deep bright carmine, very fine used with light c.d.s., very scarce. Brandon certificate (2002). S.G. 
206a, Spec. K34(3), cat. £650. Photo.                                                                                                               £100-£150 

 1018  H       5d. die I, mint, light gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 207, cat. £800. Photo.                                             £200-£250 

 1019  H       5d. die I, mint, short perf. and light gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 207, cat. £800. Photo.                  £100-£150 

 1020  Jb 9d. dull purple and bright blue, fresh unmounted mint pane of 20 (5 x 4 pane “G”), usual minor gum creasing or 
wrinkling, otherwise fine. S.G. 209. Photo.                                                                                                  £800-£1,000 

 1021  Jb 10d. dull purple and carmine, a complete pane of twenty (5 x 4, mounted in margins, pane “F”), unmounted mint, 
very fine. S.G. 210, cat. £1,480. Photo.                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 1022  m      10d. dull purple and deep dull carmine, fine used. S.G 210a, cat. £250. Photo.                                              £70-£80 

 1023   S        £1 green EC imperforate and overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9, light horizontal crease at top otherwise fine and 
fresh with original gum. S.G. Spec. K17s, cat. £6,500. Photo.                                                                       £500-£600 
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1887 – 92 ‘Jubilee’ Issue continued 

 1024  m      £1 green GC-HC pair used with London c.d.s’s, fine, good colour. S.G. 212, cat. £1,600. Photo.           £350-£400 

 1025  m      £1 green JA, fine used with fine upright Belfast c.d.s. S.G. 212. Photo.                                                       £180-£200 

 1026  I       £1 green KB, a good example with part original gum, some ink marks on gum, minor creasing. S.G. 212, cat. £2,500. 
Photo. To be sold on behalf of the BMS Stamp Bureau charity.                                                                      £250-£300 

 1027  m      £1 green MA with damage to left hand frame, fine used. S.G. 212. Photo.                                                £150-£200 

 1028  J       1900 ½d. blue-green showing complete offset on gum, fine unmounted mint from the foot of the sheet. Ex Lady 
Mairi Bury. S.G. 213 var. Photo.                                                                                                                       £100-£120 

 1029  Jb - ½d. blue-green in an unmounted mint block of fifteen, showing two additional lines of perforation diagonally 
affecting seven stamps, unusual. Ex Lady Mairi Bury. S.G. 213 var. Photo.                                               £100-£150 
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Officials 

 1030  m      Mainly fine used selection comprising 1882-1901 Inland Revenue on 1880-81 ½d. (2, both shades), 1d. and 6d., 
1884-88 ½d., 1887-92 ½d., 2½d. and 1s. (tied to a small piece), 1901 ½d. and 6d., Army 1896-1901 set, Government 
Parcels 1883-86 1½d. and 1s., 1887-90 6d. (2, one tied to a fragment with 1½d. by a London roller cancellation), 
9d. and 1s. and 1891-1900 1d. and 2d. (24)                                                                                                     £150-£200 

 1031  m       A used collection on leaves, incl. Inland Revenue 1882-1901 6d. grey (4), 1s. green, Jubilee 1s. dull green (2), 1902-
04 2½d. (2), 1s., Office of Works 1896 ½d, vermilion, ½d. blue-green, 1d. (3), 10d., 1902-03 ½d., 1d., 2d. (2), 2½d. 
(2), Board of Education 1902-04 2½d. (2), Army, Government Parcels 1883-86 1½d. (3), 6d. (2), 9d., 1s. (5), 1887-
90 9d. (5), 1s. (3), 1891-1900 4½d. (5), 1s. (2), 1902 9d. (2), 1s., Admiralty 1903 2d. (4), 2½d., 3d. (2), Royal Household 
1902 1d., not all guaranteed, slightly varied condition. (158)                                                                    £800-£1,000 

 1032            A selection on leaves, incl. Admiralty Official 1903 ½d. stationery card unused, Army Official 1896-1901 ½d.  
vermilion mint block of four, one with variety “OFFICIAI”, Office of Works 1902 Office of Works envelope, franked 
by 1896-1902 1d. lilac, Q.V. to Q.E.II range of commercial overprints, etc. (100s)                                   £400-£500 

 1033            A collection on leaves, mint and used, Q.V. to K.E.VII, incl. Inland Revenue, Office of Works, Army, Government 
Parcels, Admiralty, mixed condition, not all guaranteed. (110)                                                                   £100-£150 

 1034  J       Inland Revenue: 1902-04 1d. intense bright scarlet, unmounted mint, fine. Copy of Hendon certificate (2013) for 
block of four. Photo.                                                                                                                                           £180-£200 

 1035  m      - 1s. dull green and carmine, fine used. S.G. O24, cat. £900. Photo.                                                           £100-£150 

 1036 + S   Office of Works: 1896-1902 ½d. vermilion block of four, overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 15, fine with gum. S.G. 
O31s. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £500-£600 

 1037 s      - 1902-03 1d. block of twelve and single on piece tied by “EDINBURGH JY 31 02” c.d.s’s, minor imperfections but 
a remarkable franking. S.G. O37, cat. £3,100+ as two blocks of four and 5 singles. R.P.S certificate (2023). Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 1038  J + Army: 1896-1901 ½d. very deep vermilion block of four, fine unmounted mint. Hendon certificate (2012). S.G. 
O41 var. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £180-£200 

 1039  H       - 1902-03 ½d. control B marginal single, fine mint. S.G. O48. Photo.                                                             £70-£80 

 1040  m      Government Parcels: 1883-86 9d. dull green, tied by Leicester Sq. Depot barred oval to 1889 (Jan. 21) parcel 
wrapper to the Earl of Breadalbane in Cavendish Square, slight soiling. Photo.                                          £80-£100 

 1041  J       - 1902 2d. unmounted mint corner marginal, fine. S.G. O75, cat. £225. R.P.S certificate (2023). Photo.   £60-£80 

1037

1034
1040 (detail)

10411039
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King Edward VII 

 1042            A selection on stockleaves, incl. mint to 10s. and £1, £1 used, Somerset House ½d. showing complete offset on 
gum, mint, 1d. German printers sample by Bruckmann, Munchen, etc., mixed condition. (73)      £1,000-£1,200 

 1043            A mint and used collection from 1902 to 1913 on stockleaves, incl. a good range of shades, values to £1 dull bluish 
green mint (crease), £1 deep green used, officials, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                               £500-£600 

 1044            A collection in a stockbook, incl. range of shades to 1s. mint (4), used (26), 2s.6d. used (11), 5s. used (5), 10s. used 
(3, one is perfin), £1 used, officials with Admiralty 1904 (Feb.) 1½d. mint (crease) with Brandon certificate (2008), 
Royal Household 1902 ½d. mint (2), used, 1d. mint and used, Board of Trade perfins (4), revenue documents (8), 
etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                                                                                      £500-£600 

 1045            A mainly used range on leaves, incl. range of shades, values to 9d. mint and 1s. (6), 2s.6d. (6), 5s. (3), 10s. (2) and 
£1 (2, one with small tear) used, etc., slightly varied condition. (129)                                                         £300-£400 

 1046            A used collection on leaves, incl. values to 2s.6d. (4), 5s. (3), 10s. (2) and £1 (2), range of shades, etc. (83)             
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1047            A used range to 9d. (6), 10d. (7), 1s. (5), 2s.6d. (6), 5s. (2), 10s. (2) and £1, etc., varied condition. (80) £250-£300 

 1048            A used range on leaves, incl. values to 2s.6d. (3), 5s. (2) and 10s., also 1887-82 ‘Jubilee’ range to 1s. green used (3), 
etc., slightly varied condition. (117)                                                                                                                 £220-£250 

 1049            A used selection on stockleaves, incl. values to 1s. (28 with six pairs), 2s.6d. (2), 5s. (3) and 10s., shades, a few 
officials, etc., mixed condition. (187)                                                                                                               £200-£250 

 1050            A selection on leaves, incl. 1d. imperforate colour trial in green, used to 1s. (5), 2s.6d. mint, used (5), 5s. (2) and 
10s. used, minor varieties, etc., mixed condition. (211)                                                                                £200-£250 

 1051            A selection written up on leaves, incl. values to 1s. mint and 5s. (2) and 10s. used, range of cancellations, Harrison 
perf. 14 x 15 set mint, etc., varied condition. (137)                                                                                        £150-£200 

 1052            A mainly used range to 1s. (7), 2s.6d. and 5s., etc. (92)                                                                                 £120-£150 

 1053            A collection on leaves, incl. values to 1s. mint and used (2), 2s.6d. used (5), 5s. used (2) and £1 used (perfin), parcel 
post label with 2d. and 5d., etc., slightly mixed condition. (approx. 100)                                                   £100-£150 

 1054  m      A used range to 10d. (3) and 1s. (2), incl. range of shades, etc. (26)                                                            £100-£150 

 1055  H       A mint selection, incl. De La Rue to 1s. (3), Somerset to 1s. (2), shades, etc., varied condition. (89)     £350-£400 

1060
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King Edward VII Proofs and Colour Trials 

 1056   P       1901 1d. die proof for postcards and letter cards, in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm) dated “9 OCT. 01” marked 
“AFTER/HARDENING” with manuscript “Letter Card & 1d. Post Card” . Photo.                                      £100-£120 

 1057   P       - 1d. completed die proof in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), dated “02 AUG.01” and marked “AFTER/ 
HARDENING” and in pencil “Working d”, very fine. S.G. Spec. vol. 2 (2015), page 26 cat. £3,000. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 1058   P       - 2½d. completed cut-down die proof in black on glazed card (43 x 35mm), very fine. S.G. Spec. vol. 2 (2015, page 
39).                                                                                                                                                                        £100-£150 

 1059   P        - 1s. cut down die proofs of the head frame and duty plate in black on glazed card, fine. Photo.          £200-£250 

 1060   P        1902 printers’ samples, large size 1d. in blue by Bruckmann, Germany, unmounted mint block of ten from the top 
of the sheet, on unwatermarked paper without gum, fine. Copy of Brandon certificate (2007) for block of twenty. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £450-£500 

1902 – 10 De La Rue 

 1061            A range comprising ½d. pale yellowish green booklet pane of five with St Andrew’s Cross mint, ½d. pale yellowish 
green booklet pane of five with St Andrew’s Cross watermark inverted mint, ½d. yellowish green booklet pane of 
six watermark upright and watermark inverted examples mint, 1d. scarlet booklet pane of six watermark upright 
and watermark inverted examples, and £1 dull blue-green used. Photo on page 126.                              £500-£600 

 1062  H       Selection incl. ½d. plate proof in blue green on thin white card or buff paper, 1d. plate proofs in green and scarlet 
on thin white card or buff paper, mint selection of the ½d. (several with marginal controls), 1d. (several with 
marginal controls), 2½d. (one with “SPECIMEN” overprint) and 1s. and two unused postcards. (61 items)             
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1063  H       1d. control J10 corner block of six, plate 33 with [R. 20/10] break under NE and [R. 20/12] dash left frame, mint, 
gum crease, otherwise fine. S.G. 219.                                                                                                                 £80-£100 

 1064            1d., collection of plug repairs, incl. mint control pieces (3) with M5ha, also 24 used examples, also two albums of 
fine used.                                                                                                                                                              £150-£200 

1056 1057

1058
Ex 1059 Ex 1059
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1902 – 10 De La Rue continued 

 1065  J + 2d. pale greyish green and scarlet vermilion, a fresh unmounted top left hand corner marginal block of four, fine. 
S.G. Spec. M11(3), cat. £1,600+. R.P.S certificate (2023). Photo.                                                                 £400-£500 

 1066  m      2d. variety ‘deformed tablet’, fine used. S.G. 227a. Photo.                                                                            £100-£150 

 1067  H       2d. blue-green and deep bright carmine on chalky paper, fine mint. Hendon certificate (2017). S.G. 229. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                                  £70-£80 

 1068  Jb 5d. deep slate purple and ultramarine, in a fresh unmounted mint marginal block of eight, fine. R.P.S. certificate 
(2023) states “deep shade within the M28(2) shade band”. Photo.                                                               £400-£500 

 1069  H       2s.6d., fine mint. S.G. 260. Photo.                                                                                                                     £100-£120 

 1070  H       2s.6d., fine mint. S.G. 260.                                                                                                                                     £70-£80 

 1071 s      2s.6d. lilac tied to piece with neat Throgmorton hooded c.d.s’s, fine. S.G. 260.                                             £70-£80 

 1072  m      2s.6d., 5s. and 10s., mainly fine used. Photo.                                                                                                  £180-£200 

 1073  m      2s.6d. (rounded corner), 5s. and 10s., mainly fine used. Photo.                                                                   £150-£200 

 1074            5s. and 10s. (2) used, varied condition.                                                                                                              £80-£100 

 1075  m      5s. deep bright carmine, fine used with Middlesborough c.d.s. S.G. 264. Photo.                                         £80-£100 

 1076  m      £1 dull blue-green, fine used with Guernsey c.d.s., one toned perf. S.G. 266. Photo.                                £150-£200 

 1077  m      £1 dull blue-green, fine used, tiny crease. S.G. 266. Photo.                                                                             £80-£100 
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1911 Harrison 

 1078  Hb Perf. 14 ½d. dull yellow-green booklet pane of five stamps with St Andrew’s Cross label, watermark inverted, mint, 
mixed perfs., fine. S.G. 270a, cat. £800. Photo.                                                                                               £100-£150 

 1079  J       - 1d. intense rose-carmine, fine unmounted mint. Hendon certificate (2014). Photo.                             £750-£800 

 1080  Jb - 1d. aniline rose (F) marginal block of six, watermark inverted, unmounted mint, fine. R.P.S certificate (1991) 
notes “pale shade”. S.G. Spec. M6(7). Photo.                                                                                                  £500-£600 

 1081 s      - 1d. aniline pink fine used on piece with part “LIVERPOOL/JU 6/11” double ring c.d.s. S.G. 275, Spec. M6 (8). 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1082  J       - 4d. very deep orange, fine unmounted mint. Hendon certificate (2018). Photo.                                    £120-£150 

 1083  H       Perf. 15 x 14 1d. deep carmine, fine mint corner A11 control pair. Hendon certificate (2014). S.G. Spec. M7 var. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1084  Hb - 1d. corner A11 control block of six showing defective pin perf., perfed from back, fine mint. S.G. 280.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 
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1911 – 13 Somerset House 

 1085  Hb 1s. deep green and scarlet, variety vertical scratch behind ear and frame break, with date cuts, mint block of six 
(five stamps unmounted), fine. S.G. Spec. M47(2)da, cat. £1,155+. R.P.S certificate (2023). Photo.       £300-£400 

 1086  J       1s. deep green and scarlet, plates H2b/B5a, variety watermark inverted, fine unmounted mint from the foot of the 
sheet. S.G. 313Wi, cat. £240. Photo.                                                                                                                £100-£120 

 1087  m      10s. blue, c.d.s. used pair, fine. S.G. 319. Photo.                                                                                             £350-£400 

 1088  m      10s. blue, fine used with registered oval. S.G. 319. Photo.                                                                            £100-£150 

 1089  m      £1 deep green, fine used with Guernsey c.d.s. S.G. 320. Photo on page 127.                                             £150-£200 

 1090  m       £1 deep green, fine used. S.G. 320. Photo on page 127.                                                                               £150-£200 

King Edward VII Booklet Panes 

 1091            1902-10 De La Rue ½d. yellowish green booklet pane of five with St Andrew’s Cross, cancelled type A, unmounted 
mint, rusted staple holes and straight edge at right. S.G. 218a. Photo.                                                       £200-£250 

 1092  J       - ½d. pale yellowish green booklet pane of five with St Andrew’s Cross, watermark inverted, no selvedge,  
unmounted mint, light crease through one stamp and label, fine and fresh. S.G. 218bw. Photo.           £150-£200 

 1093 )      - ½d. irregular strip of three with St Andrew’s Cross label attached, used on 1907 cover with Clitheroe c.d.s. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 
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King George V 

 1094            A mainly mint collection on stockleaves, incl. range of Downey Heads, set mint, 1913 Waterlow £1 dull blue-
green used (reperf.), 1924-26 watermark block cypher sets mint (2) and watermark sideways set, 1925 Wembley 
set in unmounted mint blocks of nine, etc., varied condition. (273)                                                           £500-£600 

 1095            A mint and used collection in an album, incl. Downey heads 1d. with “Q” for “O” used on cover, 1d. inverted “Q” 
for “O” used, ½d. and 1d. booklet panes of six with inverted watermarks, 1913 watermark multiple Royal cypher 
½d. (2) and 1d. used (poor), controls, etc., very mixed condition. (100s)                                                   £400-£500 

 1096            A collection on leaves, incl. Downey heads, 1912-24 values to 1s. mint and used, range of 1913-19 Seahorses with 
2s.6d. (11), 5s. (6) and 10s. (2), 1924-26 to 1s. mint, 1934 re-engraved set unused and used, postage dues, etc. 
(approx. 150)                                                                                                                                                       £300-£400 

 1097            A range of unmounted mint control blocks and singles, incl. range of shades, 1912-24 2d. blocks of four and six 
(8), 6d. perf. 14 R.21 corner block of four, etc., mainly fine. (34 items)                                                      £200-£250 

 1098            A large duplicated used accumulation of K.G.V values to 3d. in bundles and loose contained in three cartons with 
some perfins, interest in shades and cancellations, etc. (10,000s)                                                                £200-£250 

 1099            A small used group, incl. range of Downeys with no cross on crown (4) with 1912 Imperial crown 1d., 1912 Royal 
cypher (simple) ½d., 1d., and 1912 Royal cypher (multiple) 1d., 1913 multiple cypher ½d., etc. (9)       £150-£200 

 1100            A selection, incl. mint to 1s. (2, no 9d. olive-green), used set, 1924 and 1925 Wembley sets unmounted, etc., varied 
condition. (148)                                                                                                                                                  £100-£150 

1911 – 12 Downey Heads 

 1101  H       A mint selection, incl. 1922 (June 22) ½d. die 1A bluish green corner example with copy of R.P.S. certificate (1990) 
for a block of 24, 1d, die 1A rose-pink with copy of R.P.S. certificate (2019) for a block of nine, 1912 (Apr.) 1d. die 
1B aniline scarlet, 1912 (ct.) 1d. Die 2 watermark sideways, etc. (81)                                                         £500-£600 

 1102  H       A mint selection on leaves, incl. 1911 ½d. die 1B very deep green, ½d. die 1B bluish green, 1912 (Jan.) ½d. deep 
green, 1911 (June) 1d. die 1A, 1912 (Jan.) 1d. rose-pink, die 1B deep bright scarlet, 1d. aniline scarlet, etc. (63)    
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 1103  J       1911-12 watermark crown die 1A ½d. bluish green, corner marginal example, fine. Copy of R.P.S. certificate 
(1983) for pair. S.G. 323, cat. £400. Photo.                                                                                                      £150-£200 

 1104  J       - ½d. bluish green, unmounted mint, fine. R.P.S. certificate (1993). S.G. 323, cat. £400. Photo.             £120-£150 

 1105  H       1911-12 watermark crown die 1B ½d. very deep green, fine mint. S.G. Spec. N2(7), cat. £450. Photo.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1106  J + - ½d. bluish green unmounted marginal block of four, fine. S.G. 326, cat. £1,040. Photo.                       £200-£250 
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1911 – 12 Downey Heads continued 

 1107   P       1911-12 watermark crown die 1B 1d. imperf plate proof in carmine, on chalky surfaced paper, no watermark, 
fine marginal example. Photo.                                                                                                                          £100-£150 

 1108  Hb - 1d. carmine-red (in a very bright shade), A11 control block of six, mint with lower row unmounted, fine. R.P.S. 
certificate (2012) recognises “bright shade”.                                                                                                    £100-£150 

 1109  J       - 1d. rose pink, fresh unmounted mint vertical pair. S.G. N2(7), cat. £400. R.P.S. certificate (2023). Photo.            
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1110  J       1912 watermark crown die 2 ½d. bluish green, fine unmounted mint block of four. R.P.S. certificate (2013) for 
a block of nine. S.G. Spec. N4(5). Photo.                                                                                                        £250-£300 

 1111  J       - ½d. bluish green, fine unmounted mint. R.P.S. certificate (2011). S.G. Spec. N4(5). Photo.                   £80-£100 

 1112  Jb  Booklet Panes: 1912 die 1B watermark simple cypher 1d. deep bright scarlet booklet pane of six, watermark 
inverted, overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 26, straight edge at top, otherwise fine. S.G. Spec. NB5a, au. Photo.         
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1113  Jb  - 1d. booklet pane overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 26, mainly good perfs., fine. S.G. NB5u, cat. £3,500. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £1,000-£1,500 

1912 – 24 Watermark Royal Cypher Issue 

 1114  H       A mint collection of shades and watermark varieties, incl. ½d. variety no watermark, 1d. carmine with Hendon 
certificate (2018), 1d. orange-vermilion, 1½d. chocolate with copy of R.P.S. certificate (2009) for a block of six, 
1½d. brown with R.P.S. certificate (2004) for a block of ten, 4d. with watermark reversed, 6d. with watermark 
inverted and reversed, 8d. watermark reversed, 9d. agate with watermark inverted and reversed, 9d. olive-green 
(3), etc., varied condition. (147)                                                                                                                 £1,000-£1,200 

 1115  C        ½d. overprinted “CANCELLED” type 24, fine with gum. Photo.                                                                   £180-£200 

 1116  H       ½d., 1d., 2d. die I and die II 3d., 4d., 6d., 7d., 8d., 9d. agate and 9d. olive-green, all with inverted watermarks, mainly 
fine mint.                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 
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 1117  J       ½d. bright green corner “I 16” control strip of three on wartime toned paper, unmounted mint, fine. Hendon  
certificate (2018). S.G. 352 var. Photo.                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1118  J       ½d. very deep green vertical pair, unmounted mint, minor tone spots, otherwise fine. R.P.S. certificate (2020). S.G. 
Spec. N14(5), cat. £800. Photo.                                                                                                                         £200-£250 

 1119  J       ½d. very deep green unmounted mint N 19 control single, pulled perf. at top and very minor trace of toning at 
top, otherwise fine. Hendon certificate (2016). S.G. Spec. N14(5), cat. £550. Photo.                                £100-£120 

 1120  J + ½d. pale olive-green in an unmounted mint block of four, some trivial gum creasing, otherwise fine. S.G. Spec. 
N14(13), cat. £600. R.P.S. certificate (2023) stating “light gum creases”. Photo.                                           £80-£100 

 1121  Hb ½d. pale cobalt-green, control T22 block of six, mint with four stamps unmounted, fine. Hendon certificate (2023). 
Hendon retail £500+.                                                                                                                                           £80-£100 

 1122  J       ½d. deep myrtle green unmounted mint marginal example, fine. Hendon Stamp Co. certificate (2014). S.G. N14(16) 
var, cat. £950. Photo.                                                                                                                                          £200-£250 

 1123  H       ½d. deep cobalt-green, minor gum wrinkle, otherwise fine mint. R.P.S. certificate (2011). S.G. Spec. N14(18), cat. 
£300. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £100-£120 

 1124  J       1d. very pale rose-red, fine unmounted mint. Hendon certificate (2017). S.G. Spec. N16 var. Photo.   £120-£150 

 1125  J       1d. dull brick red corner J17 control pair, unmounted mint, with ghost impression in right margin, fine. Hendon 
certificate (2013). S.G. Spec. N16 var. Photo.                                                                                                 £150-£200 

 1126            1d. scarlet-vermilion variety printed on the back, block of four, fine unmounted mint. R.P.S. certificate (1974). 
S.G. 361a, cat. £1,800+. Photo.                                                                                                                         £600-£700 
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1912 – 24 Watermark Royal Cypher continued 

 1127  J       1½d. pale brown, fine unmounted mint. R.P.S. certificate (1992). S.G. Spec. N18(9), cat. £750. Photo.£200-£250 

 1128  Hb 2d. deep reddish orange control L18 block of six, mint with five stamps unmounted, fine. S.G. Spec. N19(3), cat. 
£900+. R.P.S. certificate (2023).                                                                                                                        £200-£250 

 1129  J       2d. intense bright orange mint, Q21 control strip of three, a few light gum creases, fine colour. R.P.S.  
certificate (2014). S.G. Spec. N19(9), cat. £5,250+. Photo.                                                                £1,500-£1,800 

 1130  J       2d. intense bright orange Q21 control strip of three, unmounted mint, fine with crisp colour. S.G. Spec. 
N19(9), cat. £5,250+. R.P.S. certificate (2023). Photo.                                                                       £1,500-£1,800 

 1131  m      2d. intense bright orange, fine used. S.G. Spec. N19(9), cat. £475. Photo.                                                    £80-£100 

 1132  H       2½d. pale milky blue, mint, minor gum crease, otherwise fine. R.P.S. certificate (1991). S.G. Spec. N21(7), cat. 
£1,250. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £300-£400 

 1133  J       2½d. deep bright blue, corner G15  corner strip of three, unmounted mint, fine. R.P.S. certificate (1975). S.G. Spec. 
N21(5). Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £320-£350 
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 1134  J       2½d. indigo-blue, superb unmounted mint marginal example, fine. S.G. 373, cat. £4,500. R.P.S. certificate 
(2023). Photo.                                                                                                                                              £1,500-£2,000 

 1135   S        2½d. dull Prussian blue overprinted “SPECIMEN”, large part gum, fine. R.P.S. certificate (2023) states “heavily 
hinged”. S.G. 373as, unpriced. Photo.                                                                                                               £200-£250 

 1136  J       2½d. dull Prussian blue unmounted mint, with margin at foot showing control R 21, rare. B.P.A. certificate (1993). 
S.G. 373a, Spec. N21(17), cat. £1,850+. Photo.                                                                                               £500-£600 

 1137  J       9d. very deep agate, fine unmounted mint. Brandon certificate (1993). S.G. Spec. N29(4). Photo.        £400-£500 

 1138  H       9d. very deep agate, O20 (perf.) control example, mint, small marginal fault, otherwise fine. Hendon certificate 
(2015). S.G. Spec. N29(4), cat. £700+. Photo.                                                                                                 £200-£250 

1913 Watermark Multiple Cypher 

 1139  H       ½d. bright green, ½d. green and 1d. dull scarlet, fine mint.                                                                          £150-£200 

 1140  H       ½d. coil join vertical pair mint, slight creases, otherwise fine. S.G. 397. Photo.                                         £100-£120 

1913 – 34 Seahorses 

 1141            A mainly mint selection on leaves, incl. 1913 Waterlow 2s.6d. (2), 5s., 10s., 1915 De La Rues 2s.6d. shades (11), 
5s., 1918-19 10s. (2), used, 1934 re-engraved set, etc., varied condition. (44)                                      £1,200-£1,500 

 1142            A small selection, incl. 1915 De La Rue 2s.6d. used (2), 1918-19 Bradbury 2s.6d. with re-entries used, 5s. used on 
part “Names Act” cancelled by Crowned Boxed “EXCHEQUER/SCOTLAND”, etc., varied condition. (14)               
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

Seahorses: 1913 Waterlow 

 1143  J + 2s.6d. sepia-brown in a distinctively pale shade, an unmounted mint block of four, fine. Believed to be the 
only known block of  four. R.P.S. certificate (2023) notes “slightly dry print reducing shade”. Photo.                
                                                                                                                                                                       £3,000-£4,000 

 1144   P       5s. imperf. rough proof in carmine on buff paper, fine. Photo on page 134.                                                £80-£100 

 1145  H       5s. rose-carmine, fine mint. S.G. 401, cat. £625. Photo on page134.                                                           £150-£200 
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Seahorses: 1913 Waterlow continued 

 1146  J + 10s. indigo-blue, marginal block of four, mint with two unmounted, fine. R.P.S. certificate (2014). S.G. 402. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £2,500-£3,000 

 1147  H       10s. indigo-blue, fine mint, heavy hinge. S.G. 402, cat. £1,000. Photo.                                                        £300-£400 

 1148  H       £1 green, very lightly mounted mint, minor gum wrinkle, otherwise very fine and fresh. S.G. 403, cat. £2,800. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                  £800-£900 

 1149  m      £1 green, fine used. S.G. 403, cat. £1,400. Photo.                                                                                           £300-£400 

 1150  m      £1 green, fine used. S.G. 403. Photo.                                                                                                                £300-£400 

 1151  m      £1 green, fine used. S.G. 403. Photo.                                                                                                                £300-£400 

 1152  m      £1 green, good used, well centred, repair. S.G. 403. Photo.                                                                          £100-£150 
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 1153  C        £1 yellowish green (deep shade) paper trial (often mistakenly referred to as a colour trial) on gummed 
‘Joynson Paper’ watermarked single cypher, the paper originally intended for this issue but rejected on 
account of a tendency for the ink to spread along the paper fibres, overprinted “CANCELLED” type 24, 
unmounted marginal example. Photo.                                                                                                  £1,500-£2,000 

 1154  m      £1 dull blue-green, well centred, fine used. S.G. 404, cat. £1,600. Photo.                                                   £300-£400 

 1155  m      £1 dull blue-green, good used, minor creases. S.G. 404. Photo.                                                                   £150-£200 

Seahorses: 1915 – 18 De La Rue 

 1156  m      2s.6d. very deep brown, used with oval rubber cancellation, fine. Hendon certificate (2012). S.G. Spec. N64(11). 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £180-£200 

 1157  J       2s.6d. sepia, fine unmounted mint marginal example. R.P.S. certificate (2023) notes “pale shade within the N64(13) 
shade band”. S.G. Spec. N64(13). Photo on page 136.                                                                                   £150-£200 

 1158  H       2s.6d. blackish brown, fine mint. R.P.S. certificate (1990). S.G. Spec. N64(14). Photo.                             £600-£700 

 1159  H       2s.6d. deep brown, fine mint. Hendon certificate (2017). Photo.                                                                 £700-£800 

 1160  J + 2s.6d. block of four, fine unmounted mint. Photo.                                                                             £1,500-£2,000 
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Seahorses: 1915 – 18 De La Rue continued 

 1161  J       2s.6d. sepia (seal-brown), fine unmounted mint. S.G. 408, cat. £550. Photo.                                             £180-£200 

 1162  J      2s.6d. sepia (seal-brown), unmounted mint, tone spot and small wrinkle, otherwise fine. S.G. 408. Photo.             
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1163  J      2s.6d. sepia (seal-brown), unmounted mint, short perf. at base, otherwise fine. S.G. 408. Photo.          £120-£150 

 1164  mb 5s. pale carmine (worn plate) used block of ten (2 x 5) with rubber London Foreign Section Apr. 26 1918 c.d.s’s, 
scarce multiple. S.G. 410, cat. £5,000+. Photo.                                                                                               £400-£500 

  1165  C        10s. blue overprinted “CANCELLED” type 24, fine with gum, S.G. Spec. N70(1)t. Photo.       £1,000-£1,200 

 1166  H       10s. deep blue (worn plate), mint, mild gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. Spec. N70(2), cat. £3,750. Photo.            
                                                                                                                                                                             £700-£800 

 1167  H       10s. blue mint, fine. S.G. 412, cat. £3,250. Photo.                                                                               £1,200-£1,500
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 1168  H       10s. blue, mint, slightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 412. Photo.                                                          £400-£500 

 1169  H       10s. blue, mint, some gum creasing and well centred. S.G. 412. Photo.                                                      £400-£450 

 1170  H       10s. bright ‘Cambridge’ blue, fine mint. Brandon certificate (2017). S.G. Spec. N70(5) Photo also on back 
cover.                                                                                                                                                             £3,200-£3,500 

 1171  J       10s. pale blue unmounted mint from the lower right corner of the sheet, very lightly toned gum, otherwise very 
fine example of this shade. R.P.S. certificate (2006). S.G. Spec. N70(6), cat. £4,250. Photo.                    £600-£700 

Seahorses: 1918 – 19 Bradbury 

 1172  H       2s.6d., 5s. and 10s., good to fine and fresh mint.                                                                                            £150-£200 

 1173  m      2s.6d. (3, one overprinted for Morocco), 5s. (2) and 10s., mainly good used. Photo.                                £150-£200 

 1174  m      2s.6d. (2), 5s. (2) and 10s. (2) used, slightly varied condition                                                                        £100-£150 

 1175  J       2s.6d. bright olive-brown, showing major re-entry [Plate 3/5L, R. 1/2], unmounted mint from the top of the sheet, 
fine. Hendon certificate (2017). S.G. 415b var. Photo.                                                                                   £600-£700 

1168 1169
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Seahorses: 1918 – 19 Bradbury continued 

 1176   P       5s. imprimatur corner example, from the ‘dry printing’ of 1926, handstamped “BPMA” on reverse, fine with 
gum. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £3,000-£3,500 

 1177  J       5s. rose-carmine fine and fresh unmounted mint. S.G. Spec. N68(1). Photo.                                            £120-£150 

 1178  J       5s. rose-red with top of the sheet margin (folded through perfs.) showing trim line unmounted mint (mounted 
on front of margin), fine and fresh. S.G. 416, Spec. N68(3), cat. £450. Photo.                                           £100-£120 

 1179  H       10s. steel-blue mint and well centred, one or two perf. imperfections at top. B.P.A (1980) and R.P.S. (1983)  
certificates. S.G. N71. (3) Photo.                                                                                                                      £200-£250 

 1180  J       10s. dull grey-blue, unmounted mint vertical pair from the top-left corner of the sheet, one showing re-entry, fine. 
Ex Monarch. S.G. 417a, cat. £3,100. Photo.                                                                                                    £600-£700 

Seahorses: 1934 Re-engraved 

 1181  J       2s.6d., 5s. and 10s. unmounted mint, light gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 450-452, cat. £1,000. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                                £150-£20 

 1182  J       2s.6d., 5s. and 10s. unmounted mint, gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 450-452. Photo. To be sold on behalf of the 
B.M.S. Stamp Bureau charity.                                                                                                                               £100-£150 

 1183  H       2s.6d., 5s. and 10s. mint, the 10s. marginal, fine. S.G. 450-452. Photo.                                                      £150-£200 

 1184  H       2s.6d. (2), 5s. and 10s. mint, fine. S.G. 450-452. Photo.                                                                                £150-£200 
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 1185  m      2s.6d. (6), 5s. (4) and 10s. (4), used, mainly fine. (17)                                                                                    £200-£250 

 1186  m      2s.6d. to 10s., two sets, used, mainly good to fine. (6) Photo.                                                                       £100-£120 

1924 – 26 Watermark Block Cypher Issue 

 1187  H       A mint selection on leaves, incl. shades and controls, 4d. very deep grey-green, 1s. deep fawn-brown W 35 control 
single, etc. (26)                                                                                                                                                    £150-£200 

 1188  H       A mint collection, incl. ½d. with watermark sideways inverted, 1½d. on experimental paper, 2d. with watermark 
sideways, 2½d. watermark inverted, 4d., 5d., 9d. and 1s. watermark inverted, shades, etc. (84)              £500-£600 

 1189   P       ½d. imprimatur lower right corner strip of six with “BPMA” handstamps on reverse, fine with full gum, 
endorsed “193/890 for registration WW Rushen 15/4/24”. Photo.                                                 £3,500-£4,000 

Ex 11811179 Ex 1182

Ex 1184Ex 1183 Ex 1186
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1924 – 26 Watermark Block Cypher continued 

 1190  H       ½d. green overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 23, variety overprint double, one albino, fine with gum. Copy of R.P.S. 
certificate (2011) for a block of four. S.G. Spec. N33ta. Photo.                                                                    £100-£150 

 1191  Jb 1d. scarlet B24 corner control block of six and 1½d. corner A24 corner control blocks of six, both on  
experimental paper, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 419b, 420f. Photo on page 139.                                      £700-£800 

 1192   P       1½d. red-brown imprimatur, large part original gum, very rare, one of only three known which do not 
emanate from the NPM archive sale and without the “NPM/IMPRIMATUR” handstamp on reverse, fine. Ex 
Shaida. Photo.                                                                                                                                             £1,200-£1,500 

 1193  J       1½d. red-brown, imperforate tête-bêche gutter pair of imprimaturs displaying marginal pillars, full gum, 
“BPMA” handstamp on reverse, fine. S.G. 420 var. Photo also on back cover.                            £3,200-£3,500 

 1194  J       1½d. pair variety blob on king’s nose, unmounted mint, light gum toning, otherwise fine. R.P.S. certificate (1978). 
S.G. Spec. N35k. Photo.                                                                                                                                     £180-£200 

 1195  H       3d. broken “3” [Pl. 5, R. 20/2] on I28, K29, M30, N30 marginal singles, showing different states, mint, fine.          
                                                                                                                                                                                  £70-£80 

 1196 + S   9d. olive-green, corner A24 control block of four, each overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 23, mainly fine with 
gum. S.G. 427s, Spec. N43s. Ex De Cadenet. Photo.                                                                           £1,200-£1,500 

 1197  Jb 1s. bistre-brown, corner control F26 block of six, unmounted mint, some perf. separation, otherwise fine.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1198  m      1s. variety watermark inverted fine used. S.G. 429Wi, cat. £375. Photo.                                                    £100-£120 
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 1199  B       Booklet Panes: ½d., 1d. and 1½d. booklet panes of six (3 x 2), each cancelled with slightly indistinct type J “London 
Chief Office” handstamps in violet, unmounted mint, mixed perfs. and each with vertical crease running vertically 
through two stamps, otherwise fine. S.G. Spec. NB12z, NB13z, NB14z, cat. £750.                                   £100-£150 

 1200 b      - Watermark upright 1½d. booklet pane perf. type P and “CANCELLED” type 33P, folded through all units as usual, 
fine. S.G. Spec. NB14x. Photo.                                                                                                                          £120-£150 

1924 and 1925 Wembley Exhibitions 

 1201            1924 Wembley set overprinted “CANCELLED” type 28, 1½d. with faint toning on gum, otherwise fine. S.G. Spec. 
NCom1v & 2v. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

1929 Postal Union Congress 

 1202  H       ½d. to £1 mint, marginal except 2½d. (slightly thinned), the £1 unmounted with trivial bends. (5) Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£300 

 1203   S        £1 black overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 32 in red, faults. S.G. 438s, cat. £3,000. Photo.                           £180-£200 

 1204   S        £1 black overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 32 in red, with sweated gum, fine. NCom9s, cat. £3,000. Copy of R.P.S. 
certificate (1979) for strip of three. Photo.                                                                                                      £700-£800 

 1205  J       £1 black, unmounted mint, gum toning otherwise fine. S.G. 438. Photo.                                                   £250-£300 

 1206  J       £1 black, unmounted mint corner example, fine. S.G. 438. Photo.                                                              £250-£300 

 1207  J       £1 black, unmounted mint, gum toning otherwise fine. S.G. 438. Photo on page 142.                            £250-£300 

 1208  J       £1 black, unmounted, slightly blunt corner perforations at base otherwise fine. S.G. 438, cat. £1,100. Photo on 
page 142.                                                                                                                                                              £150-£200 

 1209  H       £1 black, mint, light gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 438. Photo on page 142.                                        £150-£200 

– Ex 1201 –
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1929 Postal Union Congress continued 

 1210  m      £1 black, fine used with neat c.d.s. at left. S.G. 438. Photo.                                                                          £150-£200 

 1211  m      £1 black, fine used. S.G. 438. Photo.                                                                                                                £150-£200 

 1212  B       Booklets: Collection with 2s. booklet editions 103 (3, all incomplete, one inverted watermark), 106 (incomplete), 
107 (unstitched and cover with a notation), 3s. booklet editions 168 (incomplete), 169 (inverted watermark,  
notations on cover), 172 (2, both incomplete, watermark inverted), also a few panes, 1924 3s. Waterlow scarlet 
cover edition 119 (incomplete), 1935 Jubilee 2s. and 3s., 1929 London Conference souvenir book produced by 
Sweden with contemporary issues in strips or blocks and postal stationery.                                             £150-£180 

1934  – 36 Photogravure 

 1213  Hb ½d. control “W35” cylinder 24 dot block of six (2 x 3), perf. single comb type 2A, fine mint. S.G. Spec. N47. R.P.S. 
certificate (2003). Photo.                                                                                                                                   £420-£450 

 1214  Jb 1d. scarlet, large format, in a complete unmounted mint sheet (folded) of 240 with cylinder 11R dot, mainly fine. 
S.G. Spec. N48(1).                                                                                                                                               £100-£120 

 1215   E        1½d. essay by Bradbury Wilkinson (type B) in deep brown, no watermark, fine with gum. Photo.        £600-£700 

 1216  H       1½d. red-brown intermediate format, an imperforate horizontal pair, fine with gum. B.P.A. certificate 
(1989). S.G. 441a, Spec. N52b. Photo.                                                                                                       £800-£1,000 

 1217  H       1½d. red-brown, marginal single with misperforation resulting in the stamp being partially imperf. and with two 
rows of perfs. running through the stamp, fine. Photo.                                                                                   £80-£100 

 1218  H       1½d. red-brown, small format, printed on double paper, a mint marginal example with margin at left, two small 
areas of gum disturbance, otherwise fine. R.P.S. certificate (1982) for block of four. S.G. Spec. N53e, unpriced. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                       £70-£80 
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 1219   P        5d. imprimatur, lower marginal example, fine with gum, backstamped “BPMA”. Photo.        £1,000-£1,500. 

1935 Silver Jubilee 

 1220  C      1½d. booklet pair, both overprinted “CANCELLED” type 28 and unpunched, used on piece with Ludgate Circus “3 
JU/35” c.d.s’, believed unique. Photo.                                                                                                                 £250-£300 

 1221  C       1½d. red-brown booklet pane, watermark upright, overprinted “CANCELLED” type 28, mint, mixed perfs., fine. 
S.G. Spec. NComB7u. Photo.                                                                                                                            £300-£400 

King George V Booklets – 2s. 

 1222  B       1912 (Apr.) 2s. booklet, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BB2, cat. £1,900. Photo on page 144.                            £300-£400 

 1223  B       1912 (Nov.) 2s. booklet, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BB4, cat. £1,600. Photo on page 144.                            £300-£400 

 1224  B        1913 (Jan.) 2s. booklet edition 8, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BB5, cat. £1,300. Photo on page 144.             £200-£250 

 1225  B       - 2s. booklet edition 9, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BB5. Photo on page 144.                                                    £200-£250 

 1226  B       1913 (Apr.) 2s. booklet, edition 10, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BB6, cat. £1,300. Photo.                               £200-£250 

 1227  B       1916 (July) 2s. booklet edition 63, mixed perfs., cover with small bend, otherwise fine. S.G. BB9, cat. £1,500. Photo 
on page 144.                                                                                                                                                        £250-£300 

 1228  B       1917 (Sept.) 2s. booklet edition 68, mixed perfs., very minor cover imperfections, otherwise fine. S.G. BB10, cat. 
£1,350. Photo on page 144.                                                                                                                               £200-£250 

 1229  B       1935 (Jan.) 2s. booklet edition number 267, mixed perfs., one stamp with tiny thin, otherwise fine. S.G. BB14, cat. 
£1,100. Photo on page 144.                                                                                                                               £180-£200 

 1230  B       - 2s. intermediate format photogravure booklet with labels printed in brown, edition 288, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. 
BB15, cat. £2,700. Photo on page 144.                                                                                                             £400-£500 
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King George V Booklets – 3s. 

 1231  B       1918 3s. booklet edition number 4, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. Spec. BB18, cat. £1,850. Photo.                   £300-£400 

 1232  B       1919 3s. booklet edition 13, mixed perfs., some creasing, otherwise fine. S.G. BB19, cat. £1,850. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1233  B       1921 (Apr.) 3s. booklet edition 35, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BB20, cat. £2,400. Photo.                              £450-£500 

 1234  B       1935 (Jan.) 3s. intermediate format photogravure booklet edition 289, mixed perfs., one or two minor  
imperfections. S.G. Spec. BB27, cat. £2,100. Photo.                                                                                       £280-£300 

King George V Booklets – 3s.6d. 

 1235  B       1920 (July) 3s.6d booklet edition 29, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BB30, cat. £2,200. Photo.                           £400-£500 

 1236  B       1921 (Jan.) 3s.6d. booklet edition 38, mixed perfs., corner crease, otherwise fine. S.G. BB31, cat. £2,200. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £280-£300 

 1237  B       1921 (July) 3s.6d booklet edition 16, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BB32, cat. £2,200. Photo.                           £400-£500 

King George V Booklets – 5s. 

 1238  B       1931 (Aug.) 5s. booklet, edition no. 1, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BB33, cat. £6,250. Photo.         £1,200-£1,500 

 1239  B       1932 (June) 5s. booklet, edition no. 2, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BB34, cat. £5,250. Photo.          £1,000-£1,200 

 1240  B       1934 5s. booklet edition 8, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BB35, cat. £2,200. Photo.                                            £400-£500 

 1241  B       1935 (Feb.) photogravure intermediate format 5s. booklet no. 9 including 1½d. advert pane with adverts 
printed in red-brown, mixed perfs., one 1d. stamp with fault, otherwise fine. S.G. BB36, cat. £6,250. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,000-£1,500 

 1242  B       1935 (July) 5s. booklet edition 15, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BB37, cat. £650. Photo.                                  £120-£150 

King George V Booklet Panes 

 1243            A selection of booklet panes, incl. 1911 die 1b watermark crown 1d. scarlet booklet panes of six watermark upright 
and watermark inverted, 1924-26 1½d. panes of six with two adverts (five different), 2d. orange die I booklet pane 
of six, 2d. orange die I booklet pane of six, (3 x 2) watermark inverted, 2d. orange die II booklet pane of six, (3 x 
2), 2d. orange die II booklet pane of six, (3 x 2) watermark inverted, 1936 1½d. pane of six with two adverts (13, 
some without selvedge), etc., slightly varied condition. (55)                                                                        £600-£700 

1238 1239
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King Edward VIII 

 1244   P       1936 ½d. green, imprimatur pair, “N/P/IMPRIMATUR” handstamp on gum, fine with full gum. S.G. Spec. 
P1, cat. £11,000. Photo.                                                                                                                            £2,000-£2,500 

 1245  B        A group of booklets, comprising 1936 6d., 1936 2s. editions 356, 360, 366 and 380, 1936 3s. edition 321 and 331, 
1936 5s. editions 16 and 17, mixed perfs., slightly varied condition.                                                           £300-£400 

 1246  B       A group of booklets, comprising 2s. editions 366 and 370, and 3s. edition 326 and 331, and 5s. edition 16, mixed 
perfs., mainly fine.                                                                                                                                              £120-£150 

King George VI 

 1247  m       A range of K.G.VI used high values in a stock book, incl. 1929-48 2s.6d. (62), 10s. dark blue (47), 1951 Festival £1 
(185), etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £200-£250 

 1248  H       A mint collection on leaves, incl. 1939-48 and 1951 Festival high values mint, 1939-48 2s. corner strip of four 
(stamps unmounted), booklet panes, etc. (95)                                                                                                £150-£200 

 1249  H       A selection, incl. 1939-48 set mint (unmounted except 2s.6d. yellow-green), 1948 Silver Wedding £1 mint corner 
block of four (three unmounted), etc., varied condition. (29)                                                                      £150-£200 

 1250  H       A mint collection on leaves, incl. 1939-48 and 1951 Festival high values mint, booklet panes with panes of four, 
incl. 1947-57 ½d., 1d., 1950-52 range, etc. (106)                                                                                            £120-£150 

 1251            A collection on leaves, mint and used, incl. 1937-47 ½d. to 2½d. watermark sideways mint, 1939-48 set mint, 1951 
Festival set unmounted mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                                              £70-£80 

 1252            A selection, incl. 1937-47 sets (3, mint, two are unmounted), 1s. unmounted mint block of eight “J/41” cylinder 
“6” no dot, some K.E.VIII and Channel Islands, etc. (283)                                                                                £70-£90 

 1253  H       A mint collection in two albums, incl. a comprehensive range cylinder blocks with 1946 Victory 2½d. cylinder 9 
and 13 dot and no dot, 3d. cylinder 2 dot and no dot (2), 3d. cylinder 4 no dot and dot (2), 1848 Silver Wedding 
2½d. cylinder 1 dot and no dot, cylinder 6 dot and no dot, £1 cylinder 1 blocks of four (2), 1948 Olympic Games 
6d. cylinder 9 lower three rows with “HLP” and retouched block, 1937-47 1½d. red-brown block of six, one with 
Crown flaw, 3d. violet cylinder 11 no dot, 1s. cylinder 16 dot, 1939-48 set, booklet panes with 2d. orange panes 
of six with upright and inverted watermark, 2½d. ultramarine panes of six with watermark upright and inverted, 
many varieties, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                           £1,800-£2,000 

 1254 s      1937-47 2d. imperf. single used on piece, unusual. Brandon certificate (2005) for the item on cover states “fault 
at base of adhesive”. Photo.                                                                                                                               £600-£700 

 1255  Hb - 1s. bistre-brown cylinder 16 in blocks of six, no dot and dot perf. type 6, stamps are unmounted mint. S.G. Spec. 
Q28.                                                                                                                                                                          £70-£80 

 1256  Jb 1939-48 10s. dark blue in an unmounted mint complete sheet of forty, fine and rare. S.G. 476, cat. £10,400+. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £2,000-£2,500 

 1257  H       1941-42 2d. pale orange mint horizontal pair with margin at foot, showing a dramatic perforation variety due to 
a comb shift, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

 1258  Jb 1948 Silver Wedding £1 complete sheet of twenty, unmounted mint, one or two minor gum wrinkles, otherwise 
fine. S.G. 494, cat. £800+.                                                                                                                                  £180-£200 
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King George VI continued 

 1259   P        1950-52 1d. light ultramarine, imperforate imprimatur pair with watermark upright, with “N/P/IMPRIMATUR” 
handstamp on gum, fine with gum, with margin at right. S.G. 504b var. Photo.                                      £600-£700 

 1260  J + 1951 Festival 2s.6d. to £1 set in unmounted mint corner blocks of four (2s.6d. is a block of six), fine. S.G. 509-
512.                                                                                                                                                                       £180-£200 

 1261 )      - 2s.6d. to £1 set used with accompanying commemoratives on plain registered first day cover with Eastcheap 
B.O. c.d.s. cancellations, fine. S.G. 509-514. To be sold on behalf of the B.M.S. Stamp Bureau charity. Photo on page 
146.                                                                                                                                                                         £80-£100 

German World War II Propaganda Forgeries 

 1262   F        1935 Silver Jubilee “THIS WAR IS A/JEWISH WAR” ½d. ‘unused’ and ‘used’ marginal examples, fine.     £80-£100 

 1263   F        - “THIS WAR IS A/JEWISH WAR” ½d. and 1937 Coronation “TEHERAN”, ‘used’ on G.P.O. sheet, also 1937-47 set 
of six ‘used’ on G.P.O. sheet.                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1264   F        1937 Coronation 1½d. used, 1937 ½d. to 3d. set (6 used), 1937 2d., 1½d. unused, ½d., 1d., 1½d. used, and Liquidation 
of Empire Barbados, Jamaica, St Lucia used. (15)                                                                                          £150-£200 

 1265   F        1937-47 “LIQUIDATION/OF EMPIRE” overprint for St Lucia on ½d. Bahamas on 1d., Barbados on 1½d., Hong 
Kong on 2d., Barbados on 2½d., and Bahamas on 3d., used on large piece of paper with London Special Stamp 
c.d.s.’s in violet. Photo on page 146.                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

King George VI Booklet Panes 

 1266  J        A selection of 1937-40 original dark colour booklet panes of six, all with cylinder numbers, comprising ½d. (28), 
1d. (15), 1½d. (27), unmounted mint, mixed perfs.                                                                                        £700-£800 

 1267  J        A collection of 1941-42 pale colour booklet panes of six and all with cylinder numbers, comprising ½d. (7), 2d. 
(4) and 2½d. (9), unmounted mint, mixed perfs.                                                                                            £250-£300 

King George VI Booklets – 2s. 

 1268  B       1937 (Aug.) 2s. booklet edition 388, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD11, cat. £1,100. Photo.                           £250-£300 

 1269  B       - 2s. booklet edition 394, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD11 Photo.                                                                    £250-£300 

 1270  B       1938 (Mar.) 2s. booklet editions 434, 443, 453 and 454, mixed perfs., fair to good. S.G. BD12.             £400-£500 

 1271  B       - 2s. booklet editions no. 417, 458 and 501, mixed perfs. fair to good. S.G. BD12, cat. £3,300. Photo.   £400-£500 

 1272  B       - 2s. booklet edition 422, mixed perfs., gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. BD12, cat. £1,100. Photo.      £180-£200 

 1273  B  C   - 2s. booklet edition 425, all panes overprinted “CANCELLED” and punched type 33P, front cover dated “29 JUL 
1938”, fine. S.G. BD12. Photo.                                                                                                                           £200-£250 

 1274  B       - 2s. booklet edition 432, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD12, cat. £1,100. Photo.                                               £250-£300 

 1275  B       - 2s. booklet edition 433, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD12. Photo.                                                                   £250-£300 

 1276  B       - 2s. booklet edition 437, mixed perfs., some gum disturbances, otherwise fine. S.G. BD12. Photo.      £180-£200 

 1277  B       - 2s. booklet edition 444, mixed perfs., mild gum toning and crease affecting ½d. pane and back cover, otherwise 
fine. S.G. BD12. Photo.                                                                                                                                      £180-£200 
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King George VI Booklets – 2s. continued 

 1278  B       - 2s. booklet edition 449, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD12. Photo on page 148.                                             £250-£300 

 1279  B       - 2s. booklet edition 467, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD12. Photo on page 148.                                             £250-£300 

 1280  B       - 2s. booklet edition 469, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD12. Photo on page 148.                                             £250-£300 

 1281  B       - 2s. booklet edition 476, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD12. Photo on page 148.                                             £250-£300 

 1282  B       - 2s. booklet edition 480, mixed perfs., minor gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. BD12. Photo.               £180-£200 

 1283  B       - 2s. booklet edition 481, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD12. Photo on page 148.                                             £250-£300 

 1284  B       - 2s. booklet edition 484, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD12. Photo on page 148.                                             £250-£300 

 1285  B       - 2s. booklet edition 486, mixed perfs., front cover with mild crease, otherwise fine. S.G. BD12. Photo on page 148.
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1286  B       - 2s. booklet edition 493, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD12. Photo.                                                                   £250-£300 

 1287  B       - 2s. booklet edition 497, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD12. Photo.                                                                   £250-£300 

 1288  B       - 2s. booklet edition 502, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD12. Photo.                                                                   £250-£300 

King George VI Booklets – 1940 (Oct.) 2s.6d. 

 1289  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 22, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15, cat. £975. Photo.                                                 £200-£250 

 1290  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 23, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                                                                   £200-£250 

 1291  B       2s.6d. booklet editions 24, 27, 70 and 73, mixed perfs, poor to good. S.G. BD15.                                     £200-£250 

 1292  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 29, mixed perfs., fine. SB15. Photo.                                                                            £200-£250 

 1293  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 35, mixed perfs., very minor cover imperfections, otherwise fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 1294  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 40, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                                                                   £200-£250 

 1295  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 41, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                                                                   £200-£250 

 1296  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 43, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                                                                   £200-£250 

 1297  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 44, mixed perfs., a few minor imperfections. S.G. BD15. Photo.                           £120-£150 

 1298  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 46, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                                                                   £200-£250 

 1299  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 48, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                                                                   £200-£250 

 1300  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 49, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                                                                   £200-£250 

 1301  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 50, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                                                                   £200-£250 

 1302  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 51, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                                                                   £200-£250 

 1303  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 52, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                                                                   £200-£250 

 1304  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 54, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo on page 152.                                             £200-£250 

 1305  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 55, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo on page 152.                                             £200-£250 

 1306  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 57, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo on page 152.                                             £200-£250 

 1307  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 58, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo on page 152.                                             £200-£250
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King George VI Booklets – 2s. continued 

 1308  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 59, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                                                                   £200-£250 

 1309  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 60, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                                                                   £200-£250 

 1310  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 61, mixed perfs., one or two minor imperfections, otherwise fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1311  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 63, mixed perfs., back cover with adhesions, fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.                   £180-£200 

 1312  B       2s.6d. booklet edition 67, mixed perfs., one 2d. stamp with small fault, otherwise fine. S.G. BD15. Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1313  B       1942 (Mar.) 2s.6d. booklet edition 95, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD16, cat. £975. Photo.                          £200-£250 

 1314  B       - 2s.6d. booklet edition 130, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD16. Photo.                                                              £200-£250 

 1315  B       1942 (Oct.) 2s.6d. booklet edition 204, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD17, cat. £975. Photo.                         £200-£250 

King George VI Booklets – 3s. 

 1316  B       1937 (Aug.) 3s. booklet edition 340, mixed perfs., fine S.G. BD21, cat. £1,900. Photo.                            £350-£400 

 1317  B       - 3s. booklet edition 342, mixed perfs., fine S.G. BD21. Photo.                                                                    £350-£400 

 1318  B       - 3s. booklet edition 343, mixed perfs., fine S.G. BD21. Photo.                                                                    £300-£400 

 1319  B       1938 (Apr.) 3s. booklet edition 352, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD22, cat. £1,900. Photo.                           £350-£400 

 1320  B       - 3s. booklet edition 352, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD22. Photo.                                                                   £300-£400 

 1321  B       - 3s. booklet edition 353, good perfs., slight offset on gum otherwise fine. S.G. BD22. Photo.                £150-£200 

 1322  B       - 3s. booklet edition 354, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD22. Photo.                                                                   £350-£400 

 1323  B       - 3s. booklet edition 357, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD22. Photo.                                                                   £350-£400 

King George VI Booklets – 5s. 

 1324  B       1937 (Aug.) 5s. booklet edition 18, mixed perfs., a few minor tone spots, otherwise fine. S.G. BD23, cat. £2,000. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £250-£300 

 1325  B       1938 (May) 5s. booklet edition 22, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD24, cat. £2,000. Photo.                             £300-£400 

1316 1317
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King George VI Booklets – 5s. continued 

 1326  B       1938 (May) 5s. booklet edition 29, mixed perfs., imperfections. S.G. BD24. Photo.                                 £180-£200 

 1327  B       1940 (July) 5s. booklet edition 4, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD25, cat. £2,000. Photo.                                £300-£400 

 1328  B       - 5s. booklet edition 5, mixed perfs., minor gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. BD25. Photo.                   £250-£300 

 1329  B       - 5s. booklet edition 8, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD25. Photo.                                                                       £350-£400 

 1330  B       - 5s. booklet edition 11, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD25. Photo.                                                                     £350-£400 

 1331  B       1942 (Mar.) 5s. booklet edition 17, mixed perfs., top right corner of all panes and cover bent, otherwise fine. S.G. 
BD26, cat. £2,000. Photo.                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1332  B       - 5s. booklet edition 18, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD26. Photo.                                                                     £350-£400 

 1333  B       - 5s. booklet edition 21, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD26. Photo.                                                                     £350-£400 

 1334  B       - 5s. booklet edition 23, mixed perfs., fine. S.G. BD26. Photo.                                                                     £350-£400 

 1335  B       Selection of nine incl. incl. 1950 (June), (Aug.), (Oct.), and (Dec.), mixed perfs., mainly fine.                £100-£150 
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Queen Elizabeth II 

Collections & Mixed Lots 

 1336            A largely 2000s collection in twenty albums, mainly commemorative issues with much mint, etc. (100s)               
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,800-£2,000 

 1337            The balance of a Q.E.II collection on stock pages, mainly decimal, incl. prestige booklets and panes, plate/cylinder 
blocks with Harrison 14p. cylinder 6 dot (2) and no dot lower left blocks of six unmounted mint, Waddington, 
Questa, Wales, Isle of Man, Scotland, 1969 (Dec.) Stamps for Cooks £1 booklet stapled edition with each stamp 
overprinted “SPECIMEN” (2), Northern Ireland 1971-93 Questa Litho 18p. deep olive-grey cylinder Q2Q2 and 
Q4Q4 lower left corner blocks of six unmounted mint, Wales 1971-93 Harrison 5p. FCP cyl. 3 phos. 11 dot and 
no dot blocks of six unmounted mint, litho 24p. chestnut lower left corner cylinder Q4Q4 block of six unmounted, 
etc.                                                                                                                                                                 £1,500-£2,000 

 1338            An unmounted mint group of commemorative varieties, comprising 1988 Linnean Society 31p. lower margin  
vertical strip of four, lower pair variety almost imperforate, very faint row of indents at top, 1990 Gallantry Awards 
20p. DSC & DSM variety imperforate, a superb unmounted mint left marginal horizontal pair, 1990 Christmas 
22p. variety imperforate in a marginal vertical pair, and 2004 Ocean Liners imperforate miniature sheet, the lower 
left stamp with face value “53” instead of “57”, all fine unmounted mint.                                            £1,000-£1,500 

 1339            An accumulation in two albums, fifteen stockbooks, leaves and loose, incl. 1963 Red Cross (phos.) 3d. cylinder 
block of nine, 1s.3d. and 1s.6d. in cylinder blocks of six unmounted, 1964 U.P.U. Congress in Vienna presentation 
book, 1969 £1 Cook Book staples, large quantity of commemorative cylinder blocks, Harrison & Sons folders, 
many signed by the designers, minor varieties, etc. (1,000s)                                                                        £500-£700 

 1340            An accumulation of commemorative and decimal Machins  loose in a bag incl. blocks and pairs, chiefly fine. (few 
1,000s)                                                                                                                                                                  £400-£500 

 1341            A decimal accumulation, mainly presentation packs, etc. (100s)                                                                 £350-£400 

 1342            A mixed mint loose decimal selection in a bag with a range of denominations incl. 1st class, chiefly fine. (many 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                     £300-£320 

 1343            A pre-decimal collection on leaves, mainly unmounted, incl. varieties with 1966 Battle of Hastings 4d. strip of six 
with shift leaving “Battle of Hastings” at right, 1s.3d. marginal block of four with right two stamps gold omitted, 
1966 Christmas 3d. pair with misplaced gold, 3d. marginal single with extra Queen’s head in margin, 1966 World 
Cup 6d. with black almost omitted, 1967 Paintings 4d. gold omitted, 1969 Paintings 1s. 9d. pair misperforated, 
1967-70 1s.6d. greenish blue omitted, 1967 Christmas 1s.6d. red shift, 1s.6d. strip of three with gold shift, 1971 
Anniversaries 7½p. grey omitted, 1972 Explorers 3p. corner traffic light block of four with ‘dropped eyes’ due to 
shift, 1972 Churches 7½p. block of fifteen with dry print of gold, etc., mainly fine. (54)                         £300-£400 

 1344            A collection, incl. presentation packs, booklets with 5s. Nov. 53, commemoratives in blocks, Machins, 1980 
Exhibition miniature sheets heavily duplicated, etc. (100s)                                                                          £250-£300 

 1345            A mainly Q.E.II accumulation in five albums and loose, incl. missing phosphors, booklets, f.d.c’s, complete sheets 
and multiples, covers, Castles blocks of four, etc. (100s)                                                                              £250-£300 

 1346            A collection in two albums, incl. unmounted mint decimal commemorative issues, etc. (100s)            £200-£250 

 1347            Various incl. 1958 (July 18) Games set on registered first day cover with “REGISTERED/EMPIRE GAMES 
VILLAGE/BARRY” hooded circles (trivial imperfections), 1964 Forth Road presentation pack and a collection of 
Isle of Man in five albums and stockbook. (100s)                                                                                          £180-£200 

 1348            A collection in 25 albums, incl. Machins, commemoratives, f.d.c’s, PHQ cards, etc. (100s)                    £180-£200 

 1349            A mainly unmounted mint accumulation of pre-decimal commemorative issues in a binder and loose contained 
in a carton with many sets in complete sheets incl. 1963 Lifeboat, Red Cross and Cable, 1964 Geographical and 
Botanical, etc. (1,000s)                                                                                                                                       £150-£200 

 1350            A mainly Q.E.II collection in eleven albums, incl. heavy duplication with some cancellation interest, multiples and 
complete sheets, f.dc’s, presentation packs with £10 Britannia, used Machins, commemoratives, Wildings, Castles, 
etc., varied condition. (1,000s)                                                                                                                          £150-£200 
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 1351            An accumulation in a stockbook, folder, leaves and stockleaves, incl. 1952-54 watermark Tudor crown 5d., 8d. 
and 1s. on first day cover, 1965 United Nations 3d. (ordinary) cylinder block of nine, one with lake in Russia, 3d. 
block of six, one with broken circle, Machins, regionals, etc. (100s)                                                           £150-£200 

 1352            Royal Mail ‘Special Stamps’ books with slipcases, range from 1988 to 2013 in a carton, several still shrink-wrapped.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1353            A Q.E.II collection in 16 albums, incl. decimal issues, f.d.c’s, Channel Islands, etc. To be sold on behalf of Garden 

House Hospice Charity, Letchworth. (100s)                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 1354            A mainly decimal accumulation, incl. presentation packs, prestige booklets, yearbooks (24), etc. (100s)                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1355            A mainly Q.E.II collection in seventeen albums, incl. Guernsey, Jersey, commemoratives, etc. (100s)  £150-£200 

 1356            An accumulation of f.d.c’s and presentation packs in seventeen albums. (100s)                                       £150-£200 

 1357            A decimal accumulation, incl. presentation packs, booklets, etc. (100s)                                                     £150-£200 

 1358            An accumulation in albums (incl. six boxed Davo) and loose, incl. Smiler sheets with 2001 Consignia 19p. and 
(1st) unmounted mint, presentation packs, f.d.c’s, booklets, extensive modern unmounted mint Alderney and Isle 
of Man issues, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1359            A Q.E.II collection in seven albums, incl. 1952-55 set mint, 1955-58 set unmounted mint, Castles, Wildings, f.d.c’s, 
booklet panes, etc., also three empty albums, mainly fine. (100s)                                                                £120-£150 

 1360            An accumulation of mainly covers in eight cover albums, incl. f.d.c’s, Benham Silks, commemorative covers with 
Railways, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                           £100-£150 

 1361            A collection of decimal period Royal Mail presentation packs (few 100s)                                                 £100-£120 

 1362            A group in a small carton of decimal Machin and commemorative issues, some in presentation packs and many 
in blocks, with imprints etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                           £100-£150 

 1363            Selection of errors incl. 1960 G.P.O. 3d. marginal block of four with broken horse’s mane, 1964 F.R.B. 3d. strip of 
three with major ink flaw, single with denomination and date missing almost albino and ink flaw all over the right 
panel, imperforate at top with large margin (2, one used and showing part marginal inscription), marginal single 
and corner marginal pair with two phosphor bars, 1969 4d. Concorde 4d. marginal block with ‘oil slick’ flaw , 1974 
U.P.U. 3½p. pair misperforated, etc., mainly fine. (20)                                                                                    £80-£100 

 1364            A mainly decimal Q.E.II collection in two albums, incl. decimal issues, etc. (100s)                                    £80-£100 

 1365  H       Harrison presentation cards, one 1952 (Dec. 5) bearing Wilding 1½d. and 2½d., the other 1953 (June 2) with 
Coronation set affixed, both in original cellophane covers.                                                                              £70-£80 

1368

1369

1372

1370
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Wilding Issues 

 1366            An extensive balance collection, mint with many unmounted, mainly cylinder blocks, incl. 1952-54 watermark 
Tudor Crown 1½d. cylinder 2 no dot, cylinder 6 dot, cylinder 9 dot (2), cylinder 12 dot booklet panes of two, 1½d. 
cylinders 6 dot no dot, 7 dot no dot, 9 dot (3), 10 dot (2) no dot (2) booklet panes of six, 1d. ultramarine “MINIMUM 
INLAND PRINTED PAPER RATE 1½d.” booklet panes (2, one watermark upright and one inverted), 3d. cylinder 
K1 dot no dot, K1 T dot no dot, K2 dot no dot, K2 T dot no dot, K7 dot no dot, K7 T dot no dot, K8 T dot no 
dot blocks of six, 7d. cylinder 2 dot and no dot blocks of six for both perfs., 9d. cylinder 1 dot and no dot blocks 
of six, 10d. cylinder 1 dot and no dot blocks for all three perfs blocks of six, 10d. cylinder 1 dot no dot blocks of 
six, 1955-58 watermark St Edward’s Crown ½d. cylinder 3 no dot (2), 1d. cylinder 1 dot (2), 1½d. cylinder 14 dot 
and no dot panes of two, 1d. F6 dot and no dot and F9 dot and no dot cylinder panes of six with three adverts, 
2d. red-brown H1 dot and no dot, 2d. light red-brown H6 T dot and no dot (2), H6 dot (2) and no dot blocks of 
six, 2½d. cylinder J6 dot and no dot, J6 T dot, J8 dot and no dot, J9 dot and no dot (2), J9 T dot and no dot blocks 
of six, 5d. cylinder 1 dot no dot blocks of six, 7d. cylinder 2 no dot mint and dot corner blocks of six, 8d. cylinder 
3 dot no dot blocks of six, 1957 watermark St Edward’s Crown graphite lined 3d. cylinder K7 dot (2) no dot, K7 
T dot and no dot, K15 dot panes of six, 1958-65 watermark Crowns 1½d. G16 T dot and no dot and G16 dot and 
no dot panes of six, 2d. one watermark upright and one watermark inverted, cylinder H6 T dot and H6 no dot 
panes of six, 2½d. J6 dot, J8 T dot and no dot, J9 dot (2), J9 T dot (2) and no dot (2), J13 dot (2) and no dot (2), 
J13 T dot (2) and no dot (2) blocks of six, 3d. K16 cylinder pane of six, 1s.6d. cylinder 1 no dot, cylinder 3 dot no 
dot panes of six, 1958-61 watermark crowns graphite lines ½d. watermark inverted cylinder E4 no dot (2) and 
pane of six watermark upright panes of six, 2d. graphite line one phosphor band at left cylinder 17 cylinder blocks 
of six perf type B(I/P) and B(E/P) (2), 1960-67 Phosphor 1½d. G15 T dot and no dot, G15 dot and no dot, and 
G16 dot panes of six, 2d. one phosphor band at left reacting green cylinder 17 both perf. type blocks of six, 2½d. 
one phosphor band, cylinder F13 no dot, cylinder F13 dot (2) and no dot (2) panes of six, 3d. K15 dot, no dot (4), 
K17 dot no dot (2), K17 T dot and no dot, K18 dot no dot, K18 T dot (2) no dot, K20 dot, K20 T dot no dot panes 
of six, 4d. two bands reacting green cylinder 8 dot no dot blocks, 6d. two band reacting violet cylinder 8 dot no 
dot blocks of six, 1s.3d. two phosphor bands reacting violet cylinder 2 no dot perf type A(E/I) , etc., mainly fine. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                             £4,000-£5,000 

 1367            A mainly mint selection in a stockbook with many in marginal blocks of four, some with plate and sheet numbers 
incl. Castles set, a few pre-decimal Machins, pre-decimal booklets and a few K.G.VI issues to £1 mint, etc. (many 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                     £100-£120 

 1368   P        Trials: 1958 2d. light red-brown ‘Dollis Hill’ phosphor trials, no watermark vertical pair, one central green  
phosphor band, without gum, fine. S.G. Spec. ST5, 5a. Photo.                                                                    £220-£250 

 1369   P       - 3d. deep lilac ‘Dollis Hill’ phosphor trials, very fine perforated horizontal pair with narrow and 3mm short  
phosphor band straddling perfs., unlisted. Photo.                                                                                          £250-£300 

 1370   P       - 1960-67 3d. deep lilac Dollis Hill phosphor trial pair with 4mm blue phosphor band, 2mm bands both left and 
right, fine. S.G. Spec. S77(3)b. Photo.                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1371   P        1952-54 Watermark Tudor Crown 1d. ultramarine, marginal imperf. tête-bêche pair, fine with gum,  
handstamped “BPMA” on reverse. Photo.                                                                                           £1,500-£2,000 

 1372   P       - 6d. reddish purple, an imperforate imprimatur pair, both with “N/P/IMPRIMATUR” handstamped on gum, minor 
wrinkle, fine with full gum. S.G. 523, Spec. S104, cat. £2,000. Photo.                                                         £500-£600 
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Wildings continued 

 1373  J       1958-61 graphite 2d. light red-brown, an unmounted marginal strip of five from the right of the sheet,  
showing pre-printing/perforating paper creases affecting the last two stamps leaving the penultimate stamp 
with two lines and the last stamp with no lines, a few small natural gum blemishes. Very rare, one of  five 
such known. S.G. 590 var., Spec. S42ab. Photo.                                                                                    £1,200-£1,500 

 1374  J       - 3d. with two lines at left (from back), fine unmounted mint. S.G. 592a. Photo.                                     £100-£150 

 1375  B       1960 ½d., 1d., 1½d., 3d. watermark sideways in cylinder panes of four (in Dec. 64 book), mainly good perfs.        
                                                                                                                                                                                  £70-£80 

 1376  J       Booklet Panes: 1960-67 phosphor 4d. deep ultramarine part perf. lower row of three from booklet pane,  
unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 616alc. Photo.                                                                                                     £400-£500 

1955 – 68 Castles 

 1377  J       1959 De La Rue 2s.6d. black-brown showing reversed offset on the gummed side, fine unmounted mint with 
sheet margin. Copy of B.P.A. certificate (1968) missing photo. S.G. 595 var. Photo.                                £120-£150 

 1378  J       - 2s.6d. black-brown showing reversed offset on the gummed side, fine unmounted mint with sheet margin. S.G. 
595 var. Photo.                                                                                                                                                    £100-£150 

 1379  I + - 5s. corner block of four with Post Office training bars, unused. Photo.                                                   £150-£200 

 1380  J       1963 Bradbury Wilkinson 5s. red variety watermark inverted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 596aWi, cat. £400. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1381  Jb 1967-68 no watermark 2s.6d. to £1 Castles set in complete unmounted mint sheets of 40, mainly fine. S.G. 759-
762.                                                                                                                                                                         £80-£100 

1374 1376
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Queen Elizabeth II Commemoratives 

 1382 + P   1957 Scouts 2½d., 4d. and 1s.3d. set of imperforate imprimatur blocks of four, all with “N/P/IMPRIMATUR” 
handstamp on gum, fine with full gum. Photo.                                                                                   £1,000-£1,200 

 1383   P        1961 Post Office Savings Bank set of imperforate imprimaturs, stamped “NPM IMPRIMATUR” fine marginal with 
full gum, rare. Photo.                                                                                                                                         £300-£400 

 1384   P        - 3d. imperforate imprimatur with “N/P/IMPRIMATUR” handstamps on reverse, fine with gum. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1385   E       1962 National Productivity Year, Bradbury Wilkinson stamp-sized essay for 1s.3d., handpainted in brown, green 
and blue on wove paper (69 x 59mm) of unadopted design with pencil notations. Newly discovered from the personal 
archive of Bradbury Wilkinson employee, Derek Friday. Photo.                                                                         £120-£150 

– 1383 –
1384
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Queen Elizabeth II Commemoratives continued 

 1386  J       1964 Geographical (ordinary) 4d. variety violet (face value) and red-brown (dock walls) omitted, unmounted 
mint marginal example, with normal stamp for comparison. S.G. 652c, cat. £425. Photo.                      £120-£150 

 1387   E       1965 Battle of Britain, stamp sized photographic essay of unadopted design for 4d. by Michael Farrar-Bell showing 
dogfioghts over the South coast, mounted on card (89 x 60mm). Photo.                                                  £120-£150 

 1388  J + 1966 Birds (phosphor) 4d. se-tenant phosphor marginal block of four, variety bistre omitted, fine  
unmounted mint. Brandon certificate (2018). S.G. 696ph, cat. £8,000. Photo.                            £1,500-£2,000 

 1389  J + - 4d. marginal block variety reddish brown omitted, fine unmounted mint with normal stamp for comparison. 
R.P.S. certificate (2005). S.G. 697pj, cat. £280+. Photo.                                                                                   £80-£100 

 1390  H       1966 England Winners 4d., an imperforate pair from the left of the sheet, unmounted mint but somewhat  
crumpled and creased. S.G. 700 var., EC F254IMa, noting only a traffic light/cylinder block of four. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

Ex 1389

Ex 1392

1387

1390

Ex 1386
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 1391  J +  1966 Technology (phosphor) 6d. with phosphor bands on both front and back, a fine unmounted mint block of 
four. S.G. 702p, var.                                                                                                                                              £80-£100 

 1392  J       1966 Battle of Hastings (phosphor) 1s.3d. variety lilac omitted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 712pa, cat. £950. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1393  Jb 1966 Christmas (ordinary) 3d. in a lower left corner block of five with traffic lights, with four stamps variety gold 
(Queen’s head) omitted and the fifth partially omitted, creasing, otherwise fine unmounted mint. S.G. 713 var. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

 1394            1967 EFTA, selection on leaves, mainly unmounted, incl. blocks, 9d. (phosphor) marginal block of four with shifts 
of brown and blue, 9d. (phosphor) singles with brown shift (2), 9d. watermark inverted, 1s.6d. single with red shift, 
1s.6d. single with black shift, etc. (107)                                                                                                           £120-£150 

 1395  Jb - 9d. variety lilac omitted, marginal block of twelve, with [R. 8/3] Quay flaw (S.G. Spec. W111h), fine unmounted 
mint. S.G. 715, cat. £1,680. Photo.                                                                                                                    £500-£600 

 1396  J       - 9d. (phosphor) brown omitted corner traffic light strip of three (mounted), 9d. brown omitted (2, one marginal), 
9d. (phosphor) new blue omitted (2), 9d. phosphor marginal green omitted, unmounted mint, fine.   £180-£200 

 1397  J       - 1s.6d. brown omitted, 1s.6d. phosphor brown omitted, 1s.6d. new blue omitted, 1s.6d. yellow omitted, and 1s.6d. 
phosphor blue grey omitted, unmounted mint, fine.                                                                                     £150-£200 

 1398  J +  1967 Flowers (phosphor) 4d. se-tenant block of four, the top left stamp variety slate-purple omitted, fine  
unmounted mint marginal example. S.G. 717pf, cat. £425. Photo.                                                              £100-£150 

 1399  J + 1968 British Bridges 1s.6d. variety red-orange (rooftops) omitted, corner block of four, fine unmounted mint, 
hinged in selvedge. S.G. 765b, cat. £1,200. Photo.                                                                                          £300-£400 

1393
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Queen Elizabeth II Commemoratives continued 

 1400   E       1968 Anniversaries set of stamp sized photographic essays of unadopted designs by Michael Farrar-Bell, each 
mounted on card (89 x 60mm). Photo.                                                                                                           £500-£600 

 1401  J       1970 Christmas 4d. marginal pair with dramatic misperforation and doubling of gold, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 
838 var. Photo.                                                                                                                                                    £200-£250 

 1402  J       1971 British Anniversaries 9p. variety missing phosphor, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 889y, cat. £350. Photo on 
page 160.                                                                                                                                                              £100-£150 

 1403  J       1972 Polar Explorers 5p. variety gold (Queen’s head) omitted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 898a, cat. £300. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1404  J       - 7½p. variety gold (Queen’s head) omitted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 899a, cat. £300. Photo.              £80-£100 

 1405  J       1972 General Anniversaries 9p. variety brown (facial features) omitted, lower marginal with notes in selvedge, 
unmounted mint, some ink specks on face, otherwise fine. S.G. 903b, cat. £3,000. 36 mint examples known. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

1403 1404
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†1406 J       1982 Maritime Heritage 15½p. imperf. pair with part inscription at foot, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 1187a. 
Around five pairs known. Photo.                                                                                                               £1,200-£1,500 

 1407   P        1983 British Army 16p. imperf. plate proof, with gum. S.G. 1218 var. Photo.                                         £180-£200 

†1408 Jb 1998 Christmas 20p. variety imperforate, block of four contained in a marginal interpanneau block of nine, crease 
between stamps and gum disturbance otherwise fine. S.G. 2064a. Photo.                                                 £500-£600 

 1409   P       2003 A British Journey value error “42p.” instead of “2nd” (perforated trial), fine with full gum. S.G. 2385 var. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £600-£700 

 1410   P       - Value error (1st) instead of (E) (perforated trial), with full gum. S.G. 2387 var. Photo.                         £400-£450 

 1411   P        Value error “37” instead of “47” (perforated trial), with full gum. S.G. 2388 var. Photo.                         £400-£450 

 1412   P        2004 Christmas set of six, five with ‘wrong’ values, comprising (2nd), (1st), “E” for 40p., 53p. for 57p., £1.12 
for 68p. and 68p. for £1.12p., each with backing paper, fine. Three such sets known. Also normal set for  
comparison. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £4,000-£4,500 

 1413          No lot                                                                                                                                                                                       

1409 1410 1411
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Pre-Decimal Machins 

 1414  Jb 6d. two different shades in complete unmounted mint sheets of 240 (folded), mainly fine. S.G. 736.   £150-£200 

 1415  Jb 10d. variety uncoated paper in a block of eighteen, fine unmounted mint, S.G. 741a, cat. £1,530. Photo.                
                                                                                                                                                                                    £300-£350 

 1416  Jb 1s.6d. Prussian blue and indigo two bands PVA, variety greenish blue omitted, in a fine unmounted mint block 
of eight from the right of the sheet. S.G. 743 var.                                                                                          £150-£200 

Decimal Machins 

 1417   P       Harrison trials, undenominated proof with head of Harrison, perforated strip of ten on gummed paper with blank 
row below, six phosphor bands on each, unusual.                                                                                             £70-£90 

 1418            A selection, incl. ½p. Harrison photo FCP/PVA variety broad centre phosphor band unmounted mint, ½p. 
Harrison photo FCP/PVA variety phosphor omitted, type II unmounted mint, 3p. ultramarine FCP/PVA two 
bands pair with top stamp imperforate, 7p. purple-brown Harrison photo FCP/PVAD centre band head B2  
imperforate pair, 16p. olive-drab Harrison photo ACP/PVAD variety imperforate pairs (2), 8p. rosine Harrison 
photo FCP/PVAD variety phosphor omitted unmounted mint, Harrison FCP/PVAD two 9.5mm bands 17p. grey-
blue error phosphorised paper and two bands, FCP/PVAD two 9.5mm bands 17p. grey-blue band at left omitted, 
(2nd) NVI bright blue centre band (blue fluor) NFCP/PVA, variety imperforate in an unmounted mint vertical 
pair from booklets, 1998 (2nd) bright blue block of four, 1998 (1st) bright red block of four, and 2002 (1st) gold 
block of four, each on plain backing paper from business sheets, and 1981 ½p./4p. Reader’s Digest coil strip variety 
fluorescent brightener omitted unmounted mint without usual wax strip on reverse (Brandon certificate, 1986), 
mainly fine. (33)                                                                                                                                                  £300-£400 

 1419            A collection of Harrison 17 pin cylinder blocks of six, incl. 1p. PCP/PVAD cyl. 14 dot rows 18, 19 and 20, 16p. 
ACP/PVAD APS perf. cyl. 3 dot rows 18, 19 and 20, 17p ACP/PVAD APS perf. cyl. 13 dot rows 18, 19 and 20, 
22p. yellow-green ACP/PVAD rows 18, 19 & 20, 26p. red PCP/PVAD cyl. 2 dot at rows 17, 34p. cyl. 2 dot on rows 
19 and 20, etc. (31)                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1420            A selection of varieties, incl. 1984 18p. deep olive-green imperforate pair, phosphor varieties, etc. (28)                  
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

1415
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 1421  J       A group in binder and stockbook with many in imprint blocks, mostly lower denominations and 1st class  
denominations, coils, booklet panes etc. and a 1975-81 10p. to £1.20 booklet selection. (many 100s)  £150-£200 

 1422  Jb  Denominated Issues: Questa litho 2p. Q18 lower left block of six, 20p. Q3Q3 and Q4A4 lower left blocks of six, 
75p. Q8Q8 lower left corner block of six, fine unmounted mint.                                                                £100-£150 

 1423  Jb  - Waddington 4p. 8A7B dot and no dot upper right blocks of eight, and 20p. 4A6B no dot (2) and dot, 6A7B dot 
(2), 7A7B dot and no dot, 9A8B dot (2) and no dot upper right blocks of eight, fine unmounted mint.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1424  J        -  8p. rosine FCP/PVAD, variety phosphor omitted, fine unmounted mint, 1971-96 Machin 3½p. deep olive-brown 
(faulty ink mix) fine unmounted mint, and 1971 multi-value panes (two, 2 x 1p. and 2 x 1½p.) phosphor screen 
250, perf. and imperf. at top, fine unmounted mint.                                                                                     £200-£250 

 1425  Jb - 10p. orange-brown and chestnut FCP/PVA variety orange-brown omitted,  fine unmounted mint cylinder colour 
block of six, with normal stamp for comparison. S.G. X885a, cat. £840. Photo.                                        £250-£300 

 1426  J        Coils: An accumulation of coil leaders incl. three complete rolls, mixed condition. (100s)                      £80-£100 

 1427  J       No Value Indicated issues: 1999 (1st) black, variety imperforate horizontal pair, fine unmounted mint. Only 
three pairs recorded. S.G. 2078 var. Photo.                                                                                          £1,000-£1,200 

 1428  J       1977-87 High Values: £1 bright yellow-green and blackish olive variety imperforate in a horizontal pair, very 
faint perf. indentations at lower-right and right side. R.P.S. certificate (2015).                                         £120-£150 

 1429            Booklet Panes: 1971 to 1973, a collection of stitched booklet panes, incl. cylinder panes and booklets (57), etc. 
mainly good perfs. (approx. 100)                                                                                                                          £70-£80 

 1430            Stamped to Order Octagonal Design: 1974 self-adhesives with postal stationery dies, comprising the first series 
½p., 1p., 1½p., 5p. + ½p. and 5p. and 3p. and on four larger fragments; 2½p., 3p., 3½p. and 2½p. and 2½p. and ½p., 
an uncommon group. (9 items)                                                                                                                        £120-£140 

Queen Elizabeth II Booklets & Booklet Panes 

 1431            Booklets: A range with 1954 (Sept.) 5s., 1955 (Jan.) 5s.,1958 (Dec.) crowns 4s.6d. 1960 (Sept.) 4s.6d., (Dec.) 4s.6d., 
1961 (Feb.) 4s.6d., 1961 (June) 4s.6d., (July) 5s., 1962 (July) 5s., 1964 (Nov.) 5s., also 1959 phosphor-graphite 2d. 
light red-brown error of watermark mint and 1963 Red Cross (phosphor) set in marginal unmounted mint blocks 
of four, etc. (approx. 90)                                                                                                                                    £400-£500 

 1432  B       - An unmounted mint decimal collection of booklets, booklet panes and loose with denominations to £5 (few 100 
stamps)                                                                                                                                                                £150-£200 

 1433  B       - 1969 (Dec.) Stamps for Cooks £1 booklet stapled edition. S.G. ZP1, cat. £325. Photo.                            £80-£100 

 1434            Booklet Panes: A selection in two folders, incl. Wildings, prestige panes, Machins, also a range of Machin stamps, 
etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                                                          £60-£70 

1425

1427
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Post Office Label Sheets 

 1435  Jb  2001 Consignia 19p. and (1st) Smilers sheets unmounted mint, a few very minor wrinkles otherwise fine, scarce. 
S.G. LS2a and LS3a, cat. £1,200.                                                                                                                           £70-£80 

Regionals – Scotland 

 1436  Jb  A group of unmounted mint plate blocks of six, values to 34p., incl. 12½p. 7A7B (6), etc. (22 blocks)    £80-£100 

Postage Dues 

 1437            A selection on leaves and stockleaves, with mint, unmounted mint and used issues to £5, incl. 1954-55 set used, 
etc. (257)                                                                                                                                                              £100-£150 

 1438  m      1937-38 4d. dull grey-green irregular marginal block of eleven, variety watermark sideways inverted, used. R.P.S. 
certificate (2021) notes “toned on all stamps and damage at foot” but very scarce. S.G. D31Wi. Photo.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 1439   P     - 2s.6d. purple on yellow perf. 14 x 15 imprimatur block of four from the top of the sheet, each with “N/P/ 
IMPRIMATUR” handstamp and full gum, S.G. Spec. R34. Photo.                                                                £100-£150 

 1440   P  +  1955-57 2s.6d. purple on yellow imperforate imprimatur pair with “N/P/IMPRIMATUR” handstamp on gum, fine 
and fresh. Cat. £4,000. Photo.                                                                                                                           £300-£400 

 1441            1968 to 1994, a mainly unmounted mint selection, incl. 1968-69 4d. in cylinder “1” block of six, 1970 chalky paper 
PVA gum 1p. to £5, and set in cylinder blocks of six, 1982 set in cylinder blocks of six, etc.                  £500-£600 

 1442   P        1968-69 1s. ochre, imperforate imprimatur pair with “N/P/IMPRIMATUR” handstamp on gum, fine. Photo.        
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

1439
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 1443  J       1982 10p. strip of three with progressive dry print leaving two with impression partially omitted, fine unmounted 
mint. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £100-£150 

Channel Islands & Isle of  Man 

 1444            An accumulation in five cover albums and loose, incl. Guernsey with 1941-44 issue with shades, French Banknote 
½d. mint (55), 1d. (53) mint, Jersey 1943-44 issue with shades, set in gutter pairs, range of f.d.c’s, etc. (many 100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

 1445            A mint and used collection in three albums and loose. (100s)                                                                         £70-£80 

 1446            Alderney: A collection of locals in a stockbook, 1960s to 1980s, mainly unmounted mint. (100s)        £150-£200 

Guernsey 

 1447 )      1836 (July 1) entire letter “p Union” to London, datelined at Rio de Janeiro and with the very rare and mostly 
legible framed “SHIP LETTER/GUERNSEY” mark (Robertson S3, four or five examples believed to exist) and 
London datestamp on reverse. Important exhibition item. Photo.                                                £1,000-£1,200 

Isle of  Man 

 1448            Calf of Man local issues, the producer's surviving archival stock covering most issues, sorted into 67 boxes, 
each measuring approximately 14 x 8 x 3 inches, mainly unmounted mint or c.t.o., incl. thousands of full 
sheets, strong in thematics, mostly fine, also Isle of Man Locals catalogue. Photo. (many 1,000s)                    
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,000-£1,500 

 1449            A collection of railway tickets in two cover albums, incl. Isle of Man Railway, Manx Northern Railway, etc. (718)
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 
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Jersey 

 1450 )      1840 (June 27) wrapper to London endorsed “p Bristol to Jersey” at lower left and possibly originating from Havana, 
rated “1/4” with fine framed “JERSEY/SHIP LETTER” and London arrival c.d.s. on reverse. R.P.S. certificate (2011). 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

 1451  H       1941-43 1d. scarlet in a corner strip of three showing extra diagonal line of perforations, some black paper on 
gum otherwise fine. S.G. 2, var. Photo.                                                                                                            £100-£120 

 1452  Jb 1989-95 23p. Bonne Nuit Harbour, an unmounted mint marginal block of six, variety imperforate, fine. S.G. 483 
var. Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £200-£250 
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Up to £100 by £5 
£100 to £300 by £10 
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